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PREFACE

This model has been in various stages of development since about 1974. Several

people have contributed to the model since its inception. Richard D. Farley spent one

and a half years developing the disk to memory I/O scheme. This data flow package

is applicable to both conventional disk and SSD (Solid-state Storage Device) and is

extremely important to the efficient implementation of multi-domain calculations. Piotr

Smolarkiewicz implemented his advection scheme in the code. Gary Klaassen, Wojciech

Grabowski, and other users have helped to develop the code. William Hall continues

to contribute to model development on a regular basis. Bill Myers has modified his

animation software package, allowing us to better visualize model output.

The primary purpose of this document is to supply sufficient information to users to

allow them to apply the model efficiently and, in some cases, modify the code to satisfy

special needs. Since the model is a research tool and thus constantly being developed,

this document will be incomplete or out of date in places. User input is appreciated in

improving the usefulness of this document. This document is generally valid for version

G3CH01, circa Spring, 1996.

Certain aspects of the model are described only briefly in this document as they

are adequately discussed in published papers. A list of these papers and their focus is

included in Appendix A.

The following are the major changes that have been made to bring about this

newest version of the code:

* Since version G2TC36.FOR, a virtual nesting option has been added, which allows

the model to run in multiprocessor mode on a shared memory system.

* The interactive grid nesting has been completed in parallel. The geometry relating

to how domains are positioned relative to one another has been generalized.

* Two IO schemes are now available, including the standard Clark-Farley and a new

scheme that uses direct access to the SSD (Static Storage Device).

* Two methods to store boundary condition data are available, including the previous
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version and a version modified for use with virtual nesting using a minimum of

memory.

* The large-scale initialization has been generalized so that rather than being limited

to ingesting ECMWF (European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts)

model output, it can, in principle, accept any gridded model data.

* Directives making it easier to port the code to workstations have been extended.

* As always, more bugs have been exterminated.
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CHAPTER 1: MODEL EQUATIONS

Here, we describe the model equations in their most general form. The analytical

equations will first be presented in the geospherical system of coordinates without

any vertical coordinate transformation. Next, the analytical equations with arbitrary

vertical stretching will be presented, and finally the finite difference approximations of

the equations will be described.

1.1 Equations in Spherical Geometry

Equations of motion in the geospherical system (A - longitude, 4 - latitude, r -

radius) that describe a balance between inertial, pressure gradient, Coriolis, buoyancy

and frictional effects are:

D- 9</'uv+'-uw =- os-IO + f - w (V * +) -+-f 2 + - - (1 - 1)
Dt r r p r cos X p [ r r ( 2)

Dv tgq 2 1 1 1 9p 1 tg 1
- J Ik2_V u+1- (V17)2 + --- i +-T23 (1 - 2)

Dt r r p rO9 p [ r r

Dw 12 + p2) + fu + gB + [(V .)s3- (7ll + '7 22) (1-3)
Dt r p Or p p r

where velocity components are u (eastward), v (northward), and w (along the radius),

B is buoyancy (e.g., when phase changes are allowed B = (6 - 0)/6 + e(qv - q) - qc

where 6, qv, and qc are potential temperature, water vapor, and cloud water mixing

ratios. Variables with the overbar represent unperturbed environmental profiles, and

e = Rv/Rd - I), p is density (which is a base state density in the anelastic system),

= d/np/dz, f = 20 sin 0, f* = 2f cos ( and

D a0 1 1 0
D + Ut+ U c + ) - -(----+ w a (1-4)

Dt =+t r cos0A r+O Or1-1



_1 ii 1 0 2 \
(V r )i = + -(cos Ti 2) + 2 (r ( i

3)· (1 - 5)
r cos~ 80A r cos qq r2 r

Derivation of the above set may be found in several standard text books (e.g., Batchelor,

Holton, Dutton) except for the stress terms, which may be derived using tensor analysis

(e.g., Dutton). The stress tensor is defined with the help of the rate of strain tensor (or

deformation tensor) ei as:

ij = 2pK (ei - A^ (1 - 6)

where 6ij is the Kronecker delta tensor, A = eii is the trace of the rate of strain tensor

whose elements are given by (cf. Batchelor, Appendix 2):

1 Ou tgqo w
ell = o -- v + - (1 - 7a)

r cos 9A r r

1 9v w Ow
e22 = +- e33 = (1-7b,c)

r q r Or

1 av cosq ( u\
el 2 = e21 2r + C ) ( 1 7d )

2r cosq 2r a cos (7

r O u\ 1 w
e13 =€31 =1+ - -- (1- - 7e)

e2 r \r 2r cos A> (

rO (v\ low
e23 = e3 2 = 2 ar -- - + 2r (- 7/)

The anelastic continuity equation in the geospherical system is given by:

r Is (pu) + 8(cos b pv) + - (r2 pw) = 0. (1 - 8)
r cos a r cos ( p u r+ or

After simple manipulation, the continuity equation may be written in the form:

O(Pu*)+ (p v )+ (P*) = 0. (1-9)
Oax* ay* 9zz
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where the variables with an asterisk are defined as:

U U* = pr cos r- = + (1 - 10)
r cosq y R R

where R is the earth radius and (a*, y*, z) correspond to traditional meteorological

coordinates (eastward, northward and vertical direction) with spatial derivatives defined

through:
O _ i8 a 1 a a

zx* Ra ' y* = R a' az ar

Note that by defining spatial coordinates in this way, it is convenient to formulate the

finite difference version of (1-9), since 6x* = R 6S and ey* = R 86 and model resolution

in the east-west and north-south direction may be chosen based on SA and S6o. When

multiplied by p* and combined with (1-9), the momentum equations become:

(pu) + x* (P U) + (P vu) + (*U ) - P v + U w =

+ pd f V - p P W + r + r 1 + rt + R r 3 ( 1- - 1
-

)
-r* Ap p_ fw 1 a2*1 , 1 a22 ar2*3 tgq +* 1 -a-roc s -p F+ ay z-+ T + r713 (1- 1)+ p*f p,)+ p + w )+ - v2 ) =(,3

a ( a a a 9ax*

(p*-V) + (P**V) + (P*g + r + 8ar + PPV U + V_ +W

Op fu I 9a2*1 1 ar2*2 3 tgo 1
^ cos a-py* s+ + ++R_ 3 1-1)Cos y* z R 11 -- R 23

a a + a *1(+2 +
(p*w) + (p*u w) + pvw) + (p*ww) -pj (2 + 2)

N(' 1 07'; 1 + ar;3 1

-P2 COS ya-Pc) + p*f*u + p *gB + 811 + - a 73*2 a' 3 (7r*1 + r2*

(1 - 13)

where the modified stress tensor is defined as

r*= 2p*K (ei - -3 ij (1-14)
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and elements of the rate of strain tensor in the new notation are:

Au*
ell = 9*ax*

tg , w
R +RR *TrR

9v* w
e22 =-- + -Ray* EiR

9w
e33 =

aaz

1 #9v* cos 4 8u*
(12 = ¢21 ----- V ~-C a

2cos axz* 2 ay*

r cos D8u* 1 .w
e13 - e3 1 - - + rc2 eoz 2F cos q Ox*

r av* 1 aw
e23- e32 = z + 2F y*

2 8 z 2r ay*

(1- 15b, c)

(1 - 15d)

(1 - 5e)

(1- 15f)

We also require an equation to describe the budget of an arbitrary thermodynamic

variable (other than p); for convenience 9, potential temperature, is chosen. The variable

8 is defined as:

e= T(po/p) c (1- 16a)

where Rd is the gas constant for dry air and cp is the specific heat of air at constant

pressure.

The equation for 0 is given as

at(p* + y(p-) (p*v*9) + *(p*w9 ) = p *Se + --- dz* oy, (z o* + 8*2 + H' (1-16b)
cdy* 8z

where Se represents the local source term for 0 and H 1 , H2 and H represent the

subgrid-scale mixing terms of 9 where

p*KH 8
H* -- P H *

1 r 2 cos 2 xz*

H P*KH 0
2 r~2 Cos 04y*

(1-17a)

(1-17b)
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H3 = KH O (1-17c)

and KH is the coefficient of eddy thermal diffusion. It is usually assumed that KM =

KH or that the eddy Prandtl number is unity. Under the assumptions of constant KH,
d8

(1-16b) reduces to = P*Se + KHV2 O.

1.2 Equations in General Terrain-Following Coordinates in Spherical

Geometry

Equations (1-9) through (1-17) represent the smooth earth equations. To convert

to terrain-following coordinates, we apply the transformation

z= F(C)(1- h/H) + h (1 - 18)

where ( is the new vertical coordinate. The model is formulated using AC = constant

for any particular domain and F(C) is chosen as a monotonically increasing function of C
where

F(O)=0 and F(H)=H (1-19)

so that the surface of the model follows the terrain ( z = h(x,y) at = 0) and the model

top is at the constant. level of z = H or r = R + H, where R is the radius of the earth at

sea level.

Using the chain rule it is easily shown that

I a - xe +" 1 J1 (1 - 20a)
dx/f a-x --

|-V aY W + ± vYJ23 (1 -"20b)

0 = 0 (1 - 20c)

where

V = F(1 - h/H) = F (1 - 21a)
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jjJI3 (F(C) - 1 hx*

XVjJ2 3 = F(C) - h/

Defining p as

p = v/yp* = v/r 2 cos qp,

mass continuity (1-9) becomes

a
o'(p' P) + a

Y' (w) = o.

where

V/Jw = w + VJJ 13 u * + VYJ 23 *.

The momentum equations (1-11), (1-12) and (1-13) become

a (U) +at 9a, (u * ) -+ - ( v*u) + (wu)^(^^zO* 0'^^
-tgq - 1

- p-Ruv + -- w =rR rR

-r8a* (YP)ar (/Jlp3) + yfv- f*w+ r os a* (v) + (a-12)

+r (4 Il

a* (p*v) +x* P

/ cos + VY J23 1 )

+ a(pwv)

_ tgo v12 +rR R7 1 3PR

+ tg U2 .1
+ P -u +P- Vw:FR I vrR

1 a
- p f + rcos ar cos o gx* (vYi 2 1) + a* (Vy)2

( V/J'3 T 2 / COS + Vj 2 3 2 2

a p(puw)

) + / +_ + 23rR+-

+ :*W _ 1(U2 + v2)+ ;y(~,w) + +,(pww)- p R+ )yy tr

p a)c + if * + pgB + r cos x* v

1-6

(1 -21b)

(1 - 21c)

(1 - 22)

(1 - 23)

(1 - 24)

+ T13ac

a
dt

(1 - 25)

+ (J23 )
1 a
r ac+ 723 +

t(PW) +

-r 2 Cos (

(1 - 26)

1 aVJ'T32
r ay*

- ra
8C

a

d-Y*

- r c o s 0 a y * V I J

ol N
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+ r a(VJ13 / cos 3 + J23 2
f

- (rR 11 +22).

Note that the vertical pressure gradient term has been formulated in such a way

that pressure does not contribute to the production of vorticity in this anelastic system.

The conservation equation for 6 (1-16b) becomes

(p) + a (pu*O) + (pv*6)ax* 9y* + Qw (P,) = pso

a8 ('t 1 )+ ~x * v/~ a+ ay * (-V 2 ) + - (Hf + VJ13Hl + VJJ23H)

tll- =/Yp [KH [ V; (v'Y)

+a (J23) ]
+ ~ 7CV/J o)

13= PKH a
H3- 2 7C~K~ 0C

To complete the description of the e ibasic model equations, the analytical forms of j

are given as

1 ( ) [ (2: (VYu*) +2- (VJ:J13U*)
\2JtgRv*-2 2

R
1Jw

+2 RrR
2 1
30a
(1 - 30a)

22 = 2_ 28 *V/-J2 o. (9y(v/i*) +2 (vJi23V*) +2 Rw

-w -
OC'7'33 -= M

V/-~2 /

= 2 - ' 21
pKM

V,2 cos ( 9x*

3

+a (FJl3v)+~ )7
1-7

+ 733+8c (1 -27)

a
at

where

(1 - 28)

(1 - 29a)

(1 - 29b)

(1 - 29c)

2^
r~ViA] (1 - 30b)

(1 - 30c)

fI2 = pKslp~H a (·rY,

N/,-v



+C°os ( (j* ) + - (1J23U*))] (1 -30d)

71 = 31 = ( ) rcos * + ( ( )+ (

(1 - 30e)

(Km[ a 1 ( aa
'23 = T32 = (22) rv* + - (a (Vw) + * (vJ23W)) ] (1 - 30f)

where

I~ = - aW . (1 - 31)
p a9

1.3 Finite Difference Formulation of the Model Equations

Equations (1-23) through (1-27) are numerically approximated using the Arakawa

(1966) second-order conservative scheme. p will be written simply as p and similarly

x* and y* as x and y. For convenience of the numerical formulation, u* and v* will be

written as U and V. The tildes will also be dropped from the rij terms. The notation

will be that 6S and - x refer to a finite difference derivative and an average in the x

direction, respectively, and similarly in the other coordinate directions; see Appendix

B for details. The formulation adopted for mass conservation is

- (;p U) + 6y(TpyV) + S¢(pw) =0. (1 - 32)

and for the relation between w, w, U and V is

VJ/;C = p-C + VJj'3- + /fJJ,23VC . (1- 33)

The three momentum equations are approximated as

6t(U + (z ) + Sy (vP-Vf) + s6 (Tw ) - puv + --puwf =

-r ( (V'pg)+8±c (4YJ13pc)) +- f'+*-±r cos 6 (v/' 1 )+r (7 T'12)
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+T 13 + S (j3/c -C cos ± J+ V+J23 2--C/~~~~~1 -- rg f ' 2- + rR '+-(C (1-34)rR rR

6t(P V) + Z (bp U . j ) + 6yV +( (@ v- +ptsZP Y

-rcos y (6y
(yp)

+8c (fJJ23pc) )-- Zc o s +ro -Y 1. 6
i;57, u rcos

V'7r12) +ra (VJT22 )

(JJ3~ ~-~ /cosq + VJ 23 Y-)+~ v +P7R i +3 (1- 35)

<cw) t ^± -2 s) + 6 (V C () +T C ,(p <)
St (pC W) + p U WY W )+ p v W ) -- P IU 2 + V2 )

r R

-r 2 cos q (p -
pr2FC c

(r2F) I]+p U : cos ff*+gBp-<B+ 1- ,
r cos q

V/-J13- cos + VJ/ -Yv<7J1 3 ri32 / cos + J2 3 723 )

( 7 c Ti

-W (_< + 2-()1

r -
(1 - 36)

In the above equations

u u

r cos o
v

CV=
r

p (= jr 2 cos o po(z)

(1 - 37a)

(1 - 37b)

(1 - 37c)

with cos b and F colocated at the grid centered positions with p, p and 6.

The numerical approximations of rij and Dij are taken as

p pKM
rTi - ( 2 (1 - 38a)

(KM
Tl2 -- p /JD12 (1 - 38b)

1-9
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T13 2

'2 =---(
PKM/

273 2)

(1 - 38c)

(1- 38d)

v/JDnl = 2, (v U) + 26 (v/J13U C) 2V7-J -- y'Ji<+ 2-VSJ cos0 + 2w
cos < rR

x/J-D2 -= 2Sy V (V)
vW_

rR+ 2< (VJJ23V

VD 3 3s = 2S6w - 2vA
3

2^
3

(1 - 39b)

(1 - 39c)

1
vJD12 = s

cosY

+O [sy -VUU) +S( V/iJ231c)]+Cos 0 , /i +S

VlD 13 =- cos~ SC U + C1 8

r cos b L
(yWC)

+ - [, (7Wc)

+ 6C (vJ13-WC)]
+6((~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.

+ 6c / J J2 3W )]

-JA =-P-rF (iF) c (1 - 40)

1.4 The Non-hydrostatic Elliptic Pressure Equation

The momentum equations (1-34) through (1-36) can be written in the abbreviated

form

+t FX1 pfx - co
8t(;P$lU) + FX = pfx - - Ex(vp) + s( l n3p))

1-10

where

_ 12 3A
3
(1 - 39a)

(1 - 39d)

v¶D 23 = r ¢V

where

(1 - 39e)

(1 - 39f)

(1- 41)

V/JD13

vlxD23

[6 Y -V)+6(--MCl~



St(Y V) + FY = pfy = -coS (6y (x/p)+6 (fJ23p-c)) (1 -42)

St(pw) + FZ = pfz = cosr q - (pF ) (143)

where only terms involving p remain on the right hand side. FX, FY and FZ represent

the advective, Coriolis, buoyancy and mixing terms. In order to formulate a divergence

equation we require a prognostic equation for w. Combining (1-41) through (1-43) and

(1-33) we obtain

1 1 (V1
&t(PJw) + Fn = pfw = if1jJl3 os (' YpS + S + VjJ 3 p>_ C co~ (_ (~~ ( ) ( _

-_=^ jJ3cos3C (sy (vy p) +6 (VJj23YC ))

where

Qp (¢ JJ FXC+ + 6FZ . (1 - 45)

Eqns. (1-32), (1-41), (1-42) and (1-44) can be combined to form the divergence

equation

S Di t + Q _ 1 (6= (VJp) + 6( (fJJ13p ))

-Sy (COs 8y ( p)) + sy (cosC 6O (YJ Y))]

_co~ 6, ([' () (~ p())I( p FC) P

6[ ·1vJ13 1 (6, (pl) , + , (Jj32p -a))7 ]

-6S( Jj2 ( (V ) + CO (vsJ23V))] (1 - 46)

1-11



and putting the future value of the divergence (Div) equal to zero results in our

diagnostic elliptic equation in p.

Equation (1-46) is solved in a "block" sense where that portion of (1-46) to be

solved directly is taken over to the left hand side whereas the explicit forcing terms and

remaining pressure terms are taken to the right hand side. The right hand side pressure

terms are treated using the most recently available iteration level of p. The reduced

elliptic equation (or block) is taken as

[ S COS (+ os (Vp) + y (cos oy (sp))

d (s mrrr ))] =
and since vJ- = vGFC we can rearrange (1-47) as

(1 - 47)

(-C (<v(p))
Co- -s2, 6 -P Vp(

FC [wF Po)
/6 CPo q R. (1-48))Vp2cos =

Note that only po has been retained on the left hand side of (1-48) so that

Cos2 8c. f 2C v¢,-pr2FC 8c p -/¢G 8c( .FpP \ (/ \PocoS 8 [F2 ((VPP F ) ((P IFj) ¢ P) [ )j

appears on the right hand side and is treated explicitly. Now (1-48) can be written in

matrix-form where a- represents the vertical column vector of s/Gp components at each

(z,y) position. The right hand side will be written simply as R. The matrix equation

then becomes:

~V (aSxlei + cos 6 (cos 7)) + cos 2 A = R (1 - 49)

where A is the matrix (of order NZ-2) representing the vertical numerical operators on

/Gp. The upper and lower boundary conditions have to be considered to derive the

components of A. It is important to note that A has been formulated in such a manner

that all of its components are functions of C only.

1-12
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The coefficients of A will be written in terms of the actual model variables. In the

model we define

XIDk = FC and XIDSk = F¢ (1 - 50a)

GM2k = r 2 and GM2Sk = r 2 (1 - 50b)

where k represents the vertical grid index. At the interior k levels we have

1 GM2Sk
aikai - XIDkA2 XIDSk

1 GM2Sk-1
XIDkAC2 XIDSk-1

( 1 (
( 1+

1 [GM2Sk (_1
XIDkC2 LXIDSk

(-1 +

Pok+ - Po k
. 2po k+i. ) )k^k+

Po k - P k-l
2pok-1 ) rk-

_ Pok+l - Pok

2Pok ))

Po k "2po k)) 7

Pok -P°') 1]7k fork = 3,4,..., NZ-2.( 2Po k I / j

and from (1-44) we have

(Po k+l -PO k)
2 pok+ ,

) k+l + (
1+ (Pok+l - POk))k

2po h

7-racV [6 (tCw) + Fs-pfw
r2 cos

cos 0 (6cp-
V/,- Po

and using (1-52) to eliminate either 71 or 7NZ we obtain

1 GM2Sk
aikyi - XIDkAC2 XIDSk

GM2Sk
XIDSk

1 GM2Sk-1
aiki XIDkA&2 XIDSk-1

(Pok+l -Pok)) 7k
2po h+1

(Pok+l Pok)) for

Pok - Pok-1)
2Pok~1 7k-i

1-13

GM2Sk-i
XIDSk-I

(1- 51)

(1- 52)

XD1 [
XIDkACA +

and

(1 - 53)

- 1-
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+ 1 GM2Sk _1 + Po -Pok-1 for k = NZ-1. (1-54)

XIDkAC2 [XIDSk-1 2 pok 1/

We will come back to (1-52) when describing the BCZ and BCZ2 parameters of the

model as they are necessary to modify the right-hand side of (1-49) in a manner

consistent with the formulation of (1-53) and (1-54).

Given that we have derived the coefficients of A we simply replace ' in (1-49) with

T- 1 & where T- 1 is the eigenvector matrix of AT. We then multiply the equation by T

where T is the eigenvector matrix of A. This results in the equation

v' (6x,&c + c os ( (cos 6~) ) + cos 2q A& = TR (1- 55)

where A = TAT-1 is the diagonal eigenvalue matrix. Equation (1-55) then represents

the decoupled two-dimensional Helmholtz equations. We solve these Helmholtz

equations for a and then reconstruct a and, of course, p.

1.5 The Hydrostatic Elliptic Pressure Equation

In the hydrostatic framework we begin by taking the horizontal divergence of (1-41)

and (1-42) to form

-st (scPCW) + bx (FX) + Sy (FY) =

C- o (S Z (Jp) + s, /j 13 - cs (vp + C (V/J23 )) )
(1 -56)

where (1-32) was applied. Now (1-56) is summed over the vertical to form the column

averaged pressure equation

-NZM \ _ fNZM )

c Zs { V V PpAC} + byCos S y { vZ PAC

H NZM

= 6t(pW) - j {SZ(FX) + Sy(FY)} AC. (1 - 57)

=2 k=2
cos ' + ¢o , C vf

0 0

H NZM

= 60(5C) - E (6.(FX)+ by(FY) AC. (1 57)
0 k-=2
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Using the hydrostatic solution

(PP(Fp) Sc (j 2). p ,- [r )
g-C-7:

- -Cc
r2 cos

(1-57) can be converted to an elliptic equation for surface p. To achieve this we rewrite

(1-58) in the form

Pk+l = akPk + Pk (1 - 59)

r 2 kFC k
2pk

r2 k+ 1 F k+ 1
2pk+1

(/ Pk+l

1r2 k+ FC k+i

(/ pk+1
r2^k+lFc k+i

AC^ (Pk+l + Pk) (Bk+l + Bk)

2Pcos = (F2 1 r2i)i - k+lF k+l P(k+l Pk F
2 cos o~ (r 2 k+l + r 2 k) 1 -- 2F2p/k+l r2a+IFck+l r2aFC kA

(1 -61)

1.6 The Model Vorticity Formulation

The vorticity components in this system of equations in analytical form are

318~ a

rvc y= {- N Iwr 'TY

U { s5- LL/jW - ^ (r (9s^a x 9( \

a(rv - vJ23)}

ru - V'J 3 w/ cos <) }

k

r 2 cos <
{ -(v'rv) - - (VPr cos qu) + 7(vJ 1 3rv - 23r cos u)}. (1 - 62)

This form of the vorticity is consistent with (1-25) through (1-27) in the sense that the

pressure does not produce any vorticity.

The finite difference formulation of (1-62) is

v X V = 8\ S iw - 8
TCV* [

( - Vjj23w·Y)c}
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(1 - 58)

where

[1
ak =

Pke
P22FC ~k -

Pke

r2kFC k l

(1 - 60)



__ 1 7 -C

1 tcos+ 5 O2VJ w -i~ vi-Z

k COy-O- y -M-r, os^v 77

(ru - VfJ1w / cos <C) }

(x rv) - Sy (d7 r cos u) + 6 (VJrS j 13VC - Jjrcos23r U)
(1 - 63)
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CHAPTER 2: MODEL FLOW STRUCTURE

The model contains many subroutines, each performing a specific function or

functions. If one wants to understand the model it is essential to learn the flow structure

along with the theoretical equations and numerical methods.

The code is set up in a two step procedure requiring two jobs: the "generator"

run creates model output, then the "analysis" run analyzes it. For both of these jobs,

only one set of UPDATE modifications is prepared, because much of the same code is

used in both steps, ensuring that the analysis job corresponds to the correct generator

job. During the generator step, we compile the decks MAIN through ABORTN, which

consists of approximately the first two thirds of the code. During the analysis job step,

we compile the decks TAPEWR through CONREC, which consists of approximately the

last half of the code, and deck CONVRT, if byte-data is also to be created for analysis.

Routines such as BLOCK DATA, BINIT, BASE, CINIT, RDDST, TAPEWR, and

their underlings are common to both the generator and analysis runs. In situations

where 1- or 2-byte output files are created for pixel analysis, the subroutine CONVRT

is called from either MAIN or ANALYS. Other graphics software packages (for example,

IDL (Interactive Data Language), PV Wave, or Explorer) can then be used to create

animations or still images of this data.

§8.2 describes differences from this logic when the virtual nesting option is to be

used. Basically, the implementation of virtual nesting required few changes to the

initialization phase. Most of the changes were made in the structure of MAIN during the

generator phase (to direct how multiple processors were to diverge for individual tasks

and regroup to update shared data), but not in the series of subroutines themselves that

are called.

2.1 Generator

The routines MAIN and DRIVER control the flow of the program. When a

generator run begins, MAIN calls DRIVER(1,NSPAWN). During this initialization
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phase, for each domain, the model calls:

* CINIT - establishes any specific file assignments, internal library structures for the

data and boundary conditions.

* BINIT - establishes many different model constants, the horizontal and vertical

grid locations, the topography, eigenvalues of the pressure solver, density,

thermodynamic profiles, and dynamic profiles.

* AINIT or RDDST - either establishes initial data fields (AINIT) and performs a

potential flow adjustment or restarts from a previous run (RDDST).

After the model completes the initialization stage, it enters the data-generating

phase, in which the model variables are integrated in time. DRIVER now has two

primary functions. When DRIVER(2,N) is called, a new domain or subdomain (N) is

opened for treatment and when DRIVER(3,N) is called the corresponding domain (N) is

closed for calculation.

Let us consider a nested calculation where there are two domains (outer and inner);

the inner domain is contained within the outer and has a finer temporal and spatial

resolution. With this type of setup, the outer domain first marches ahead one time step

and saves the required boundary condition data needed for time interpolation by the

inner domain. The inner domain then marches forward enough time steps to catch up

with the outer model. At this point the fine mesh data is appropriately averaged and

inserted into the outer domain data, thus completing the two-way interaction.

The first non-management subroutine called by MAIN is VELNL, which calculates

ADVX, ADVY, and ADVZ, the nonlinear advection terms in the momentum equations,

including the upper level damping. The "r - 1" values of ;pu/2At,PY v/2At, and

~pz w/2At are subtracted from these three terms, respectively. The result is stored in file

group 11. VELNL also calculates w r and w' - l and stores w r -' in file group 1 for use in

EDDYST. (These memory locations are discussed in §4.

The second subroutine called by MAIN is FILT1, which modifies ADVY, ADVX,

and ADVZ by adding an appropriate tendency corresponding to the horizontal spatial

filters. (See §5 on Filters.) The result is written back to file group 11.

The third subroutine called is EDDYST, which calculates the deformation tensor
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terms (storing them in file groups 12 and 13) and the eddy mixing coefficient KM

(storing it in file group 1, as we no longer need w r - l ).

The fourth subroutine called by MAIN is STRESS, which converts Dij deformations

to rij stress tensor terms. These are used to calculate KFX, KFY, and KFZ mixing

tendency terms for the x-, y-, and z-direction momentum equations. STRESS adds

these terms to ADVX, ADVY, ADVZ to form FX, FY, and FZ, which are then used to

create Fw for the w equation. FX, FY, and Fw are then written to file group 11.

In nonhydrostatic calculations, PRESS (or PRSS2D in two dimensions) is called to

solve the pressure. This subroutine calls HLMHLTZ, which calculates the explicit right-

hand side of the diagnostic pressure equation (p*) by taking the divergence of FX, FY,

and Fw and stores it in group 12. The implicit right-hand side is also calculated and

stored in group 13 and a transformed p is stored in group 14. Prior to leaving PRESS

(or PRSS2D) the pressure is written to file group 10. In hydrostatic calculations, the

subroutines PRSHYD and PRSHD2 are called. See §6 on Pressure Solvers.

Next, MAIN calls VUDATE, which updates the velocity components using FX, FY,

Fw and the pressure gradient terms. The advection velocities (fi, v, ) for the scalar

variables ,qv qc, R and ice variables are calculated in VUDATE and stored in file

group 12. The advection is

upz (ur+1 + ur) /2

for the Smolarkiewicz advection scheme and

u == (u l + u l) /2

for the leap frog advection scheme.

MAIN then calls ADV30 and ADV31 to update the scalar fields (KTYPE) in time,

where KTYPE is:
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KTYPE = 1 refers to 0 advection

= 2 refers to qv advection

= 3 refers to qc advection

= 4 refers to qR advection

= 5 refers to qIA advection

= 6 refers to NIA advection

= 7 refers to qIB advection

= 8 refers to NIB advection

COND is then called, which performs the condensation or evaporation adjustments.

When COND finishes, the thermodynamic fields are written back to their appropriate

locations. The moisture contribution to buoyancy is also established in COND.

Then, the time step counter is updated. MAIN checks whether a history file is

due to be written at this time; if so, the history file is written. A call to DRIVER(3,N)

closes calculations for this domain.

Whenever the model restarts from existing data in the generator for

(NIOSTR>O) or in analysis, RDDST reads in the data by establishing all of the

Uvwv)qcqqRqIANIAqIBNIB,*,IBp, and Km fields. Table 1 shows the index

group field assignments in the second level of data storage during the generator job step.

Next, we describe some of the primary variables within the code.

* u, v, and w are the x-, y-, and i-direction velocities. In the code, these

correspond to UX, UY, and OMEGA.

* r - 1 refers to the past time level

* r refers to the present time level

* NIA, NIB, QIA, QIB are the ice number concentrations and mixing ratios for type A

and type B ice. Type A ice originates as small embryos and type B ice originates as

large embryos. This index location is empty when IDRY=O or ICE=0.

* qv qc, qR, are the water vapor, cloud water, and rain water mixing ratios,

respectively. This index location is empty when IDRY=0.
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* 8* is the nondimensional normalized potential temperature where

- e(z) x ( + *)

* B is the buoyancy where

B = * - e + 0.61(q - qe) c- - A- qB

* p is the pressure.

2.2 Analysis

Program ANALYS calls subroutines BNDF1, BNDF2, BNDF3, and BNDF4,

which rearrange the data and also create many new fields for analysis, as well as calling

CONVRT, which creates byte-data (described in §12.3). Any field that can be derived

from the primary field variables can be analyzed. BNDF1, BNDF2, BNDF3, and

BNDF4 are the most common analysis subroutines that users modify to suit their needs,

where the fields that are stored can easily be changed. The default reassignments and

derived fields performed by BNDF1, BNDF3, and BNDF4 are shown in Table 2. The

index locations are also described with comment statements in ANALYS.

BNDF1 calculates and/or assigns locations to: the three vorticity components

(location 2); (u,'v, ) '(location 3); w, K,, and residual error (location 16); (qv,cq,

relative humidity) (location 5) if IDRY=1; 8 and the stream function (location 6); p

(location 10), u', v', and condensation rate Cd (location 11); and buoyancy (location 1).

The residual error should be well understood by the user. Some modelers who use

the anelastic system of equations eliminate one velocity component of data storage by

using the anelastic continuity equation for regeneration purposes. This approach loses its

attractiveness when one considers cases using the coordinate transformation that allows

for complex surface topography or uses reduced word precision through word packing.

The errors in satisfying the continuity equation can increase as a result of either of the

above assumptions. Since we have the full set of velocity components, we can easily

test their consistency through the continuity equation. Specific error regions are easy
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to identify. The residual error is the difference between (pZw)* calculated from p, u, v

using V * (pv) and the primary field pzw. Should the residual error become unacceptably

large, then either NXPQ should be increased to ensure a more accurate pressure solution

(cases with topography only) or the machine word packing precision should be increased.

If these two remedies fail, a supplemental SOR routine PRSSOR can be used. This is

still in an experimental stage.

BNDF2 is a specialized routine that creates a set of difference primary fields

between two models. Subsequent calls by BNDF1 and/or BNDF3 then create derived

fields using these differences. Use of BNDF2 (created primarily for debug purposes)

requires some experience.

BNDF3 calculates (pu'w', pv'w', pO'w') in location 12, (pw'qv, pw'qc, pw'qR) in

location 13, and cp T + L q, in location 14. BNDF4 analyzes the ice variables and

.calculates terminal velocities of all precipitation fields. Other analysis routines are

the eddy turbulent kinetic energy budget routine TURB and a specialized debugging

routine, RANSYM, which will be described in §9, Special Analysis Programs.
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CHAPTER 3: PARAMETERS AND SWITCHES

This chapter describes the parameters and switches that control the model

dimensions as well as the characteristics or behavior of the solution, and direct the

code's data flow. Others that relate to the virtual nesting option (NVRT=1) are

described in §8.1 . Users must become intimately familiar with two places in the

code where parameters and switches are defined. 'Common Decks' generally contain

parameter statements that are used to set the (maximum) number of grid points in the

domain and dimension arrays accordingly. There are currently 20 common decks; the

user will be most concerned with Common Deck 1. The second part of the code used

to define parameters is BLOCK DATA, which is used to set physical parameters, turn

on/off switches, specify the locations of model domains, determine time steps and how

often history (data) files will be stored, and many other things. These parts of the code

will now be described in more detail.

3.1 Common Deck 1

This common block defines the basic model parameters that are used in the

dimension statements. The various parameters are:

IBCIO = 1 to store model mixing boundary conditions on disk. When virtual

nesting is turned off, this switch can be turned on to save memory

(except on workstations).
= 0 to store model mixing boundary conditions in memory.

When virtual nesting is turned on, a new scheme that was written

to minimize use of memory is activated.
ICE = 0 means model is either dry or a warm rain calculation.

= 1 turns on a Koenig-Murray ice phase parameterization.

ICREAT = 0 uses created data if TOPUSA or TOPWORLD are called.

= 1 creates topography file from EARTHE data or TOPWORLD.
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If creating topography, use ICREAT=1 in the first run, which

creates topography information for the specified number of models,

NMDLS. ICREAT=0 omits large parts of the code and reads the

file created in the ICREAT=I run.
ID3 = 1 if calculation is three-dimensional

= 0 if calculation is two-dimensional

IDREAL = a single profile of environmental data will be used as input.

= 1 large-scale data will be used as input.

IDRY = 1 all moist terms are active.

0 means this is a dry run. Only potential temperature is considered

as a thermodynamic variable.
IEKMAN = 1 means activate an Ekman boundary layer initialization procedure

0 no Ekman initialization

IFLCMN = 0 if virtual nesting is on (NVRT=1).

Otherwise, if virtual nesting is off (NVRT=0):

1 if common saver routine is to store data on disk on a CRAY. This

can save a significant amount memory for large three-dimensional

simulations.
= 0 if common saver routine is to store data in memory on a CRAY.

IFLCMN must be set to 0 on a workstation.

III - used as a DO loop parameter for the x-direction. It is

automatically specified (=1, if ID3=0) or (=2, if ID3=1).
ILEAP = 1 means an advection routine centered in time and space will be

used. This can only be used for a dry model run.
= 0 to use MPDATA schemes (default setting).

IOLDIO = 0 means use random IO to SSD (default). This new scheme

requires less than half the SSD space of the old scheme.
= 1 means use sequential IO to SSD.

ISFSTR = 1 means surface stress matching is applied.

0 no surface stress matching.
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= 1 means a tracer is released and tracked in the model. See

comments in subroutine COND.
0 no tracer is considered.

the number of words of memory required in the second level of data

segmentation. To calculate this parameter requires knowledge of

ISDLCM, LSEG1, NDLCM, MPACK, NPFLT, NFT, NX, NY, NZ,

ID3, NMDLS, and IDRY. It is automatically calculated in CINIT

and printed out for the user as "MODEL CAL LENGTH=". To

learn how to calculate this parameter see §4 on Data Segmentation.

= number of double X-Z slabs to be stored in the second data storage

level for any disk-active index group, i.e., where ISDLCM=1. The

minimum acceptable value for a disk active group is 2. This is

needed to properly activate the buffering commands. If the code

is totally memory contained, then memory savings are possible by

putting LSEG1=2. (LSEG1=1 should also work now or sometime

in the future if the code is totally memory contained.) Note

that LSEG1 must be < the minimum NY/2. See §4 on Data

Segmentation.
= minimum word packing density to be used for disk active indices.

This parameter is used in conjunction with NBF and LSEG1 to

determine the buffer array's required dimension. For fully memory

contained code one saves memory by putting MPACK=4 (or even

larger) and LSEG1=2. If MPACK > NPFLT for any disk active

group, then the model will abort because there will not be room

in the buffer common for these index groups. See §4 on Data

Segmentation.
= number of index groups used in the second level of data

segmentation. Users should use MP=16 unless they know this code

exceptionally well. See §4 on Data Segmentation.
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MX = maximum x-direction dimension in the calculation. Note that

MX=1 if the calculation is two-dimensional.
MY = maximum y-direction dimension in the calculation.

MY2 - the third dimension required in the full precision working space

array of blank common. For any calculation MY2 must be the

larger of 59 or MY+1. In two dimensions, (ID3=0), MY2=5 MY

is required for the two-dimensional pressure solver PRSS2D.
MYD - used to store boundary arrays for three-dimensional calculations. It

is automatically specified.
MZ = maximum z (or ()-direction dimension in the calculation.

MZG = the vertical dimension of the general profilers to be used when

topography is considered. See §11 on Profilers.
NBF = the number of buffers required for second level (memory) to third

level (disk or possibly SSD). If code is memory contained (i.e.,

ISDLCM(L)=O for L=1, MP), use NBF=1 to save memory. See §4

on Data Segmentation.
NMDLA - similar to NMDLT.

NMDLS = the number of domains to be used.

NMDLT - used in some special arrays for both single and multiple domain

calculations. Automatically specified.
NONOS = 1 means monotonicity preservation correction is active. This

involves one extra iteration through the Smolarkiewicz scheme.
= 0 means the monotonicity correction is turned off.

NTLL - used in some initialization routines and must be equal to the

maximum of MX-2 x ID3 and MZ-2. This parameter is used in

subroutine BINIT.

3.2 BLOCK DATA

The various variables set in BLOCK DATA are described here.
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AO1,A02,A05,ELL

ATTNL

CD

CSTK

DELCON

-terms in the Kessler warm rain parameterization.

AO1 is a coefficient in the equation to calculate

the rate cloud water is converted to rainwater by

autoconversion (default is 10- 3 s- 1 ); A02 is the

minimum cloud water mixing ratio for autoconversion

to occur in the model (default is 10 - 3 g g-l). A05 is

a coefficient in the equation describing the collection

of cloud drops by raindrops. ELL is an average

collection efficiency for the droplet population (default

is 1.0).
-the vertical attenuation length used to distribute

the surface sensible heat flux, in units [km]. For

exponential attenuation, the heat flux is reduced

by a factor of 0.368 at Z=ATTNL and 0.007 at

Z=5*ATTNL.
- bulk drag coefficient for surface friction. Applies only

to models touching the ( = 0 surface. To use this

surface friction method, also set NGOCD to 2.
-coefficient used in the eddy mixing formulation,

i.e., KM = (CSTK )2 Def (1 - Pr Ri)1 /2 . See

§10.6.1.
-specifies the contour interval for analysis

0 means DELCON specifies contour interval

= 0 means contour package sets contour interval

- values must be in field's physical units after

normalization. See BINIT for specifications of

SNORM(MP,3), e.g., (16,1) is w field and has units

of m s- 1. See analysis index map in §4 on Data

Segmentation.
-dimension [MP,3]
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DELTAS

DRNO

DXSET, DYSET,

DZSET, DTSET

DZMIN

EPSRS

IBERRY

IMPLPR

INTYPE

- specifies the characteristic length scale for eddy

mixing.
- dimension [NMDLS]

- the number of cloud droplets per cm 3

- This parameter is required for the Berry

autoconversion formula (IBERRY=1) and must be

between 50 and 2000 (default: 100 cm - 3 ).
- are used to specify the x-, y-, and C-direction

spatial grid increments and time step, respectively

- units are [km] and [s].

- in the code these become DX, DY, DZ, DT during

the calculations.
- dimensions are [NMDLS]

-see §7 on Grid Nesting Procedure for inter-model

considerations for these variables.
-minimum Az [cm] to be used in BASEPRP.

-value to be used for the Robert-Asselin time filter on

u,v, and w in VUDATE.
-governs which cloud droplet autoconversion formula

will be used.
0 means Kessler's linear relationship will be used.

1 means Berry's more complicated formula will be

used.
-Section §10.2 describes these methods.

1 means the precipitation terminal velocities will be

treated implicitly. This method should be used only

when the precipitation's terminal velocity limits the

model time step.
0 means precipitation terminal velocities will be

treated explicitly.
-governs which initialization type will be called from

AINIT. Currently, the only option is 1, for potential

flow initialization.
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IOPHYD

IORDS, EPSADVS

IPRSWA

IPRSWB

- determines whether the model performs a hydrostatic

pressure calculation
- IOPHYD=O means that the hydrostatic pressure

calculation will not be done
- IOPHYD=1 means that the hydrostatic pressure is

calculated but not used
- IOPHYD=2 means that the hydrostatic pressure is

calculated and used.
- dimension [NDMLS]

- variables used in the Smolarkiewicz advection scheme.

IORDS is the iteration order and EPSADV is a small

positive number used to ensure denominators are non-

zero.
- dimension [NDMLS]

- IORD=1 results in upstream differencing

- IORD=2 results in fully second order numerics. This

is the usual variable setting. See Smolarkiewicz (1984)

or Smolarkiewicz and Clark (1986) for further details.

- contains 6 print switches for ANALYS. Setting a print

to 1 causes the following information to be printed:
1 the maximum and minimum values of the domain

average and root mean square (rms) profiles of

variables.
2 the average profiles

3 the rms profiles

4 XY contour plots' maximum and minimum field

values

5 same as 4, for XZ contour plot

6 same as 4, for YZ contour plot

- contains 12 print switches for BASE and BINIT.

Setting a print switch to 1 triggers the following

information to be printed:
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1 the vertical grid points (XI), the staggered vertical

grid points (XIS), the difference between consecutive

XI (XID), and the difference between consecutive

XIS (XIDS). It also prints the latitude of grid points

in degrees (ANGD) and the cosine and sine of these

angles.
2 some scale factors (described in §4.3), including the

scaling factors for the domain height SLNGTH,

horizontal domain lengths XLNGTH and YLNGTH,

velocity SVEL, and time STIME.
3 other scale factors: SDEN (for density), SPRS

(for pressure), HS (an atmospheric scale

height), and POTM (average of the outermost

domain's temperature profile) where HS

(cp POTM) / (g SLNGTH).
4 DX, DY, and DZ, the grid spacings.

5 is not used.

6 is not used.

7 the Richardson number and relative humidity of the

environment at each grid height for each model.
8 the topography height at each grid point for each

model.
9 is not used.

10 is not used.

11 is not used.

12 CIMP, C2MP, and XMP, which are two coefficients

used while calculating raindrop terminal velocities

and the exponent on the exponential raindrop size

distribution.
IPRSWC - contains 5 print switches for CINIT. Setting a print

switch to 1 triggers the following information to be

printed:
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ISDLCM,NDLCM

1 information related to assigning disk units to history

file,common saver,and index groups.
2 disk I/O parameters NSEG (the number of segments

required to define a full three-dimensional field, where

NSEG * LSEG1 > NY/2), LSEG1 (the number of

double x-z slabs in a standard segment), and LSEGL

(the number of double x-z slabs in last segment). The

user sets LSEG1 in CMD1.
3 is not used.

4 parameters relating to the second data storage level

(see §4.1.2). These include MST and MST1, which

give the memory locations for Z-X and X-Y oriented

slab data, respectively, ISDLCM and NDLCM, which

specify the level of data storage of model variables,

NFT, which indicates the number of field groups in

each index group, and NPFLT, the word packing

density for each index group.
5 buffer addresses for the NBF buffers needed to

transfer data from the second to third data storage

level.
-These related parameters specify the level of

data storage for a field index group (I), and are

dimensioned to MP. ISDLCM(I) = 1 indicates the

Ith index group will be stored on disk (third level of

data storage), while ISDLCM(I) = 0 means the Ith

index group will be stored in memory (second level of

data storage).
-NDLCM is a redundant variable used only for cases

where NMDLS>1. If NMDLS>1, NMDLS must be

properly set for all primary field index groups (2-10).
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ISUPERS

If ISDLCM(I)=1, then NDLCM(I)=0, and LENGTH

contains only partial data for for the Ith index group

of the currently active model.
-If ISDLCM(I)=0, then NDLCM(I)=1, and LENGTH

contains all model data for the Ith index group.
-determines which supersaturation treatment is used in

a moist calculation. See §10.4 for details.
0 or 1 means an explicit treatment of an equation for

the supersaturation with respect to water is used, with

(0) or without (1) advection of So
2 means that variables calculated after advection are

used to calculate supersaturation (for comparison

purposes only).
- 3 means that the simplified treatment using the quasi-

steady approximation is applied. This is the least

costly treatment and should be used in nearly all

applications.
ITAPE - output data file name. If ITAPE=JTAPE, then

ITAPE will simply be extended. If ITAPE#JTAPE,

then model will restart from the last file of JTAPE

and create a fresh file (ITAPE) of any subsequent

output data plus the last file of JTAPE.
IXCYS - cyclicity switch for x-direction.

1 means z-direction cyclicity is turned on; 0 means it

is off.
- dimensions [NMDLS]

IXPLIN, IYPLIN, IZPLIN - major labeling intervals on the analysis plots for

PROFI, YZPLOT, XZPLOT, and XYPLOT. Minor

intervals are chosen to equal the number of grid

points.
IXXS = 1 means the horizontal filters are on in the

- direction

0 means they are off in the x-direction
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- dimensions [NMDLS]

IYCYS - cyclicity switch for y-direction.

= 1 means y-direction cyclicity is turned on; 0 means it

is off.
- dimensions [NMDLS]

IYYS = 1 means the horizontal filters are on in the

y-direction
0 means they are off in the y-direction

- dimensions [NMDLS]

JTAPE - startup data file name (six character name on the

CRAY machines)
- dimensions [NMDLS]

MI2MO - used to assign model pairs. This variable describes

from which domain the domain in question obtains

its boundary conditions and to which it feeds back

information.
- dimensions [NMDLS]

- value of MI2MO(1) should have no effect

- code is designed such that MI2MO(N)=M where

M<N if N#1
NDISP - frequency of NIO at which user wants to perform

intermediate disposes of the data file to the permanent

storage system. Its purpose is to save intermediate

computations in case the machine goes down hard

and requires a cold start. This is useful if the system

programmers are debugging on the machine and

making it somewhat unstable.
- used to allow in-memory switching of models, typically

for two-dimensional runs.
- dimension [MP]

NEGDSH - determines the label type for contouring negative

values.
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=0 produces solid negative contours.

=1 produces short, dashed negative contours.

=2 produces long, dashed negative contours.

-number of fields in each index group for the second

level of data storage
-values can be either 0,1,2, or 3.

-dimension [MP]

-determines which surface friction treatment should be

used.
=0 means there is no surface friction.

=1 means a zo formulation will be used for surface

friction.
=2 means a constant drag coefficient formulation will be

used. In this case, set the drag coefficient CD (also in

BLOCK DATA).
-on/off switch for the Coriolis terms, =1 is on and =0

is off.
-dimensions [NMDLS]. This should be changed.

I would recommend using same equations for all

domains.
the horizontal component of Coriolis is turned

off automatically when ID3=0. Note that a two-

dimensional run is in the north-south direction.
-surface sensible heat flux switch. =1 is on and =0 is

off. The user must specify the temporal and spatial

structure in SFCHFX.
-dimensions [NMDLS]

0 means perturbation equations created about zero

stability environment (e.g., Ogura and Phillips' deep

equations)
1 means perturbation equations created about

constant stability. S is calculated in BASE.
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number of full time steps per time step sequence (or

for each NIO cycle)
The product of NIOFRS(N)*DTSET(N) must be the

same for all domains.
dimension [NMDLS]

is the maximum NIO value that the experiment is to

run.
the starting value of NIO. During a run, data will

be written to a file to be stored and subsequently

analyzed. At time zero, NIO should be set to zero,

which means that there is no file. However, the code

will look for a file anyway and, if it finds the file on

disk, it will attempt to restart from this file, even

if the user specified NIOSTR=0. There are two

reasons for this feature. First, the user may have

forgotten to reset NIOSTR and is going to destroy

existing calculations. Second, the machine may have

failed during the run and the operator must restart

the code. Should files exist on the disk, then the

code will restart from that data instead of repeating

calculations from the beginning. If NIOSTR=O

and no data exists on disk, then the code enters its

initialization routines.
For any value of NIOSTR>O the code will demand

that it be able to find data from which to restart.

This data may be on disk (first search) or on the

permanent data storage system (final search). This

last search will use an msread command at NCAR

or possibly a FETCH command at other sites. See

subroutine WARMST, which contains this site

dependent code.
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NIOTPW is the NIO frequency at which data is written to a

history file; it is usually left at 1. See the end of this

section for more details on model timing variables.
NLVLS, NGOABS -are the number of levels used to absorb gravity waves

and on/off switch, respectively. NLVLS=20, say,

means that the uppermost 20 model levels will be

used as an absorber. NGOABS=1 means the absorber

is on. NGOABS=0 means the absorber is off.
- dimensions are [NMDLS]

- currently, this absorber is only active for model 1.

Note that the inner model regions should not overlap

with the model 1 absorbing region.
NPACK - the packing density to be used in the word packer.

NPACK is set to 0. This should always be set

internally by the code. The user should not touch this

data statement as it has no effect. This is a residual

statement from previous code versions.
NPCKA - word packing density for data analysis file.

-4 is usually acceptable (reduces size of file and allows

4.8 decimal place precision). See §4.3 on Word

Packers.
-dimension [NMDLS]

NPFLT - the word packing density for each index group of the

second level of data storage.
- acceptable values are 1,2,3, and 4.

- all groups with ISDLCM(I)=1 must have

NPFLT(I)>MPACK
- dimension [MP]

NPKXY,NPKXZ,NPKYZ - are the word packing densities for storing inner model

boundary condition data associated with the XY, XZ,

and YZ planes, respectively
- acceptable values are 1, 2, 3, and 4.
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NPRINTS

NX2S

NX4S

.NXPQ

NXSET, NYSET, NZSET

NY2S, NY4S

-see subroutine BCGEN for their use

-specifies the frequency that generator diagnostics will

be printed. Any value >1 is acceptable.
-dimension [NMDLS]

-the number of grid points in the x-direction just

within the model domain to which a VH filter is

applied to u',v', and w'. The filter is applied at both

extremities of the domain.
- dimension is [NMDLS]

-the number of grid points in the x-direction just

within the VH zone to which a VH filter is applied

to u',v' and w'.
- dimension is [NMDLS]

- number of block (or outer) iterations to be performed

when solving for pressure.
1 should always be used when there is a flat lower

surface because the solvers are exact in this case. This

option should also work when topography is being

used and is recommended to save CPU time.
> 1 is available to make the block iteration solver more

robust when used with topography. See the discussion

on the two level pressure application in §6 on Pressure

Solvers.
-are used to specify the number of grid points in the

x-, y-, and C-directions, respectively.
-in the code these become NX,NY,NZ during the

calculations
-note that NYSET must be an even integer for all

domains
-dimensions are [NMDLS]

-analogous to NX2S and NX4S for the y-direction

-dimensions [NMDLS]
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PRSFCS, TMSFCS

SPCTN

TLATUDS,TLONUDS

STLAT,STLON

TOW1

-note that all points within the V4 zone are treated

using a V6 filter
-If either the x-direction or the y-direction is cyclic,

then the VH filter is applied throughout the cyclic

direction. See §5 on Filters for further details.
-surface pressure [mb] and temperature [K]. Note that

in BASE, potential temperature is modified to equal

the surface temperature at z = 0 (of the outermost

domain); also, po = PRSFCS.
- dimensions are [NMDLS]. This is temporary, as all

models should have identical values.
- contouring intervals and/or axis ranges to be used in

SPECAN. If SPCTN = 0, intervals and ranges are

automatically set.
- latitude and longitude of the outer domain's center.

- dimensions [NMDLS].

- latitude and longitude of tracer releases within the

model.
-dimensions [ISTA], where ISTA is the number of

stations releasing tracers (set in CMD16).
-the minimum time scale for the upper absorber.

The inverse time scale, 1/r, ranges from zero at

the absorber bottom to 1/TOW1 at the top. There

is a small region where exponential smoothing

approaches a linear 1/r structure to avoid strong

second derivative effects. See §5 on Filters.
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TOWBC

TOWRS, IRSW

UXE, UYE, THTAS, QVE

VIS2S, VIS4S, VIS6S

XMP

the time scale in seconds for relaxation of model

boundary conditions to those specified in common

block /BC6/. TOWBC is used to calculate EPRLX,

the fraction of relaxation done per time step, where

EPRLX=0.0 would mean that zero derivatives are

applied, and EPRLX=1 would mean that boundary

conditions are completely specified by /BC6/.
variables that describe a time scale and on/off switch

for inflow Rayleigh friction.
are the single vertical profile values of UX, UY,

potential temperature, and water vapor mixing ratio,

respectively
units are m/s, m/s, degrees Kelvin, and g kg- 1,

respectively
dimensions are [MZ,NMDLS] for each profile

it is easier to specify these variables in either BASE

and/or by calling BASEPRP from BASE. Users

should familiarize themselves/ with these subroutines

before modifying them.
are the amplitudes of the V2 , VH, and V.

horizontal filters, respectively. A value of 1.0 means

that 2 delta modes are totally damped in one time

step.
-values for VIS2S and VIS4S must be > 0 because they

are used as denominators in the code.
-dimensions are [NMDLS].

-the slope intercept's exponent in a Marshall-Palmer

raindrop size distribution. The slope intercept has the

form No = 10 XMP where No has units of number (of

raindrops) per unit volume of air per unit diameter, or

m 4. The default is 7.
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XOMDL,YOMDL,ZOMDL - These give the coordinate position of the bottom

southwest corner of a domain relative to MODEL=1.

This coordinate position is stated in terms of x,, yC

so that it works with or without topography. This

"corner" is that point defined by the intersection of

the planes for which UXk,i=l,j is a normal vector,

UYk,i,j=l is a normal vector, and OMEGAi,j is a

normal vector.
- For virtual nesting, in the generator, they specify

the position of the southwest bottom corner of each

subdomain of each layer in the coordinates whose

origin is the southwest corner of the first layer's first

subdomain (counted from left to right, bottom to

top).
- In ANALYS, they specify the position of the

southwest corner of each domain/subdomain with

respect to layer 1.
- units are [km] as specified in BLOCK DATA.

- dimension [NMDLS]

To better understand some variables of BLOCK DATA that the user must set, it

is necessary to explain the various model timing variables. The model starts with a two

step Euler backward procedure. DDT is the basic model time step, which is prescribed

by DTSET (NMDLS) in BLOCK DATA. For NNN=1 and NNN=2, we use DT=1/2

DDT, the effect of which is to produce one Euler backward time step of DDT. (Some

data managing code produces this effect.) For NNN>3, we use DT=DDT and carry on

until NNN=NIOFR+1, where NIOFR = NIOFRS(NMDLS) is set in BLOCK DATA.

Note that the product of NIOFRS(N) . DTSET(N) must be the same for each model

in order that writing to the output file is in phase. At this point, we prepare to once

again perform an Euler backward step. NNN is then reset to 1 and NIO=NIO+1. Thus,

NIO is the number of time step sequences performed where each sequence started from
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an Euler backward step. This is a good time to consider changing the time step or

outputting data to the analysis file. If we set NIOTPW=1 in BLOCK DATA, then

output data is written every NIOFR time steps. If one uses the Robert-Asselin time

filter in VUDATE on (u, v, ), there is no good reason not to set NIOTPW=1 and

then adjust the time between runs by appropriately setting NIOFR and DTSET( ) in

BLOCK DATA. As an example, consider the following setup.

DATA NIOTPW/1/

DATA NIOSTR,NIOMAX/0,3/

This is a fresh run intended to start from specified initialization at NIO=O. We

will output data to a history file every NIOFR time steps because NIOTPW=1 and

we will run until NIO=3 because we have set NIOMAX=3. Thus, this run will end

with three files in our file having real times of NIOFRS( )xDTSET( ), (NIO=1);

2xNIOFRSxDTSET( ), (NIO=2); and 3xNIOFRSxDTSET( ), (NIO=3). Misspelling

NIOTPW will cause the code to finish without disposing any data.

3.3 Program MAIN

MAIN is small and performs few calculations. Its purpose is to call the various

subroutines required for each model domain. One variable of note is set internally in

MAIN:

IRNMOD = 0 is automatically set in MAIN and means that this is a generator

job step, resulting in certain branching around code used only for

analysis runs.
= 1 is automatically set in program ANALYS and means that this is

an analysis run.

The user needs to set one variable in MAIN - NSPAWN - to determine whether

or not the model spawns another domain. (Fish spawn, and so do models.) If we set
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up a code with, say, (NSPAWN=2, NIOSTR=8) then this means that data exists for

MODEL=1 but not for MODEL=2. The code will restart MODEL=1 from NIO=8 and

spawn MODEL=2 from this data. Thus, NSPAWN is the model number for which we

wish to create an initial data set from an already existing larger domain (or possibly

equivalent lower resolution domain) model. If we specify NSPAWN>O and data already

exists on disk for that model, the code will abort, assuming the user forgot to reset this

variable. After a higher level model has been spawned, the code immediately performs

an appropriate data file dispose and then advances to the next job step (typically

analysis) no matter to what value NIOMAX is set. NSPAWN=O means no spawning,

i.e., a normal run.

3.4 Program ANALYS

This program is called during an analysis job step to analyze previously generated

data files.

ICONV - controls whether byte data files will be created for later analysis

with other software packages. (The default is 0, i.e. no such files

will be created.) See §12.3.
=1 means one-byte data files will be created for the files specified by

IFILMN, IFILMX, IFILFR.
=2 means two-byte data files will be created for the files specified by

IFILMN, IFILMX, IFILFR.
IFILFR - a user specified integer that represents the frequency of files to be

analyzed, e.g., n means every nth file from IFILMN to IFILMX.
IFILMN - a user specified integer that represents the first file to be analyzed.

IFILMX - a user specified integer that represents the last file to be analyzed.

Note that it should be logically consistent with the choice of

IFILFR and IFILMN.
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IRNMOD = 1 means this is an analysis job step and is automatically set in

ANALYS. This results in certain branching around code used

primarily for a generator run.

There is an array ZSC(I), which is dimensioned to NZCS=482. This array is used

in the cross-sectional analysis routines to carry the topography into the plot routines.

NZCS must be the largest of either MX or MY. This currently must be user monitored.

In the future this will become specified automatically in the code.

For more information on the routines called from ANALYS see §2.2.
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CHAPTER 4: DATA FLOW AND STORAGE

The model is written using three levels of data segmentation, which are described in

§4.1. §4.2 describes the algorithm for reading, using, and writing a section of data. §4.3

describes the scaling that is applied to model variables to make the most of memory and

disk space. Finally, §4.4 examines the word packing routines, which 'pack' model data

into an even smaller space.

4.1 Levels of Data Storage

The model uses three methods to store data. These are described in more detail.

4.1.1 First Level

The first data storage level is working memory, and consists of the location

DUM(MZ,MX,MY2), which is the first part of blank common. Note that the first index,

the K (vertical) index is the fastest varying dimension, I (the x-direction) is the next

fastest, and J or L (representing the y-direction) is the slowest varying dimension. The

model calculations typically march through the y-direction treating a couple of x - z

slabs at any one time. Excluding the pressure solvers, the maximum number of x - z

slabs required is 59. This is the reason why MY2 > 59 in CMD1 is required. One full

field is required for the pressure solution so that MY2 must also be at least as large as

MY for a three-dimensional run. In two dimensions, the block iteration solver requires

5xMY. In summary:

First Level - full precision working space

- contains only a fraction of total field variables

- stored in main memory

4.1.2 Second Level

The second data storage level represents memory storage of data that may
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be word packed (see §4.4). Table 1 shows the index group field assignments in the

second data storage level during the generator job step. This region is specified

using ALCM(LENGTH), which is the second and last blank common array. Data is

transferred back and forth between the first and second data storage levels using the

following subroutines:

RDD3 (ARAY, N2, NPV+JD, IFL) reads N2 words (unpacked) from the

INDEX=NPV starting with the IFL field. INDEX=1,2,.. .MP, JD=1,2,...NY/2, and

IFL=1,2,or 3.

WRD3 (ARAY, N2, NPV+JD, IFL) writes N2 words from the first to the second

level with the same convention as RDD3. RDD3 and WRD3 are used for transferring

x - z slabs.

In the three-dimensional pressure-solving code, the INDEX=13 and 14 locations are

reformatted into x - y planes. Here, to transfer between first and second levels we use:

RDD1 (ARAY, NXxNY, K, IFL)

WRD1 (ARAY, NXxNY, K, IFL)

where NX x NY full precision words are transferred corresponding to index level K.

IFL=1 or 2 where IFL=1 corresponds to the pressure Laplacian and IFL=2 corresponds

to the pressure (or some transformed version of the pressure). To see how these two

calling sequences are used, we refer the reader to PRESS, TRANS1 and TRANS2.

During an analysis run, routines perform some default reassignments and derive

other fields to be analyzed; these index group locations are summarized in Table 2.

Because there is so much overlap in the code used for generator and analysis runs, the

logical setup of files in Table 2 must be identical to that of Table 1 for the generator. On

the other hand, the fields that are stored can easily be changed. The index locations are

also described with comment statements in ANALYS. In summary:

Second Level - reduced precision optional (There is a CPU overhead for word

packing.)
- contains a fraction of field data for those index groups designated as

disk active
- stored in main memory
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4.1.3 Third Level

The third data storage level is either disks or SSD. The third level is not

recommended for index groups 13 and 14 because these are used for the pressure solving

procedure. Using these groups can lead to I/O inefficiency. A rough ranking of priority

is 16,3,2,5,6,7,8,10,1,4,11,12,13; there is is no memory savings for group 14 going to disk.

In summary:

Third Level - same precision as second level

- contains the full field for any assigned index group

- can be stored on disk or SSD. (See ICXDSK parameter in §2.1.)

- transfer of data is buffered

To this point we have broadly described the three levels. Some parameters are

described in §2 and others here, where more specific details will now be given.

When ISDLCM(I)=1, index group I is disk oriented. The code has been generalized

to use either the Solid-state Storage device (SSD) or the YMP disks.

In CINIT, two sequential disk files are assigned to each disk-active index group for

each model domain for primary fields; one file will be used for writing and the other for

reading. After a file has been created it automatically will be switched from being the

write file to the read file and visa versa. The UNICOS (UNIX-CRAY operating system)

ISHELL ('ASSIGN...) statement is used to assign the various temporary files. These are

all released from within WARMST after the generator is finished so that the analysis job

step can reassign the units.

The assigns are unblocked sequentially so that the UNICOS allows asynchronous

I/O and requires no additional buffer space for each assigned unit. Without this feature

the model can require as much as 150K words of system memory for unblocking. Each

physical disk has a designated name such as 49-1-20A on the YMP, which is also used

in the assign statement. The list of these names that are current at NCAR can be found

by logging onto the YMP and typing df -p /usr/tmp.

There is no set formula to match disks to particular files, although some facts

should be noted. A single controller can buffer data for only one file at a time. Thus,
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the assignments are designed to maximize the number of files being transferred at any

given time to buffer them with ongoing calculations within the code. All file pairs

within any given index group are assigned to disks on two different controllers, allowing

reading and writing to occur simultaneously. If a disk has a hardware failure, then the

appropriate name in CINIT must be replaced by a healthy disk's name. In this case,

the easiest procedure is to replace that particular disk with another from the same

controller. The situation is a little less complicated on the YMP because each disk has

its own controller. As a result, the logic for choosing unit names may be quite different

at other computer sites.

Currently, the alias names of the temporary disks are MIG011, MIG012, .... When

the printout states that unit MIGXXX is unavailable, this name can be matched up to

the particular index group and model number as follows. DDASN(I,L,N) refers to the

system disk name for index group I (I=1,2,...,MP), L=1 or 2 (read/write or vice versa),

N is the model number (=1,2,... NMDLS). The system routines active in the code

should automatically switch from unavailable devices to one that is available. MIGXXX

corresponds to DDASN(I,L,N). The second character refers to the model number. The

fourth and fifth characters refer to the LCM group and the last character refers to the

appropriate read/write file. For more details on the data transfer code, users should

read through CINIT, WRD3, RDD3, RDRSET, BUFRMON if they wish to modify or

improve the code.

4.2 A Typical Data Flow Loop

The model updates a three-dimensional block of data by operating on smaller

x - z "slabs" (either 2 or 4 x - z slices of data) one at a time. The following variable

definitions clarify the data flow:

- NX,NY,NZ are the number of grid points in the x-, y-, and z-directions,

respectively. For ID3=0, NX=1 is used and the statements NXM=NX-ID3 and

NXMM=NXM-ID3 cause all NX variables to equal 1.

- N2 is 2xNXxNZ throughout the code.
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- N4 = 2xN2.

- N6 = 3xN2.

- NP1,NP2,...,NP15 are the starting index locations minus 1, e.g., NP1=0,

NP2=NY/2,...,NP15=14xNY/2.

- JD is the slab index.

- JJ is an index used to step through the domain in the DO 100 loops.

- J increments through the y-, direction within slabs that have been brought into

memory.

- I,K are x- and z-direction indices.

- L contains the actual y- direction index.

The following is a loop used in many places throughout the code; in this example it

is used to read data into array A, manipulate it to create array B, and write out B:

COMMON A(MZ,MX,2), B(MZ,MX,2)

CALL RDRSET(6)

DO 100 JJ=1,NYM,2

JD=(JJ+1)/2

CALL RDD3(A,N2,NP6+JD,1)

DO 1 J=1,2

L=JJ+J-1

DO 2 I=1,NX

CALL POTPRE(I,L)

DO 1 K=1,NZ

B(K,I,J)=A(K,I,J)-POT(K)

1 CONTINUE

2 CONTINUE

CALL WRD3(B,N2,NP6+JD,2)

100 CONTINUE

First, we see that four x - z slabs have been defined in blank common for this

example. RDRSET(6) must be called before any reading activity on file group 6. This
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"reader set" call signals the third level (if active) to read LSEG1 double slabs of data

from all fields of index group 6 into the second data storage level. During the 'DO

100' loop, subsequent transfers to a buffer will occur and be read into the second level

when required. This is a buffered calculation for physical disks or SSD. The calling

of RDRSET will have no effect if that particular index group is disk inactive, i.e.

ISDLCM(6)=0. RDRSET is typically called earlier in the code to allow this setup call

to be overlapped by some other CPU activity.

The 100 loop using the index JJ steps through the data in the y-direction.

N2=2xNXxNZ so that two slabs of A are read for each JJ value. Thus, by the time

this 100 loop is completed all of field A will be read and all of field B will be written.

JD=1,2,...,NY/2 and NP6=5xNY/2 resulting in NP6+JD taking on the values

5xNY/2+1 to 6xNY/2. There are NY/2 sets of double slabs for any index group and

.two slabs of every field are defined for that index group at each index location. The

J index is a local index whereas L represents the actual y-direction position. This

particular example reads in 0* = ((9 - 0)/3) as field A. The subroutine POTPRE(I,L)

calculates a vertical profile, POT(K), which is 90 or the environmental value of 9* at

time = 0. Field B is the buoyancy field (dry case only) and is written to its appropriate

field location. This is a special case in that B is written back to the same index

group from which A was read. This procedure can require extra I/O buffers (e.g., for

asynchronous read and writes).

Some basic principles regarding the data flow follow:

* RDRSET should be called before reading data from level 2 to level 1. The model

will abort if this is not performed for a disk active group. RDRSET can be called

early providing all activities with that particular index group are finished and there

is an I/O buffer available.

* All data sets must be read and/or written sequentially from beginning to end

without exception. BUFRMON demands this for disk active groups. IF the user

fails to do this, the model will abort.

* Reading and/or writing only one or two of a set of three fields is sufficient to

properly activate the data flow logic. Keep in mind that writing only one of a set
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of three fields using WRD3 results in all three fields being recreated. The above

example was correct because all the fields were established by reading in field

"A," i.e. "A" already correctly exists on the I/O buffer and will be rewritten as it

was read.

* The model is set up for at most 2 asynchronous reads and writes. This can be

changed with the parameter NSV. Currently NSV=2 but this may not be necessary

as one particular asynchronous read/write has been deleted from the code.

Some miscellaneous notes:

- Say, for example, that we call RDD3(ARAY,6*NX*NZ,NP2+1,1). The first two J

index locations then refer to u'r- , the next two J locations refer to v ' - 1 , and the

last two refer to w- 1 , i.e., the fields are organized in a mixed sense.

- Since ADVY has NY-1 meaningful J positions, and ADVX and ADVZ have only

NY-2 interior J positions, the first 6 x - z slabs of file group 11 contain only one

slab of information - the j 1(L = 1) location of ADVY (or FY). It is important to

remember this special structuring of file group 11 when modifying the code.

- Similarly for Di1, D22, D33, the first six slabs are filled with zeros since only NY-2

positions of these variables are ever used.

- The first 6 slabs of (D 1 2 , D2 3, D13) contain only two slabs of information, one for

j 1 of D1 2 and one for the j = 1 of D2 3.

4.3 Model Scaling

The next two subsections describe the scaling calculations done in the generator

and analysis job step. In §4.3.1, we describe how variables are scaled to efficiently use

the storage space allowed for them. In §4.3.2, we describe how variables are rescaled to

meaningful units for plotting. Users should remember these conventions when printing

out model variables during model runs or modifying the code to extract other fields.

Output from current print statements is nondimensional unless units are specified.
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4.3.1 Generator

All data is converted to nondimensional form using the following scaling variables.

SLNGTH is the length scale [cm] and is equal to the height of the outermost model.

This is calculated in BINIT.

SVEL is the velocity scale [cm s - 1] and is set equal to 103 cm s - 1 or 10 m s - 1.

Thus, a printout of 0.1 for a velocity component means 1 m s- 1 in physical units.

STIME = SLNGTH/SVEL [s].

SDEN is the scale density [g cm - 3] and is set to 10-3g cm 3 .

SPRS = SDENxSVEL2 is the scale pressure equaling 1 mb.

A few redundant variables such as XLNGTH and YLNGTH are calculated. If used

at all, they are used only to intercompare model domain sizes.

H and HI (=1/H) are the nondimensional height and are set to unity. Thus, z = 0.5

means z = 0.5 xSLNGTH. H has been included throughout the code even though its

value is unity. This allows us to change the model scaling with relative ease should we

wish to do so.

4.3.2 Analysis

The analysis code plots fields in conventional dimensional units. Fields are stored

in their second and third data storage levels in the usual nondimensional manner but

are multiplied by a normalization variable before plotting. SNORM(3,MP) defines

the normalization coefficients for the various fields that are used to convert them from

nondimensional to dimensional form. For example, (1,4) is the w field (See Analysis map

in §4 on Data Segmentation). The value of SNORM(1,4) is set to .O1xSVEL = 10. so

that w is in m s- 1. Some fields such as vorticity are multiplied by a large constant to

bring them out of the remote decimal places.

4.4 Word Packing Routines and I/O Efficiency

The following eight routines are required to run the code. They were all written in

CAL (CRAY Assembly Language) and typically used in a precompiled mode. They are
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site dependent, but can be ported to other CRAYs. Their names are:

PACK2 2:1 word packer

PACK3 3:1 word packer

PACK4 4:1 word packer

UNPACK2 2:1 word unpacker

UNPACK3 3:1 word unpacker

UNPACK4 4:1 word unpacker

EXTREMA finds maximum, minimum, or maximum absolute value of field

EXTREMZ set up call for EXTREMA

The first six of these can be avoided by using 1:1 word precision, i.e. setting all

NPFLT(I)=1 and setting NPCKA(MODEL)=1. Otherwise, the user should obtain a

copy of the above package from NCAR. The last two can easily be rewritten by the user

should he/she wish to avoid this site dependent code.

The main purposes of using word packing in level 2 data storage are: first, to free

memory to allow for a larger domain simulation; and, secondly, to reduce the number of

disk accesses and words transferred between level 2 and level 3 data storage. Logically,

the computing facility should charge for the users I/O wait time at a nearly equivalent

rate as that charged for the CPU. This charge promotes good user citizenship. Even if

the I/O wait is not charged, the user can reduce a run's wall clock time by using word

packing when disks are being used for temporary data storage. Here is an example of

domain size and running efficiency.

Using 4:1 word packing, LSEG1=2, ISDLCM=1 for all groups (except 14), it was

possible to fit a two-model (moist) run into 800 K words of memory where each model

had an array size of 180 K. Thus, the total word size of the model if it was unpacked

and memory-contained would have been 9.6 million words of memory. The running

efficiency of this code was around 70%, i.e. 70% of wall clock time represented CPU. A

single domain simulation would run even more efficiently because model switching I/O

costs would be eliminated.

The code is designed such that the I/O efficiency should always be reasonably

efficient, i.e. greater than 60% and, more typically, 70-80%. This requires that the user
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carefully choose reasonable values for LSEG1, ISDLCM, NPFLT, etc. This equally holds

for running on the larger XMP/48 where effective domain sizes of ; 40 - 80 x 106

words should be possible. The above statements assume a reasonable number of disks

and controllers as well as user access to specific disks.

Before discussing some considerations in using word packing, its basic design will

be described. The word packer is designed for linear fields such as temperature and

velocity, but with care can be used for some fields showing logarithmic structure, such

as q,. This may in some cases require prenormalization and post re-normalization,

i.e., multiplying q by [qv(z)I]l before packing and by [Vv(z)] after unpacking. This

normalization of q, is currently active in G3CH01. The floating point field is first shifted

so that all values are greater than or equal to zero, and then normalized by its maximum

value so that the final field to be packed lies between 0 and 1. This final field is then

converted to integers (a rounding has been implemented) using the formula:

Ip = INT [(I - AN) x S(NPACK - 1)/(AX - AN) + 0.5]

$UNP = AN + Ip x (AX - AN)/S(NPACK - 1)

where

S(1) = 232 - 2 is for 2:1 word packing

S(2) = 221 - 2 is for 3:1 word packing

S(3) = 216 - 2 is for 4:1 word packing

$ is the full precision word to be packed

AN is the chosen minimum value AN < 'min

AX is the chosen maximum value AX > $max

Ip is the stored integer.

For 4:1 packing there are four integers stored in each 64 bit word, where each integer

takes 16 bits.

4:1 packing retains approximately 4.8 decimal places

3:1 packing retains approximately 6.3 decimal places

2:1 packing retains approximately 9.6 decimal places
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where full precision has about 14 decimal places precision.

If NW full precision words are packed 4:1 then the packed array length is 2 +

NW/4. The first word stores AN whereas the second word stores S(NPACK-1)/(AX-

AN). Packed arrays have all information needed for unpacking. If the user attempts to

incorrectly unpack a packed array, a floating point error will occur.

In the current code version, AN = -AX has been used. This allows for zeros to

remain zeros as well as retaining symmetrical rounding effects about zero. A major

portion of the CPU cost of packing occurs in finding AN and AX through EXTREMA.

Should the user know the appropriate values of AN and AX to be used then a significant

savings can be realized in CPU costs by substituting this information in WRLCM.

The user must exercise care and thought when applying these word packing

routines, which were originally written for this model. Some considerations will now be

discussed.

One important consideration is that whenever word packing is performed, one must

ensure that all members of the field have been appropriately defined. Remote corners

may contain information from some previous field that used the same working space.

In full precision this does not matter whereas with word packing this can destroy the

packing precision by forcing inappropriate choices for AN and AX.

Many fluid dynamical problems are sensitive to small perturbations. Growth rates

of instabilities or bifurcations can be affected by such perturbations. Higher word

packing ratios can amplify these perturbations and contaminate the results. Whether

or not these effects are physically desired must be carefully considered. Such effects

can make it appear that word packing is having a strong effect on the results, but it is

frequently a lack of understanding of the problem at hand rather than a word packing

artifact.

There are clear cases where a certain precision level is demanded, limiting the

maximum choice of NPACK. One example might be a heated boundary layer calculation

where the heat flux per time step is too small to be resolved. Buoyancy can build

near the surface until AB/B < 10-4-8. In this case the word packing of 4:1 would

completely erase future sensible heat input to the model. These cases usually occur
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where exceptionally small time steps are used. Most problems allow 4:1 packing,

although we have encountered experiments where 2:1 or 3:1 had to be used.
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CHAPTER 5: MODEL FILTERS

Three different filters can be employed in the model: a Robert-Asselin time filter, a

horizontal spatial filter and an upper level Rayleigh friction absorber. All of these filters

have coefficients that the user specifies in BLOCK DATA. The specific details will now

be described.

5.1 Robert-Asselin Time Filter

In VUDATE the fields of u, v, and w are treated with this particular filter

to prevent the computational mode caused by centered in time differencing from

developing. The formula used is

r = nr + EPRA x (5 r + l - 24r + c 1 ) (5-1)

where the variable j represents any of u, v, or a, and EPRA = EPSRS(NMDL). The

subscript "*" refers to the time filtered values of q. The superscript r denotes the time

level, where the finite time level is t = rAt.

EPRA is specified in BLOCK DATA. Any value between 0.0 and 1.0 is allowed,

although typically 0.2 is appropriate. Using a significant value of EPRA prevents the

computational mode for u, v, and w.

5.2 Upper Level Rayleigh Friction Absorber

This filter is used to absorb waves which may otherwise amplify near the top of

domains. This filter is applied in VELNL, which is called by MAIN. FILT3 generates

tendencies that are subsequently added to ADVX, ADVY, and ADVZ. FILT1 generates

fields of u', v', and w' and ADVX, ADVY, and ADVZ are modified using the Rayleigh

friction equations.

ADVX = ADVX + ptu'/r(z) (5-2)

ADVY = ADVY + p'v'/T(z) (5- 3)
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ADVZ = ADVZ + pzw'/r(z) (5 - 4)

The past time level of data is used to generate u', v', and w'. The vertical structure of

r(z) is taken as near linear between the model top and NLVL x DZ below the top. At

the model top

1
= 1/TOW1 (5-5)

whereas 1/r(z) = 0 at z = NLVL x DZ below the model top. It is common to use this

absorber for only the outermost model domain. There is also an exponential approach to

the linear 1/r(z) structure, which allows for a smoother transition and reduced reflection

of vertically propagating gravity waves.

A similar procedure is applied to 9 in the calling of ADV30(1) (ILEAP=0) or

ADVECT30(1)(ILEAP=1).

Two parameters to be set in BLOCK DATA are NLVL and NGOABS. NLVL is the

thickness of the absorber in terms of the number of XI(K) (or ( levels) and NGOABS is

a switch. For NGOABS = 0 the absorber is off for that particular model whereas =1 it

is on. A third parameter to be set in BLOCK DATA is TOW1, which is the minimum

value of r(z) in seconds. Typically one uses a value around TOW1 = 1000.0 s. The

thickness of the absorber should be around one or more vertical wave lengths. From

the hydrostatic dispersion relation, this wavelength is A = 27rU/N where U is the

mean flow speed and N is the Brunt-Vaisila frequency. Tuning of the TOW1 value

can be accomplished by considering the group velocity, Cg, for the waves in the vertical

direction. One might estimate the damping of the waves through the absorber depth to

be exp(-(XI(NZ) - XI(NZ - NLVL))/ (2Cg x TOWI). This value should be reasonably

small.

The reason for retaining this type of absorber is its general applicability to both

general environmental vertical structures and to transient conditions. Boundary

conditions using pseudo-operator techniques have been developed for some simple mean

flow structures such as Klemp and Durran (1983) for gravity waves and Rasch (1986)

for mixed gravity and Rossby waves. It turns out that use of grid nesting and the

Rayleigh friction absorber competes in cost and is more generally applicable, i.e. one
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does not have to filter the equations to a simple form for application of pseudo-operator

techniques.

5.3 Horizontal Spatial Filters

We apply a horizontal spatial filter to pu', pyv', and p;w every time step where

the primes denote a deviation from the assumed environmental profile of the respective

variable. The density terms are included so that the filters conserve momentum. The

initial subroutine called is FILT1. This subroutine accesses the lag time level fields,

subtracts the environmental average and then calls FILT3 with the appropriate input

parameters. FILT3 then converts the input array, say, pzu' to an array of tendencies.

These tendencies are added to ADVX, ADVY, and ADVZ and rewritten back to their

appropriate level 2 storage location. FILT goes through three cycles where it first

modifies ADVX by adding the filter tendency of ru', then it modifies ADVY by adding

the filter tendency of ;pv' and finally it treats ADVZ by adding the filter tendency of

Tw. FILT1 is called from MAIN directly after VELNL in which ADVX, ADVY, ADVZ,

w' and w r -' had been calculated. Note that by treating the spatial filtering of u, v,

and w in the tendency sense before solving for the perturbation pressure, we do not

affect the mass conservation properties of the model. This means that V * (pv) = 0

will still be satisfied in the above approach for the predicted velocity fields. If we had

filtered u'r, v T, w' after the pressure solution, then mass conservation would be affected.

Our approach is one where we are deriving a filter tendency, using r - 1 level velocity

components, to be applied to the future evaluation of r + 1 values of u, v, and w. Thus

our approach is non-local due to the feedback of the pressure solution. It is only a non-

local approach in general that allows for mass conservation in the anelastic system.

Subroutine FILT3 is called with the following input parameters (ISX, ISY, ISZ,

TVIS2, TVIS4, TVIS6). ISX, ISY, and ISZ are grid shift parameters, which describe

the relative positions of the variables due to their grid-staggered configuration. The

respective values are

u= (1,0,0) = (ISX,ISY,ISZ)
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= (0,1,0) (5-6)

w= (0,0,1)

These parameters are necessary to describe exactly where the domain boundaries for the

various variables occur. For example, fields are colocated with the domain boundaries

in the x-direction at i = 1.5 - 0.5xISX and i = NXM + .5x(1-ISX). The VIS2, VIS4,

and VIS6 describe the amplitude of filtering to be applied to the VH, V4, and VH

regions, respectively. They are in nondimensional form and represent a fraction of the

maximum allowable value that can be used. For example if VIS6 = 1.0 then we are

performing 100% damping on the highest frequency modes and if VIS6 > 1.0 we will

be over damping these modes. These three variables are set in BLOCK DATA. They are

converted to TVIS2, TVIS4, and TVIS6 in FILT1 by appropriate normalization with an

integer number of time steps.

Other important parameters that are carried into FILT3 through common blocks

are IXX, JYY, NX2, NX4, NY2, and NY4. If

(0 x -direction filtering is suppressed
IXX -

1 x-direction filtering is active

( O y-direction filtering is suppressed

1 y-direction filtering is active.

NX2 represents the number of grid points from both x = constant domain

boundaries in which the VH operator is applied. If, say, NX2 = 2, then the first two

interior points of the field are modified according to VH filtering, which may be i = 2,

3, and i = NX-1, NX-2. NX4 represents the number of grid points inside the V b buffer

zone in which VH is applied. The remaining domain is treated using a VH operator.

Similarly, in the y-direction we have NY2 and NY4.

If ID3 = 0, which means the model is two-dimensional in the y - z sense, then

x2-direction filtering is off. If IXCY = 1, which means the model is cyclic in the

x-direction, then x-direction component of the VH operator is applied everywhere

in this direction if IXX = 1, i.e. there are no x-direction buffer zones for the VH and
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VH operators when IXCY = 1. Similarly, if IYCY = 1 and IYY = 1 the y-direction

component of the VH operator is applied everywhere in the y-direction.

The general algorithm for deriving the filter tendency is

at - 2At =.V2-- 2A2Szzr-1 _- 4 Ax4Szaxzr-1 + v6Ax 6 w::arzz' -I1
(5- 7)

+ V2 Ay26y - 1 - v4A6Sy4yyyr - + 1v6A yyy / r -y l

which can be rewritten as

=AX 8 (V2 A X6 -1 ) + Axa (vAxS 2 (V 2 Axz -))

+ ,xs, [2**Ax 2 sz(vzx2 sz (v 2 AxS, -l ))] (5 - 8)

+ similar terms in y

or
ad

x =Az6F4 + AzxSF 69t
(5- 9)

where

v = -V4/V2 (5 - 10)

2** = -V6/4 (5 - 11)

F2 = v 2AxS:,r '- (5 - 12)

F4 = -V 4 Zx/vi26 F2 (5 - 13)

F6 = -vI6 A v 4 6zF4 (5 - 14)

Thus the procedure for calculating the final result for the tendency in the

x-direction is to calculate

= AxZSF + Ay8yG, (5 - 15)

where we first initialize F = F2 everywhere in domain. Then in the VH and VR domain

we convert F = F2 to F = F4 and in the VH domain we convert F = F4 to F = F6 .
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Similarly we calculate G. After calculating F and G everywhere we simply take the flux

divergence as our tendency. Note, that the way in which the code is designed it would

be a simple matter to create higher order operator regions.

Except for IXCY = 1, we do not allow any tendency to be applied to u at i=l1

and i=NXM. Similarly we do not allow any tendency on v at j=l and j=NYM (except

when IYCY=1) or on w at k=l and k=NZM. The reason for this decision is that

these boundary value velocity components define boundary momentum fluxes that are

externally prescribed. Disturbing their values except in some very special circumstances

will destroy the overall momentum balance of the model and may cause the pressure

solution to become ill-conditioned through an inconsistency. Simply stated, V e

(pv)r+l = 0 will not be a possible solution.

The parameters VIS2, VIS4, VIS6 are set in BLOCK DATA. The meaning of

-TVIS2, TVIS4, TVIS6 is then calculated in FILT1 to be

TVIS2 = VIS2/(8. x At)

TVIS4 = VIS4/(32. x At) (5 - 16)

TVIS6 = VIS6/(128. x At)

which means that VIS2, VIS4, VIS6 are all scaled equivalently with respect to their

filtering effect on 2A waves. The parameters NX2, NX4, NY2, NY4 are also set in

BLOCK DATA. Thus, only BLOCK DATA need be considered when using the above

filters, unless, of course, further options are required that have not been considered in

the present design.
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CHAPTER 6: PRESSURE SOLVERS

The model can be run under several options. Two options that that directly affect

the pressure solution are the x-direction cyclicity and the two-dimensionality options.

If ID3=0 the model is two-dimensional in the y - C sense, i.e. all x-dependence is

eliminated. For this case the pressure is solved using the subroutine PRSS2D whereas

for a three-dimensional simulation (ID3=1) the pressure is solved using the subroutine

PRESS. The reason for using different subroutines dependent on the ID3 parameter is

for CPU efficiency. The pressure can be solved using PRESS for ID3=0 but is much

more costly because many DO loops will not be vectorized because of the lack of

x-dependence.

The other option is x-direction cyclicity. If IXCY=1, (specified by IXCYS in

BLOCK DATA), the model is cyclic in the x-direction, whereas if IXCY=O, then the

model is non-cyclic in the x-direction. For the option IXCY=1, no explicit Neumann

boundary conditions are required (or used) at a = 0 or x = L/ on the pressure.

The matrix reduction eigenvectors and eigenvalues are appropriately modified in the

initialization subroutine BINIT to account for the choice of IXCY option. Note that

ID3=0 and IXCY=1 is not a valid choice of model options.

The NXPQ parameter used in the pressure solution routines (PRSS2D and PRESS)

must be set by the user. NXPQ determines the total number of block iterations to be

performed. The portion of the diagnostic pressure equation represented by the block

that is solved directly is such that when there is no topography (i.e. ZS(I,J)=0), then

NXPQ=1 should be used. This will result in an exact discretized solution for pressure.

For the case of ZS(I,J) : 0 somewhere then NXPQ > 1 may be required to obtain

the desired accuracy in the pressure solution. The root mean square divergence should

always be at roundoff error levels for any value of NXPQ because of the two-level

pressure treatment. This is discussed in §6.5. More robust error diagnostics are needed

to decide when one must consider values of NXPQ> 1. In terms of numerical stability,

the model can handle the roughest terrain with NXPQ = 1. The following text explains
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the pressure solution for the most general case of ID3=1 and IXCY=0. Some limited

discussion about other options will be presented.

As discussed in section 4 of Chapter 1, the diagnostic pressure equation is derived

by taking the divergence of the momentum equations.

St(z U) + FX =f = (o (VP)^ 1 +5¢ (V C 3-)') (6 - 1)

S(P V+ FY = pfy = -cos � Y( ) + ( J )) (62)

St(cw) + FZ = pfz = -r2 cos [6 p - ( c (r2F (6 - 3)

using

-X p = pw + /Jl 13 -FU C + VJJ23;PyC (6 - 4)

to form a tendency on the continuity equation

-6 (pU) + y- (pV) + C (pw) =0. (6 - 5)

In (6-1) - (6-3), FX, FY, FZ represent the combination of nonlinear advection,

diffusion, spatial filtering, Coriolis and buoyancy tendencies. The v superscripts in (6-

1) through (6-3) represent iteration levels and are used to define the Block Iteration

scheme and the two-level pressure technique used. Before calling either PRESS or

PRSS2D, FY, FX, and Fw were calculated in subroutine STRESS and written out to

file group 11. (Fw is to w what FZ is to w.)

To solve the elliptic equation formed from (6-1) through (6-5) (e.g., see equation

(1-46)) we require boundary conditions on the pressure at all boundaries of the model

domain. Imposing Neumann boundary conditions on p is implemented by specifying
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future normal velocities and defining the following auxiliary variables, such as DUXI,

as

1 2 jgU) = 1 {, 9_DUXI(k,j)b^t (T XU}= (;Ur+l -;xur-l)r-
2At 2At DUXO(kj)

1 {t^DUYI(k,i)
2t (t V) = 2X ( /y r +l - p yv~ l ) J )

2A<t 1 At-DUYO(k,i)

~1 -, = ( fDUZI(i,j)
2t (ZW) =-(5zT+l -DZ r -D )

2~~t~ovzo(;,j2A

at i=l

at i=NXM

at j=l

at j=NYM

at k=l

at k=NZM

where DUXI, DUXO, etc. take on values depending on the choice of the IXCY and

IYCY. If ID3=0 or IXCY=1 then DUXI and DUXO are not used. If IYCY=1 then

DUYI and DUYO are not used. If we want w = 0 at the top or bottom of the model

then (6-8) is calculated by using pw ' + l = 0 in the specification of DUZO or DUZI.

Since we will be solving for pressure with (6-5) as a constraint then the surface integral

of (6-6) through (6-8) should be such that

I pV, * dS = 0.n (6 - 9)

We do not assume that the r - 1 surface integral equals zero because of machine

precision (or word packing).

Up to this point definitions of terms such as FX are explicit in the sense that they

do not depend on pressure. We reduce our equations to a tractable set by adding parts

of the pressure gradient terms to FX, FY, and Fw. This results in a block iteration

solution to p where during each iteration the pressure terms remaining on the right-hand

are solved.
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6.1 Block Iteration Equations

We define pv as the vth outer iteration value of p where each time step we start our

solution with p° = pr-l as our initial guess for p. We then define

FX = FX + 1¢ ( 3J13 ) (6 - 10)

(6 - 11)FY" = FY + cos 6¢ (VJ23y) "

FZV = FZ+ r 2 cos b
pr2F CSC

p 8

_( __C. v
( Po) (r ) Po (6 - 12)

po ) 6¢ r J?
(p-

Pr2Fvr2FCv

where po is a base state density profile associated with zero topography. Our equations

reduce to

A 1+1

t(P U) + FX" = --- (p)YI (6- 13)

6t( V)t + FY" = -cos (p) (6 - 14)

St,(W,) + FZv = -r2 cos [c¢p- (PP 6 (r
kPo ) 2FC

v+l

i
(6 - 15)

and

st(pw)' +Fw" =
P cos .

cos- [SCP-
Vi

Fw," = FZv + /JtJ13' (FXv + , +

V -- ^ J 2\3

11J23(FYZ + Sy (Vp)D) i /i

(6 - 17)

6-4

where

(6- 16)

.A V~~+l

pr2F(P S C 'bc P ,



Equations (6-5), (6-13), (6-14), and (6-16) can be combined to form the elliptic

equation

A 2co s2 r2.C [ .2FC ( Po

L[FC (a [ ( D) (* F)])] (6 ) r2 (6 - 18)

+A 2 G [G6, b + cos V S TY6, Y F] = F

where

-= pV + l (6-19)

G= (V) (6-20)

and
Cos~ V.* (pvFX

F -= A2c ¢ 2AG [ t - 6FXv - 6FY v - 6Fw , (6-21bxFX 6 FY` 6c2w" (6 - 21)
jr 2At

where we have imposed the condition that

V * (pv)+l = 0, (6 - 22)

in deriving (6-18). F" is composed of an explicit component that is derived in

HLMHLTZ and stored in file group 12, plus the implicit part, depending on p". The

explicit and implicit parts are combined by a call to HLMHLTZ from PRESS (or

PRSS2D). This new right-hand side term is pre-multiplied by the vertical eigenvectors

(to be discussed below) and then stored in file group 13. The boundary conditions to be

applied to (6-13), (6-14), and (6-16) are derived from (6-6) - (6-8) as

(DUXI/2At + FXV) at i = 1
Sd =- cos (6 - 23)

1 (DUXO/2At + FX") at i = NXM

(DUYI/2At + FY) atj 1
8y =- - -- { (6-24)

cos (DUYO/2At + FY) at j = NYM,
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and

(^2F¢\\C ( P. A GF {(DUZI/2At + Fw") at k = 1
Or2- _0 6C r2FPO

\Po r 
2 FC V rC2cos. (DUZO/2At + Fwv) at k = NZM.

(6 - 25)

The variables associated with (6-23) to (6-25) were again created in HLMHLTZ. A

direct solution technique is applied to (6-18) using boundary conditions (6-23) through

(6-25). sb is defined as the column vector of v' containing only the k = 2 to NZM

index values. Then (6-18) can be written as

Ab +1 + Az2 GV ' +H = Fv, (6- 26)

where, in formulating the matrix A, values of b at k = 1 and NZ have been eliminated

using (6-25). Thus F contains Fv plus the appropriate terms at k = 2 and NZM

to account for the boundary condition equation (6-25). A is a square matrix of order

NZMM(= NZ-2), which is equal to the number of interior vertical levels in the model.

The eigenvectors and eigenvalues of A are calculated in BINIT such that

rAT-1 = A (6 - 27)

where A is the diagonal eigenvalue matrix and r is a square matrix containing the

eigenvectors of A. We now let

^ = -l'r. (6 - 28)

Substituting (6-28) into (6-26) and multiplying the resulting equation by r results in

Az2 GVHr+l + Arv+l = rF' (6 - 29)

which describes a set of two dimensional Helmholtz equations. It is rF and r that are

written from HLMHLTZ into file groups 13 and 14, respectively. Note that because

A contains terms depending on po it is not symmetrical and as a result r-1 7 r.

Note also that in this respect the pressure solution differs from the description in

Clark (1977). In further discussions of (6-29) the coefficients of A will be referred to
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as An, n = 1,2,.. .,NZMM. For a two-dimensional model (ID3=0), (6-29) reduces to

a tri-diagonal equation for each n level and is easily solved by direct methods. This is

performed in PRSS2D. On the other hand, when ID3 = 1 and G = G(x,y) we apply

iteration techniques, which are described in section b. To solve (6-29) we derive the

transformed lateral boundary conditions in HLMHLTZ by multiplying (6-23) and (6-24)

by r to form the arrays

FXUST(n,j) = rlj - rn2j (6 - 30)

FXEXT(n,j) = rn,NX,j - rn,NXM,j (6 - 31)

FYUST(n, i) = r,,i - rn,i,2 (6 - 32)

FYEXT(n, i) = rn,i,NY - rn,i,NYM (6 -33)

In deriving (6-18) and (6-26), two horizontal arrays are used in the code to define the

vertical boundary conditions on p. The first is BCZ(I,J,L), which is defined as

(• (Fwk=l + 2Zt) L 1
BCZL = (6 - 34)

A DUZO
os l (Fk= NZM + 2AZv) L=2

which basically describes the non-pressure components of the w equation at the model

surface and top. The second array is BCZ2(I,J,L), which is defined

V(BCZ1- )- ( ( Po ( ) L=1
BCZ2L

-vu(B.Zcz 2 -PFWZAC p F ) C (r )) L=2G (BC 2 cos 0 + TV ( PO )

(6 - 35)

which describes the current' v' iteration level boundary conditions on p associated with

the right hand side of (6-16). Both BCZ and BCZ2 are calculated in HLMHLTZ.

6.2 Inner Iteration - Direct Method

From PRESS the subroutine DRM2 is called, which restructures (6-29) into
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A + In A+ z 2 r A 2 [ + An ) , (6 36)

where rF = (hn) and ip is the iteration index on the inner iteration (the v iteration

index is suppressed in this section). We again dimension-reduce in x. Let S1 +' be a

column vector made up of the elements of rl+l at y = yj. In what follows we usually

suppress the superscripts on S. Then (6-36) becomes

Ax2

B S + Ax 26yS + AnS =H, (6-37)

where H is derived from the right-hand side of (6-36) by using (6-30) and (6-31). B is

a square matrix of order NXMM(= NX-2). We let

S =T-lq, (6- 38)

where TBT- 1 -= and again T, T- 1, and f are calculated in BINIT. Substituting (6-

38) into (6-37) and multiplying by T results in

Ax 2syq + (Az 2 An-) q= T *H. (6 - 39)

Defining the diagonal components of n by win, m = 1, NXMM we now have a set of

tri-diagonal equations in y where

/Ax 2

Ax2 Syqnmj + ( Az2 An~ - m qnmj = Inmj (6 -40)

which is solved in DRM1. The boundary conditions applied at j = 1 and j = NYM are

derived from (6-32) and (6-33) by applying T such that

qj=l - qj=2 = FYUSTT (6 - 41)

qj=NY - qj=NYM = FYEXTT (6 - 42)

where FYEXTT and FYUSTT are appropriately transformed versions of FYEXT and

FYUST. A uniqueness criteria must be applied for the case of n = m = 0 or (An =
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fm = 0). The horizontal average of the pressure at the model top is pre-specified and

used to determine the arbitrary constant. This arbitrary constant is of no dynamical

significance. The only reason for specifying such a constant (other than say zero) is

to allow nice matching of pressure solutions between the nested models. The number

of inner iterations was chosen equal to outer iterations, i.e. NXPQ. We have yet to do

detailed tests to verify if this is necessary. Since G 1 we probably only need one inner

iteration.

6.3 Inner Iteration -SOR

For ID3=1 there are two obvious ways to solve (6-29). The first has already been

described and is based on direct solution techniques. The second is by successive over-

relaxation. When the magnitude of A is large enough it turns out that SOR provides a

more efficient solution than the direct solver. In PRESS we start with the layer having

| A I maximum . This equation is solved using SOR. If this solution was more efficient

than the direct solver code we carry on to the next largest | A I layer and solve this

also using SOR. This procedure is continued until we find that more than 80 iterations

were required by the SOR technique. All subsequent layers are then solved by the direct

solution technique. This procedure can double the efficiency of this inner solution part of

the code.

6.4 Boundary Conditions on Pressure for PFw

At k = 1 and NZM we require the calculation of the C pressure gradient term, PFw,

for all domains. Our definition of PFw is

PFw = (FZ + 3 PFX ' + v 23F ) (6 - 43)

which is the same relation between PFw and (PFZ,PFX,PFY) as between pCw and

(pC, wu,Wpav) in (6-4). PFX, PFY, and PFZ are the right-hand sides of (6-1) through

(6-3), respectively. Now considering the numerical approximations of PFX and PFY it

is evident from (6-43) that vertical grid points k=0 and k=NZ+1 are involved in the
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calculation of PFw at k=l and k=NZM. However, p does not exist -1.5AC below the

model bottom nor 1.5AC above the model top.

One solution to this problem is to approximate PFX and PFY using second

order quadrature at these boundary positions. Considering only the PFX term the

approximation was taken as

PFXC = -6 (vpa) -6 (vJjC) (6 - 44)

at the model top and bottom. The equivalent approximation was applied to PFY. Now

at k=l, or = ZOMDL(MODEL),

PFX = (PFXk= + PFXk=2) /2 (6-45)

so that in PRSFRC the boundary conditions applied are

PFXk=1 = -PFXk=2 + 2PFXc (6 - 46)

where the last term in (6-46) is calculated using (6-44) at the vertically staggered w

position. Equation (6-46) is equivalent to specifying

Po=o= [Pkl (-F H + 3Zo) + Pk=2 (-F 2 -3Zo) + P=3 (F+2 z) /
-F - + Zo[ 1 +

(6 - 47)

where Z0 = (F(C)/H - 1) on the model surface. For reference the boundary condition at

the model top is

Pk=NZ+l = Pk=NZ (FNz + 3ZNZ + Pk=NZ-1 (FC - 3ZNZ

(6 - 48)

+ Pk=NZ-2 (FCNM H + ZNZ) [F + ZNZ]

where ZNZ = (F(C)/H - 1) on the model top.
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6.5 Two Level Pressure Application

In the old approach (say, before version G2TC32 of the code) we would let 0 =

p"-1 where pV-l represented either the pressure from the previous time step in the case

where we were beginning a new series of block iterations or the pressure from the last

iteration level in the case where we were within a block iteration. A block iteration

was performed where after each solution to (6-26) we would update the right hand

side by replacing ^b with its most current value. After two or three such iterations b

would typically have converged to VGUp and the series of block iterations would be

terminated. After the termination of the block iterations Ob would be set equal to \/Gp

and the pressure forcing terms, pfxz, pfy and pfz would be calculated according to (6-

1), (6-2), and (6-3) without regard to the v level. These pressure forcing terms would

then be used to calculate pfw and then update the newest time levels of the velocity

components.

Now in this approach of treating the pressure the continuity equation (6-22) will

be satisfied only to the degree to which , has converged to i/Gp. This is a direct

result of formulating the pressure forcing terms inconsistently while deriving the so-

called block elliptic pressure equation, (6-26), and how the pressure forcing terms are

actually applied to the governing equations of motion. A direct measure of the degree of

convergence of ?b to vGp is the root means square, (rms), mass divergence error. The

rms divergence error converges to zero as -+ Gp.

The new approach to treating the pressure is similar to the old approach except

for the seemingly trivial modification of maintaining total consistency between the

formulation of the pressure forcing terms used in creating the block pressure equation,

which is solved directly, and the formulation of the pressure forcing terms actually used

to update the velocity components. This small modification requires that two time (or

iteration) levels of the pressure be stored to allow for the maintenance of consistency in

the treatment of the pressure forcing terms.

In the new approach, a solution of (6-26) to roundoff error will result in the

continuity constraint (6-22) being satisfied to roundoff error providing both p and
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i,) are appropriately used in pfx, pfy and pfz. As in the old approach, one can use

several block iterations to solve (6-26). However, even with one block iteration (where

in this case ~b = Gp''- l ) the continuity equation will be satisfied. The satisfaction

of the mass continuity constraint, irrespective of the overall accuracy of the solution of

p has a strong stabilizing effect on the overall model. With one block iteration, which

is equivalent in cost to solving the pressure for a non-orography case, one can treat

cases with much stronger gradients of orography than were previously possible and at

less overall computational cost. There is, of course, the issue of accuracy of the new

approach.

In the new approach the root means square divergence error is useful as a diagnostic

only in determining how well (6-26) has been solved. Normally, vG is close to unity

and (6-26) is easily solved to near roundoff error with little difficulty in two or three

spatial dimensions. Clearly, other measures of accuracy are required. Two that might be

considered are first, the monitoring of the erroneous sources and sinks of kinetic energy

due to the pressure and secondly, the comparison of solutions with time dependent

benchmark solutions. Comparisons with known steady state solutions of flow over

orography are of little use in assessing errors here as both methods converge in the limit

of steady state. This last point in itself suggests that the new approach should be useful

in the type of problems where one is attempting to approach a steady state. This covers

a large range of numerical simulations involving flow over two- and three-dimensional

obstacles.

6.6 Hydrostatic Pressure Option

The horizontal equations of motion

-X-r+1 -1 /

2Lst -" (v ) (+ ()) (6 - 50)

plus the anelastic continuity equation

pZu + 6y5Pv + 6Sp;w = 0 (6- 51)
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are combined to form

cos [s6Z (YP) + 6C + 6y ( y+6 cos [6V (VJP) + (/fJj23p)] )

= (6P(;')- 8Z(fz) - 6y(fy),
(6 - 52)

where fx and fy represent the advective, Coriolis, and mixing terms. Summing (6-52)

over the vertical to form the column-average pressure equation

[NZM ' NZM

cos a E JpAC + by (cos y E VJPA
k ic=2 L kc=2

+c s JJ3 C1 +6 cos /JJ2 3 p y (6-53)
Cos 0 0

H NZM

= 6STIC - . [6a(fx) + 6y(fy)] AC
0 kc=2

which represents the diagnostic "surface" pressure equation that must be satisfied for

mass continuity to hold. The particular form of p chosen can be inserted into (6-53) to

obtain the final elliptic equation.

The form for hydrostatic pressure is taken as

P p2F (r ) -gp (6-54)
6Sp . ¢- (6 - 54)

P v 2^/ r2 Ccosns

where B is buoyancy. This buoyancy will be initially zero in this system as it contains

only deviations from the initial environmental profile. This formulation results in similar

magnitudes of p in (6-49) and (6-50) as for the nonhydrostatic system.

An expansion of (6-54) results in

pk+i = akPk + P3k (6 - 55)

where

2p r2

1= .2 (6 - 56)
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and

/3= a(~~¢ [i_(F2F¢gAC CB r p 1

d F+R^ "M[TL a 6c _p^(6-57)
F+R

r-'
R

(6-55) leads to the identities

NZM

Z (/vpA) = Api + E (6- 58)
k=2

pNZM = B1 Pi + Fl (6 - 59)

p= = -Cpl + F2/2 (6- 60)

where

A = {al (XID(2) + a 2 (XID(3) + a3 (XID(4) +... aNZ-2)))} V/AC. (6 - 61)

E = [XID(2)/1 + XID(3)(a 2P1 + P2) + XID(4)(a3a2fli + a302 + P3) + ...

+XID(NZM)(aNZ-2 (aNZ-3(... (a231 + 2) + ... PNZ-2)] * VAC (6- 62)

B1 = (1 + aNZM) (aa2a .. aNZ-2) /2 (6 - 63)

Fl = {/NZM + (1 + aNZM) [(2a 3 *... * NZ-2) P

+ (as3a4.. aNZ-2) 32 +.. + PNZ-2]}/2 (6 - 64)

C = (al + 1)/2 (6- 65)

F2 / 1 (6 - 66)
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Substituting (6-58) through (6-60) into (6-53) results in

Szx(Api) + cos6, [cosqy (Alpi)]

B Pz- (F(O)B1 pl -H

+ Co byo 01' ( ( F(H)
H -1 ) B- p1 (F(O)Bi pi-

= -- 6E E-cos 6, (cos> SY6y E) - - [hx Hl1r xr (F(O)
H

pl_ (F(O)
H

+ cos q ((PwNZM - Pw 1) /2At -

Defining

B -( (O)
H

-)c ]/A

Eq. (6-67) reduces to

cosoy+ 5 (coS s cos (
(hzD )) + 26, (coshyD) = RHS

(6 - 70)

Thus once 0 is found we calculate pi and then, using (6-55) find the full pressure field.

We do, though, need some boundary conditions:

(i) DUZI - pw +1 - w 1 (6 - 71)-P 1 -71)

(ii) DUZO =- ,+Z+l - ZM-lNZM - P WNZM (6 - 72)

6-15

Cp-) ]

F2

- 1)j)]/ ~ )J

= (RHS) cos q

NZM

E [W(fx) + 6y,(fy)] A()
k=2

(6 - 67)

-1)2 - H

6 = Apl

(6 - 68)

(6 - 69)

-1)
'S

- 1 -0pi

- 1 - 1

[- ·((F(H) -1)

+ 6, hh,( F(H) 1)



At x = 0 or L, we have (IXCY = 0)

Cos [(6. (up) + 6sJV'IP()] - { -fXzi - DUXI/2At x=- 673)
cosX -- fxNXM - DUX0/2At x=La

and at y = 0 or Ly we have (when IYCY = 0)

Cos q[<(y (4P-) + k V(-j23py)]={: -- (6 -DY/2 y74)
mfYNYM - DUYO/2At y=Ly
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CHAPTER 7: GRID NESTING PROCEDURE

The nesting procedure will be defined for the case of full matching conditions

between domains where different time steps are used in different domains, i.e. for

the general case of spatial and temporal refinement. The current version implements

temporal refinement and allows the inner model to move only vertically. When

necessary, we can easily modify the code to allow the inner model to move horizontally

and change the number of grid points.

7.1 Averaging and Interpolation Formulae

The averaging operators and interpolation formula are derived from the matching

of the continuity equation for jpu, vPv, and pCw, and from the requirement of complete

reversibility for the dynamic and thermodynamic variables. The C vertical coordinate

refers to the vertically-stretched, terrain-following coordinate system as used in Clark

(1977). In this system z = F()(1-h/H)+h = F(C)v/+h where F(C) = 0 corresponds

to the surface and F(C) = H to the model lid.

Consider the fine mesh continuity equation in two spatial dimensions for purposes

of demonstration only. The extension to three dimensions is straightforward. The

continuity equation is

6Su + Spw = 0 (7 - 1)

in the x and C two-dimensional case. Now we sum (7-1) over an area defined by an

interacting coarser mesh. There is a grid ratio of RX:1 in the x-direction and RZ:1 in

the C-direction. This summation results in

1 1

RX x RZxAx RXAxRZxAC
P .== RXxiZxA(P '¢=0o (-2)

where we have divided by the total number (=RXxRZ) of summed fine mesh points.

The limits of ( = 0, 1 and x = 0, 1 correspond to the boundaries of the coarse mesh grid.
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Now the relationship between the grid sizes is

RX x Ax = DX
(7 - 3)

RZ x AC = DZ

between the fine mesh grid sizes (Ax, AC) and the coarse grid sizes (DX,DZ). Now if we

define
1

< pu > = RZ EpZ
ic

(7 - 4)

<pw>= R Ec
RXi

as the averaging operator from fine to coarse grids where < > refers to a coarse grid

variable, then (7-2) through (7-4) result in

Sx < Tu > +6z < p¢ >= 0 (7- 5)

where 5x is the coarse grid equivalent of the fine mesh S, operator. See Appendix B for

the more general notation of y<> etc. The ^ notation is usually only implied. Note

that definition (7-4) applies at common lines (two-dimensional) or common surfaces

(three-dimensional) that correspond to common colocation lines (or surfaces in three

dimensions) of the appropriate staggered velocity component for both the fine and

coarse grid domains. The full averaging operators in three spatial dimensions become

<pTu>= 1 Z Z P uRY x RZ
j k

V = RX x RZ 'V (7-6)

RX x R1 t k

where the grid ratios are RX:1, RY:1, and RZ:1 and the summation in i, j, and k refers

to sums over fine meshes in the x-, y-, and C-directions, respectively.

The averaging operator for a thermodynamic variable such as 0, q,, qc, R or for a

tracer is given by

<x Y x E E ( 7 - 7)
RX x RY x RZ

i Ick
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where > refers to any of the above mentioned field variables. Equations (7-6) and (7-

7) are used to supply information from the fine mesh to the coarse mesh after both

domains have attained identical time levels. This procedure can be redundant for the

velocity components when a pressure deficit correction is used. This point will become

clearer in §7.5.

The question of precisely which thermodynamic variables to mix from the fine

to coarse meshes is addressed using the horizontal vorticity equations. The C and 77

vorticity components are derived in §9.2, in a manner consistent with model numerics.

For the present analysis, we require numerical approximations for the horizontal

derivatives of buoyancy. Consider only the C component of vorticity where

+2t .+ 9 =[ (v) + c (X(3va )u C] (7-8)

and the right-hand side of (7-8) represents the numerical approximation of vG- .

We want to avoid producing fictitious vorticity that could occur by mixing the wrong

variables from the fine to coarse meshes. The obvious first step is to consider 9* =

constant throughout the domain. A mixing of this particular O* results in zero gradients

from (7-8) and results in the same constant value of 9* for both models. Now consider

9* as a linear function of C, where

' - az = a [\GC + h (7 - 9)9*=az=a[V+h] (7-9)

XYZ
which should be preserved during mixing of information. Choosing < 8* > and

< h >XY preserves this linearity but results in a vorticity source. For any model the

insertion of (7-9) into (7-8) results in

2t + .. =- 9 1 hz 2 - / (7-10)

which means that even for linear in height variations of 8* we can expect some

production of vorticity due to numerical truncation errors. To minimize fictititous sources

of vorticity, we subtract the portion of 9* due to the initial environment when either
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using 0* in the buoyancy term or mixing buoyancy, i.e., 0"/8 is really the variable we

consider. The list of variables to be mixed from the fine to the coarse mesh is

< 0"/8 >, < q >, < c >, < qR >, < qIA >, < NIA >, < qB >and < NIB > .

(7- 11)

Also it seems wise to monitor the structure of the numerical source term in (7-10)

and the analogous one in the y-direction, comparing these error structures with the

predicted structure of vorticity to ensure that the vorticity is not dominated by spurious

numerical sources. Spawning also considers interpolation of the truly "convective" part

of the solution to the fine mesh and then adds on the particular model's environmental

component.

We also need to supply information from the coarse grid domain to the fine grid

domain, both to initialize fine grid data using coarse grid data and to supply boundary

conditions to the fine grid domain boundaries using coarse grid data. The interpolation

formula are based upon a least squares fit to quadratic interpolation using a variational

procedure. The constraint in the variational calculation is that (7-6) and (7-7) are

satisfied, i.e. the interpolation is consistent with the averaging operators. The derivation

of the interpolation formula is described in Clark and Farley (1984) and will be shown at

the end of this section. The formula used in the model is

f= E_ +_ + Eodo + E+41+ (7-12)

for application along a line, i.e. the case of, say, p5u, interpolation in two spatial

dimensions, where v is the fine grid variable, b is the corresponding coarse grid variable,

$0 corresponds to the coarse grid data point that occupies some common space with

the fine mesh point, and 1± corresponds to those points lying on either side of $o. The

formulae for the weighting coefficients are

E_ = e(e- 1)/2 + a

Eo= (1- 2)- 2a (7-13)

E+ e(e + 1)/2 + a
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where

= [(Ae/AL) 2 - 1] /24 (7 - 14)

Ae and AL correspond to the grid sizes of the fine mesh and coarse mesh in the chosen

direction. e = 0 corresponds to the position of 0, E = 1 corresponds to the position of

$4s and e = -1 corresponds to the position of -_. The value of e used in (7-13) is that

which exactly corresponds to the position of the variable q. The reason for having a in

the formulae (7-13) is to ensure that

1RX E =o (7-15)

and is derived from the variational calculation.

For interpolation in two- or three-dimensions, (7-12) is either bilinearly or

trilinearly applied. Since (7-12) is a linear equation the order of application does not

matter.

These averaging and interpolation formulae guarantee that the continuity equations

are consistent between the two interacting domains. The formulae also ensure that there

is reversibility of the field variables between the domains. Initialization of fine mesh data

and immediate averaging back to the coarse grid will not affect the values of the coarse

grid. Errors dependent upon model interactions will not be inappropriately dependent

upon the number of time steps due to inconsistencies.

Equations (7-12) through (7-14) are derived by minimizing A with respect to

ao, al, and a2 where

A = [A +()]2Ae+ A [^A- $oAL] (7 - 16)

and

=- as + ale + a2e2 . (7 - 17)

A is a Lagrange multiplier and e varies between +l. e = -1 is at the exact colocation

position of (-I and e = 0 at the position of (Do and e = +1 at the position of $+. The

Z in (7-16) ranges then between A-, which exactly corresponds to the (o grid box.

0(e) in (7-16) is the quadratic fit to (7-12) obtained by putting a = 0 in (7-13). Thus,
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(7-16) states that we are determining q to be a least squares fit to +(e) but demanding

exact conservation of X on the fine mesh with (o on the coarse mesh.

Taking aA/8A = 0 in (7-16) results in

S Oew= 4oAL (7-18)

which can be rewritten as

n

(ao + alei + a2ei) = n 0 (7- 19)
i=1

where n = AL/At and

2i- 1 -n
2i- = -n- =1,2,... n (7-20)

2n

Substituting (7-20) into (7-19) and performing the sums results in

ao + 2(n2 = . (7- 21)
12n 2 .

Taking derivatives of A with respect to a 0, al, and a2 and using (7-21) results in

E [+-<]e=Q (7-22)

CE[m~]- 12n2 E, ( - 0 (7- 23)
Performing the sums on (7-22) results in

al= 2 (7- 24)

and performing the sums on (7-23) results in

a2 = 2 o (7-25)

and substituting (7-25) into (7-21) results in

ao = ca- + (1 - 2a)$o + ad+ (7-26)
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where

(n2 - 4 r 2 = - 24. (7 - 27)
24n2 [(L)

Equations (7-24) through (7-26) are equivalent to (7-13).

Up to this point we have described extrapolation schemes for tracers. To consider

vectors such as density-weighted velocity we formulate the extrapolation formulae such

that mass conservation is preserved at all scales. Consider specifying fpu on a fine mesh

using coarse mesh data. To achieve this we use a cubic colocation fit to pu:

2 ( ) +x 9-

P = 6 U-3/2 +' 2 -

(7- 28)
2 1 1 ) X

+ ( -2 U+l)/2) + - 6 U+3/2

which can be rewritten as

1 -, (_ )
p U =e3DX X (X - ( U) + 1 -x (i XU)] U

-1 ( u
+ e 2DX [-S4 (XU)) + jxz (RiU)]

(7- 29)

+ DX -X Xu - u)
+ 24 x)-1 + 12 x ( 0 ) 24 +x ( )+l

+ [- 1 + 16 ( R U -1/2 + R U+l /2) - 163/2

Now a fine mesh derivative of (7-29) in the x-direction results in the terms

6. (e 3) =3: + (A/AL)2 /4

6, (e 2 ) =2Eo (7- 30)

6E =1

which results in

(pxu = (Ru)+Eo ( ) +E+6 ( (7-31)
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Thus, the cubic interpolation (7-28) of the vector pXu in the x-direction is

equivalent to the tracer interpolation (7-12) of the divergence of piu. Mass conservation

is guaranteed for any grid ratio providing we use the quadratic interpolation formula (7-

12) for all velocity components in directions orthogonal to their orientation and use (7-

28) in directions parallel to their orientation, i.e., use (7-12) to interpolate ;Fu in either

y or C directions and use (7-28) in the x-direction. This scheme was used in the Clark-

Farley (1984) version of the code and remains in use.

If one were interested in domains aligned at various angles to each other, then

matrix rotation procedures would have to be applied to the above formulae to preserve

conservation.

The final topic to be discussed in this subsection is the method of choosing finer

mesh vertical coordinates. In the vertically stretched coordinates

z = F(C)(1 - h/H) + h (7-32)

and p is weighted with the Jacobian FC. The Jacobian also includes cos < and 1 - h/H,

which will be brought into the discussion later. For the present discussion we define the

large mesh Jacobian as FC and the fine mesh Jacobian as fC. Given a coarse mesh grid

structure F and FC then

pu = E (ERi ) + E (Rf(U) + E (E U) (7 - 33)

would be used to initially specify u throughout the fine mesh domain or to specify u at

a boundary at all time levels. Now if U is a constant, then we require u to be the same

constant. This means then that

-C = E_R + EoRo + E+R. (7- 34)

This formula is in fact used to consistently define the Jacobian-weighted fine mesh

density using coarse mesh data. To define the actual fine mesh grid positions relative

to the coarse we simply put po(z) = 1 in (7-34) resulting in

f = E_ (F)_ + Eo (Fc) o + E+ (FC)+ (7-35)
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Equations (7-34) and (7-35) are necessary to suppress noise generation through domain

interactions. With the inclusion of orography we also must match p in the x- and

y-directions as well as in the C. This makes calculating p for an inner domain extremely

complicated. For this reason p has been made into a precalculated three-dimensional

array and is stored in index location 4.

7.2 On Choosing a Vertical Grid with Nesting

As discussed in the previous section, the vertical grid structure is primarily

determined by the outermost domain and (7-35) must be used to establish inner domain

vertical grid positions. Unless considerable care is exercised, this procedure can lead to

extremely noisy grids when vertical refinement is employed. First and second derivatives

of the Jacobian, associated with vertical stretching, occur in the vertical equation of

motion and the diagnostic pressure equation. High amplitude oscillations in fCC, for

example, can cause noisy and possibly unstable structures in the velocity components.

The vorticity components will, of course, be much worse. One should design the

stretching for the outer domain so as to minimize such high amplitude oscillations in

fCC. This section presents an analysis used to design a vertically stretched grid resulting

in relatively smooth transitions between domains where grid refinement is employed in

the vertical. Details on designing smooth, conservative, vertical grids are presented in

Clark and Hall (1996).

|F- | F.., i Fco Fc+i | Fc+

I fc-Co I fc+ I fc+ I

In the above figure we show variables for two interacting domains. The FC terms of

domain one are shown at grid center positions (top) where e denotes the interpolation

coefficient used in (7-35), which ranges between ±1. The corresponding fc terms are

also shown (bottom) but without clearly specifying their distribution within the outer

domain grids. For example, a 2:1 ratio results in two fC, values, a 3:1 ratio in three fC
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values, etc. The problem at hand is to ensure that the relative positioning of the fC_,

fcOI fC+, do not result in abrupt changes in gradients of f, particularly when spanning an

outer grid boundary.

From (7-13), (7-14) and (7-35) the formulae for fc are

f(C .C +((- 1)2
f C = F1 + (e+l)A^C(FC) - + [ + aA c]6(F) (7 - 36)

fro = Fco + eA^6(FC) lo + ( + a)A 2 cc(c)lo (7 - 37)

f+ = F+ + ( - 1)A(S(Fc) 1 + + []a 2 (F)I+ (7- 38)
2

where A is the ( difference between grid levels for the outer domain. For purposes

of reference

6C(F)1- = (FCo - FC_)/(2A) (7- 39)

cC¢(Fc)l = (F_, - 2F_1 + Fo)/A2 (7 - 40)

We can see from (7-36) to (7-38) that there can be a discreet change in grid local

f¢ formula. To assess the effects of these variations we first specify a particular form to

FC. Currently, the most reliable formula found has been to let FC be second order in C,
which is consistent with the model numerics, where

Fc = Co + CC + C 2 2 + ... + CnC. (7 - 41)

Substituting (7-41) in (7-36) through (7-38), considering only quadratic terms,

results in

/¢_ = Co + C, [C- + (f + 1)A]

C 2 + 1[ (e + 1)]2

+C 2[ 2 + 2(e + 1)AC- + [(e + 1)2 +2a]A 2 ] (7- 42)
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fco = Co + C A[Co + [EA] + C 2 [2 + ACo + ( 2 + 2)]

fc+ = Co + C1[C+ + (e - 1)A]

+C2[C 2 + 2( - 1)AC+ + [(e - 1)2 + 2a]A 2 ] (7- 44)

where (7-42) through (7-44) revert to (7-41) for the case of a = 0 and e = -1,0, +1,

respectively. In the case of grid refinement we see some extra terms introduced by the

interpolation and averaging formulae used in the model.

As a reference, we first calculate the second derivatives of f^ for the case using fC

points all common to the same outer grid which means that the coefficients of (7-35)

remain the same for both points. Letting S represent the 5 difference between grid levels

for the inner domain we obtain from (7-43)

fc [fo(e = E -2) - fo(e = co + )]/ = C1 + 2C2[Co + cA] (7 - 45)

which is consistent with (7-41) where all S terms have dropped out. If we similarly

calculate fCC using fc from points occupying different outer grid points using (7-42) and

(7-43) we obtain a similar result to (7-45), namely

fc_ = C1 + 2C2 (Co - A/2) (7 - 46)
2

which again is consistent with (7-41). However, if we deviate from the power series

formulation used in (7-41), then extra terms with (6/A) factors result for fCC and major

irregularities for inner grids can occur. This can be particularly serious when more than

two levels of grid refinement are used in the vertical.

When designing a grid, we typically use (7-41) for domain one and feather into a

constant Az formulation trying to ensure that high frequency oscillations in FcC do not

occur. (7-36) through (7-38) are used to analyze resulting structures for inner domains
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and plots of fC, fCC versus z are used to assess the calibre of the resulting grid. The

use of (7-41) requires some trial and error iterations to obtain the desired Az versus z

structure since (7-41) is in ( coordinates.

It should be noted that the only design criteria considered here has been the

minimization of high frequency grid noise. Transmission and reflection characteristics

associated with propagating waves have not been considered in this analysis.

7.3 Inner Domain Boundary Conditions

For variables other than the fine mesh velocity fields, the non-linear advection

equations require three boundary conditions at each of the six colocated surfaces

common to the interacting fine and coarse mesh domains. These are

ADVX, ADVY, pCw at = -AC/2; LC + AC/2 for all x,y (7- 47)

wr w r 1,-Zu at = -Ax/2; L, + Ax/2 for all y,( (7-48)

w r , wT - 1 y at y =-Ay/2; Ly + Ay/2 for all x,z (7 - 49)

where L,, Ly, and Lc represent the domain widths in the x-, y-, and C-directions,

respectively. Model domains are cycled through the subroutine VELNL from coarsest to

finest. These boundary conditions are calculated by extrapolation from the coarse mesh

models and later used by the fine mesh model.

Equations (7-12) to (7-14) are used for the spatial extrapolation. Since the model

uses explicit boundary conditions, all other variables are readily available. By this we

mean that at i = 1 or NX, the w values are outside the domain and have been already

established in VUDATE.

The subroutine BCGEN(N,NG1,KTYPE) writes or reads the appropriate boundary

condition data to or from the boundary condition file. The file may be contained

in memory (IBCIO=O) or on a disk (IBCIO=1). N is set to the model calling the

subroutine NG1 as odd (1, 3, 5, or 7) during the writing stage from each outer domain,

or even (2, 4, 6, or 8) during the reading stage for each inner domain. The variable
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KTYPE indicates which field is being updated during scalar advection. This subroutine

linearly (in time) interpolates the boundary conditions from the outer domain as each

inner model requires them. The code can be easily adapted for a quadratic temporal

interpolation if needed.

Just prior to the VELNL call, we call BCGEN(N,2,0) to calculate boundary

conditions required by VELNL for each inner model The required information from

each outer model for VELNL is then written by calling BCGEN(N,1,O) just after the

subroutine STRESS call.

To update the velocity components and integrate the fine mesh equations, VUDATE

requires three boundary conditions at each of the six surfaces common to both the fine

and coarse mesh domains. The boundary conditions required are

pCw at = 0; L¢

u,v at =-AC/2; Lc + AC/2 (7-50)

for all x,y;

pu at = 0; Lo

v,w at x =- A/2; L, + Ax/2 (7-51)

for all y,C;

and

p1 v at y = 0; L

u, at y = -Ay/2; Ly + Ay/2 (7- 52)

for all x,C.

Again domains are cycled through the subroutine VUDATE from coarsest to finest.

Variables are extrapolated here as in VELNL.

The boundary condition terms Tu, p;v, and w are used to determine the

future values of these quantities at the fine mesh boundaries, allowing us to specify
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the Neumann boundary conditions on pressure for the fine mesh model. The other

boundary conditions for variables that lie just outside the fine mesh domain will be used

throughout the code by the fine mesh model. One example has already been discussed

with respect to the calculation of the nonlinear advection terms in the momentum

equations, as treated by VELNL.

The boundary conditions on u, v, w that subroutines MDLMXR and VUDATE

need for each inner model are calculated by calling BCGEN(N,4,O) just prior to the calls

to subroutines MDLMXR and VUDATE themselves. The information needed for these

boundary conditions is written with a call to BCGEN((N,3,0) just after the call to the

subroutine VELNL.

The advection boundary conditions have been updated on each iterative step of the

Smolarkiewicz scheme. This requires a call to BCGEN(N,5,KTYPE), where KTYPE

represents the scalar variable that is being treated, every time subroutines ADV30 or

ADV31 are entered for each inner domain. The corresponding outer domain data is

written at the end of subroutines ADV30 or ADV31 with the call BCGEN(N,6,KTYPE).

The final tracer boundary condition data for all variables is written just after the

subroutine COND with the call BCGEN(N,6,0).

The last set of boundary conditions needed in condensation are associated with

the radiation scheme. They are found by calling BCGEN(N,7,0) in the first part of the

subroutine COND and are written to the boundary conditions file just after the call to

BCGEN(N,6,O) with a call to BCGEN(N,8,O) after the COND call.

7.4 Normal Velocity Mixing of Information - MDLMXR

Prior to the pressure solution and the subsequent dynamic calculations by a fine

mesh model, the subroutine MDLMXR is called from DRIVER(2,N) within the DO 50

loop of MAIN when MODEL > 1. MDLMXR is used to calculate the future boundary

values of ;pu, ;pv, and p¢w using the information stored by the BCMXR(3) calls

from lower order models. The information is stored in the arrays DUXO(MZ,MYD),

DUXI(MZ,MYD), DUYO(MZ,MX), DUYI(MZ,MX), DUZO(MX,MYD), and
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DUZI(MX,MYD). These specified future velocities normal to the domain surface

boundaries are used to derive the Neumann pressure boundary conditions. The final

result in VUDATE will be to produce exactly those values of future normal velocities

which were specified in the above mentioned arrays.

A minor adjustment must be made to the values of 'Zu,Z v, and p¢w before they

can be used by the fine mesh model. These boundary conditions may not quite satisfy

the global boundary condition as derived from mass continuity, i.e. we require

Jpv dS=O (7- 53)

for this prediction of the future velocities. Roundoff errors may cause a slight

discrepancy from (7-53), e.g., word packing precision may be lower than the working

space precision.

The formulae

(Pu)* = pu i ap u (7 - 54)

(pY)* = v + a 7v (7- 55)

(pCw)* = p¢w + apw (7- 56)

are used to adjust pv3 to (pv)* such that (pv6)* satisfies (7-53). Equation (7-53) is

applied in a finite difference sense to determine a. During printout, a is printed as

"MDLMXR ALF =" and should be checked by the user to ensure that the value is

reasonably small.

7.5 Fine to Coarse Domain Mixing of Information - PREMIX and MDLAVG

PREMIX is a setup routine that must be called prior to a MDLAVG call. The

calling arguments of PREMIX specify which fields are to be mixed. The routine then

modifies the appropriate data flow parameters so that two models can be read and

written simultaneously through one data flow loop. As many as 12 fields can be mixed

with MDLAVG using a single pass through the data. After the first call to PREMIX
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the routine MDLAVG is called. The density weighted velocity components and the

appropriate thermodynamic variables and/or tracers are then mixed from the fine mesh

model into the coarse mesh model using equations (7-6) and (7-7). The pressure deficit

calculation also uses MDLAVG to appropriately modify FX, FY, and Fw prior to the

pressure calculation when ITPRS=1 option is used. After the call to MDLAVG another

call is made to PREMIX in order to reset all the data flow parameters to their original

current model values.

MDLAVG was designed to allow for the mixing of information using a minimum

of data I/O, working only on model pairs. The code is complicated due to the basically

four levels of data segmentation, i.e., working space plus level 2 and level 3 data storage

plus two completely different domains being treated in one major DO loop. Some minor

modifications still have to be made to allow the compiler to vectorize most of the loops.

7.6 Pressure Deficit Correction Calculation

This option has been deactivated from the model due to its cumbersome logic when

each domain's time step is not the same. This previous option in the model owes its

origin to some convincing arguments by certain applied mathematicians that the nesting

procedures used by meteorologists could be improved if they used the pressure deficit

procedure instead of simply inserting data from fine into the coarse domain. Certainly

their procedure is much more formal than the nesting procedure used by, say, Clark

and Farley (1984), however, it is also much more expensive. The nesting overhead rises

considerably when using this approach. All that this option has brought us is that it

has demonstrated that the two-way interactive nesting procedure is as accurate as

the more expensive formal pressure deficit correction procedure. Our intercomparison

experiments on moist and dry bubble collapse experiments show that the two approaches

are equivalent to at least the fifth decimal place (Clark and Hall, 1991).

The basic concept of the pressure deficit correction approach is to solve the

pressure for all domains such that the predicted future velocity components are

matched according to, in our case, equations (7-6). This requires iteration through the
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domains and applying an adjustment for the coarser mesh domains until some level of

convergence has been achieved.

Consider two interacting domains to have the equations

;U-r+1

^PU +$ fx = pfx (7- 57)
2At

for the fine mesh and
XTur+l
2A U + FX = PFX (7-58)
2At

for the coarse mesh domain. Applying (7-6) to (7-57) we obtain

< 2 > + < f x > = < pfx > (7- 59)
2At

and substituting < pZu + 1 > /2At into (7-58) leads

FX =< fx > +PFX- < pfx > (7- 60)

so that on second and subsequent solutions of pressure for the coarse mesh domain we

substitute the pressure deficit corrected value of FX from (7-60) into (7-58). A call to

MDLAVG accomplishes the necessary calculations to satisfy (7-60).

The coarse mesh model must be run through to the point where puu' + l is

calculated before any fine mesh calculations are possible because the fine mesh model

requires the predictions of the normal velocities before a Neumann pressure boundary

condition, taken from the coarse mesh calculations of ;pu'r 1+ , can be specified. Thus,

the normal velocity predictions at the fine mesh boundary are frozen after this very first

estimate. We know of no way to allow these predictions to be changed. As a result of

the dependence of the fine mesh on the coarse for boundary conditions, it makes no

difference whether the full fine mesh information is inserted during or after the pressure

solution.

Redundancy tests were run to check that the past mixing of ;pu, ;pv, and p5w had

no effect on the results in the case of the pressure deficit correction approach. For both

one extra and for two extra iterations the solutions were identical to roundoff error. The

fact that only one iteration is necessary to accomplish a full matching of the momentum
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equations suggests that the solutions are sensitive only to the boundary conditions.

Once the boundary conditions are established for the fine mesh domain, then the interior

solution is unique. Substituting this unique solution into the coarse mesh via (7-60)

using the pressure deficit correction or through (7-6) results in identical answers for the

coarse mesh model.

One possible way that the interaction of the fine and coarse mesh could actually

affect the boundary conditions for the fine mesh is through an a priori matching of the

momentum equations. To date, all such attempts have produced higher error levels.

Consider the following simple set of equations

62tpu + f = -X p (7 - 61)

62tPW + f = -5p (7 - 62)

for the fine mesh momentum equations, and

62tR U+FX -SxP (7-63)

62tR W + FZ = -6zP (7- 64)

for the coarse mesh momentum equations. Now we want to determine the a priori

approximate matching conditions that could be applied prior to solving for p and P.

Using the numerical operators of (A-12) through (A-14) we find that the diagnostic

pressure equations will be identical on the coarse mesh resolution if

xzP= <p>

and

......-z -- x z
FX= < fx > + 62t < Tu >-< u > (7-65)

z z
x z ---- XZ

FZ= < fC > + 82t < w p-< > < (7-66)
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The most obvious problem with applying (7-65) and (7-66) to (7-63) and (7-64) prior

to solving for P is that future information on u and w is required. Conceivably some

sort of temporal extrapolation could be used. Another bothersome problem is that the

nature of the operator demands either information on u and w outside of the fine

mesh domain or else rather clever boundary conditions have to be devised, i.e., spatial

extrapolation is also necessary.

An interesting result of this exercise is that questions of existence of a priori

matching conditions come to light. Whether or not such existence is of practical value

is not clear. At any rate (7-61) to (7-64) in two-dimensional or equivalent three-

dimensional forms are simple enough that they can be derived. For the case where the

vertical equation of motion retains the "acoustic" pressure term, existence appears to

require the special form

-6p + s6p(p/p) = --p¢¢(p/p) (7 - 67)

in which case the p/p equations can be matched. The reason for (7-67) is that it results

in a single operator on p/p and allows for the necessary application of the -Z

operator. More complicated systems of equations using a coordinate transformation to

allow for topography appear to be virtually impossible to match a priori. Use of (7-

67) implies the use of slightly colder temperatures, Tadj, in the "acoustic" pressure term

where
T

(1 + RdTS/g) (7-68)

As stated earlier, all attempts to apply equations such as (7-65) and (7-66) have lead to

inferior solutions.
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CHAPTER 8: VIRTUAL NESTING AND PARALLEL PROCESSING

Here, we describe the virtual nesting and parallel processing option, which allows

the model to run in a multiple processor mode on a shared memory system. We strongly

encourage users running long, large-memory jobs to exploit this feature. The virtual

nesting method of solution is also designed for parallel processing on a distributed

memory system with a message passing architecture, however this feature has not yet

been implemented.

Virtual nesting is defined as a solution method where conventional two-way

interactive nesting software is used to decompose one large domain into numerous

similarly sized subdomains with identical resolution. The subdomains are then treated

.simultaneously by parallel processors. By retaining sufficient boundary condition

information between subdomains, one obtains identical results to those using a single

large domain. Clark and Hall (1991) first developed this solution method to limit the

central memory requirements needed for large calculations with a single processor.

Dividing the computational work among several processors is a natural extension of the

method.

This code's first prototype divided only a single nested grid (which was itself nested

within a larger outer domain) into subdomains. The software has been extended to

divide all the grids into subdomains including the most outer grid with either cyclic

or open boundary conditions. Thus, the model's present grid refinement architecture

allows for multiple domains of different resolution where any of these domains can be

subdivided into several subdomains (virtual domains of identical resolution) for parallel

computing.

In this chapter, §8.1 describes the flags and switches that control the virtual nesting

software. Section 8.2 describes how MAIN and DRIVER were reorganized to make

finite difference operators transparent across virtual boundaries. Section 8.3 details

the modifications made to the pressure solution. Section 8.4 explains the auto-tasking

directives that were added to direct several processors. Section 8.5 describes what
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remains to be done to be able to use the code on a distributed memory system, such as

the CRAY-T3D. Appendix C discusses boundary condition data required for the virtual

nesting option.

8.1 Parameters and Variables for the Virtual Nesting Option

This section describes the basic parameters and variables that must be set for the

virtual nesting option. A given grid is subdivided into similarly sized subdomains with

identical resolution in the horizontal plane by keeping the vertical depth intact. The

term "layer" refers to the entire domain represented by a set of virtual subdomains.

A layer may be nested within a coarser resolution (parent) grid and/or contain a

finer resolution (child) grid. Each grid layer interacts by either providing boundary

information to the inner finer scale grid (its child) or by receiving properly averaged

data from the inner grid, thus establishing a two-way interaction. A general rule when

subdividing any grid layer is that each child subdomain must have only one parent.

8.1.1 Parameters

NVRT = 1 turns on the virtual nesting (default=O, off)

NVLM - number of grid layers that have been subdivided

NVDM - total number of virtual subdomains for all layers

8.1.2 BLOCK DATA Arrays and Switches

NVDMXG(NVLM) - number of subdomains in the x direction for each grid layer.

NVDMYG(NVLM) - number of subdomains in the y direction for each grid layer.

MDLMING(NVLM) - the subdomain number for the first (southwest) virtual subdomain

for each grid layer.
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MDLMAXG(NVLM)

MDLDL

LMX1(NVDM)

LMX2(NVDM)

LMY1(NVDM)

LMY2(NVDM)

LMKDll(NVDM)

LMKD21(NVDM)

LMKD12(NVDM)

LMKD22(NVDM)

the subdomain number for the last (northeast) subdomain for

each grid layer. The current convention is to number each virtual

subdomain from left to right beginning with the southwest domain

and ending with the northeast domain.
- a shift parameter to address arrays that are dimensioned by NVDM.

This variable is set to the minimum virtual subdomain number

minus 1. When the value MDLDL is zero the most outer grid layer

has been subdivided. If open boundary conditions are being used

the most outer grid layer and will receive the required boundary

conditions from the COMMON BLOCK /BC6/. Values of MDLDL

greater than zero allow the option that outer domains need not be

subdivided.
- an array that contains the index of the subdomain to the west.

- an array that contains the index of the subdomain to the east.

- an array that contains the index of the subdomain to the south.

- an array that contains the index of the subdomain to the north. If

the subdomain is at a layer boundary, the above arrays are given

a value of "0". The cyclic boundary condition case is applied by

setting the array to the value of the virtual domain located on the

opposite side of the layer.
- an array that contains the index of the subdomain to the southwest.

-an array that contains the index of the subdomain to the southeast.

an array that contains the index of the subdomain to the northwest.

an array that contains the index of the subdomain to the northeast.
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IV1G(NVDM),LVIG(NVDM) - are arrays that hold each virtual domain's index shifts

in relation to the grid layer. In the future these arrays

will be calculated in SUBROUTINE BINIT based

upon the given XOMDL, YOMDL, NXSET, NYSET,

DXSET, AND DYSET.

The arrays IXSW1(NVDM),IXSW2(NVDM),IYSW1(NVDM), and IYSW2(NVDM)

have the same function as the variables IXSAME and IYSAME. IXSW1 represents the

western boundary and IXSW2 represents the eastern boundary, while IYSW1 represents

the southern boundary and IYSW2 the northern. Each array element corresponds to the

given virtual domain and has a value of "1" or "0", where "1" indicates the boundary is

at the outermost model boundary and is open. They are set to "0" if the virtual nested

domain is contained within a large outermost layer or when the virtual nested layer is an

inner domain. For the cyclic case these arrays are set to "0".

8.2 Virtual Nesting MAIN Logic

Implementing virtual nesting allowed the model the additional capability to use

more than one central processing unit (CPU). The specific problem that had to be

overcome when using the nested technology of the model was to make all finite difference

operators transparent at virtual boundaries. This was accomplished by saving various

planes of data throughout the code to be used in a later subroutine. (This is similar to

how the cyclic boundary conditions in the Y-direction have traditionally been treated by

the model.) Because all the planes of data for a given boundary condition within a grid

layer need to be defined before any are applied, a loop structure was designed where,

within a given loop, all the subdomains of a given layer that either establish new or use

previously defined boundary information are applied in parallel.

The new MAIN logic resulted in the following structure. MAIN structure has been

reorganized into a series of small loops where the computations for each subdomain

within a given grid layer are done simultaneously by different CPUs. The following

illustrates how these small loops within MAIN are organized:
LOOP 1:
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VELNL
EDDYST

LOOP 2:
STRESS

PRESSURE SOLUTION

LOOP 3:
VUDATE

LOOP 4:
ADV30

LOOP 5:
ADV31

COND

The planes of data that are saved during a given small loop are used in future loops,

making it possible to use this algorithm on a massively parallel distributed memory

computer by adding a passing system where the messages are passed between the loops.

8.3 Pressure Solution

The pressure solution requires some special handling due to its elliptic nature.

The solution method is first to call HLMHLTZ, where a vertical transformation is

performed, reducing the three-dimensional problem to a set of NZMM decoupled

horizontal Helmholtz equations that can be treated independently and solved either

by direct methods or relaxation methods. The solutions of the horizontal Helmholtz

equations are then transformed back to physical space in BCDLW establishing the new

pressure solution.

The parallel version first performs parallel loops over HLMHLTZ and then

redistributes the horizontal data in memory storage via the subroutine PRSIO. The

next parallel loop solves the decoupled Helmholtz equations for each eigenvalue (k-

loop) either by successive overrelaxation (SOR red/black) method or direct method

(SUBROUTINE DRM2) and distributes the data to stored memory in PRSIO. The final

parallel loop over the virtual domain calls BCDLW to invert the transformed pressure
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and finish the pressure solution.

In the original single processor version, the solution method, SOR or direct method,

was controlled by the IFLAG switch. When IFLAG was set to "0" the SOR method

was first attempted for each eigenvalue, beginning with the largest; this continued

sequentially to the smallest until a predetermined iteration limit count was exceeded

before convergence was achieved or the zero eigenvalue was attempted. At this point

IFLAG was reset to "1" and the remaining eigenvalues were solved by direct methods.

This type of sequential logic can not be done in the parallel multiprocessor mode since

each horizontal Helmholtz equation is being solved simultaneously; thus, when using

the SOR method one must predetermine the minimum eigenvalue where the direct

solver is to be applied. Unfortunately, a precise method of doing this remains a research

topic because the solution depends upon the geometry (grid resolutions, stretching) and

forcing spectra. One practical approach has been first to run a few time steps with one

processor and determine at which eigenvalue the old sequential method switched to the

direct solver and preset the switch during the parallel run. It should be noted that if one

picks too small an eigenvalue and the convergence is not achieved using the SOR then

the direct method will still be applied for that eigenvalue.

For a distributed memory solution this process may require an excessive amount of

message passing to perform the various data transposes from vertically oriented planes

to horizontal planes and back and it may not be a scalable procedure when the number

of available processors are larger than the number of vertical grid points. Under such

circumstances, other pressure solvers may be explored or a fine grain treatment of the

horizontal Helmholtz equations may be considered.

8.4 Machine Dependent Directives

This section discusses the Cray shared memory autotasking directives that have

been used to implement parallel processing. The procedure is to first include the

required Cray specific autotasking directives within the code that have the form

CMIC$ .... directive...
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and then preprocess the code using Cray's fmp preprocessor compiler. After the

preprocessor has been applied, the code is compiled and run the same as a single

processor job.

The number of processors is normally chosen when setting up the virtual domain

strategy. The actual job control language that chooses this number is

setenv NCPUS #

where # is the number of desired processors.

DIRECTIVES:

CMIC$ TASKCOMMON

Two type of variables are used in the model, global variables and local variables.

Global variables are kept in labeled common blocks of {he form:

COMMON/SCALE/SLNGTH,STIME,SVEL,SDEN,SPRS,XLNGTH,YLNGTH

-and can be addressed and changed by all processors. Local variables contain local data

within subroutines and have a taskcommon of the form:

CMIC$ TASKCOMMON BUDM

COMMON/BUDM/DUMX(40),KNP1 ,NG01,NNN,DUMY(36).

This type of data must be redefined each time a processor becomes active within a

virtual domain. These variables can be addressed only by their local processor and each

processor will have its own version of these variables.

8.5 Conversion to Distributed Memory Systems

Converting the present memory shared code to a distributed memory system should

not require any redesign of the solution algorithm. The required changes involve adding

data communications between processors, where three general types of communications

will be needed. These include passing boundary condition information (virtual or real)

to each subdomain, injecting data from an averaged child subdomain data to its parent

which does not generally share the same processor, and adding a transpose procedure to

reorder pressure data to treat the decoupled horizontal Helmholtz equations. Boundary

condition data can be passed in a straightforward manner by introducing message
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passing procedures or using virtual memory. The data injection of properly averaged

child subdomain data can be achieved by message passing. The last transpose problem,

where the pressure is first transformed by a vertical operator on each subdomain

and then reordered into decoupled horizontal Helmholtz equations that are sent to

independent processors for solution, requires a good gather/scatter procedure. Such

gather/scatter problems are common when dealing with elliptic problems and memory

distributed machines. A procedure to treat this problem efficiently should be available

and may depend upon the specific machine architecture. An efficiency problem exists

with the present algorithm when the number of processors exceeds the number of

Helmholtz equations to be solved. Under such circumstances, one may use a fine grain

parallelism to treat these equations or use an alternative pressure solver.
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CHAPTER 9: INITIALIZATION PROCEDURE

As described in §2.1, before the generator begins to integrate the time-dependent

equations of motion, it must initialize the atmospheric base state. Section 9.1 describes

three options for specifying the background state. Next, §9.2 describes the potential

flow adjustment that is applied to this initial state to ensure that the mass continuity

equation is satisfied.

9.1 Specifying the Environmental Background State

In this section, we describe three ways in which users may specify the base state

of the atmosphere, ranging in complexity from a theoretical profile (§9.1.1), to a single

sounding (§9.1.2), to time-dependent large-scale flow (§9.1.3).

9.1.1 Theoretical Profile

To prescribe an idealized profile of the background state, the user must delete

the call to subroutine BASEPRP at BASE.31 and in its place, specify the variables

UXE, UYE, THTAS, and QVE, which correspond to the west-east and north-south

velocity components, potential temperature, and water vapor mixing ratio, respectively.

These variables are contained in common block /SNDNGS/, and are dimensioned

(MZ,NMDLS), thus should be specified at each (terrain-following) vertical grid level for

each model. As they are likely to be calculated as a function of height, the user might

specify them in terms of

Z=ZOMDL(N)*1.E5+XISG(K,N)*SLNGTH

where Z is the height above ground [cm], ZOMDL(N) is the elevation of model N

with respect to the outermost domain, XISG(K, N) is the generalized staggered grid

height, and SLNGTH is the length scaling factor that converts heights from the

nondimensional units used in calculations to cm (described in §4.3.1).
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9.1.2 Single-Sounding Initialization

In this form of initialization, the user specifies a vertical profile of the atmospheric

base state, possibly obtained from a radiosonde or dropsonde, with the assumption

that this state is typical for the modeled domain for the simulation period and that

large-scale effects will not dominate results. In this case, a vertical profile from a

sounding can be applied simply in subroutine BASEPRP. In BASE, the user sets the

number of vertical points using the parameter NPIN and supplies NPIN values for

pressure (PRESS) in mb, temperature (TEMP) in degrees C, vapor mixing ratio (VAP)

in g kg - 1, U (wind direction) in degrees from north, and V (wind speed) in m s - .

BASEPRP then interpolates these values onto the model's vertical grid, filling in the

arrays UXE, UYE, THTAS, and QVE, as described in §9.1.1. Note that the data must

cover the full height range of the model, so the user may wish to extrapolate the data

from, say, 100 mb to 10 mb using an isothermal atmosphere.

9.1.3 Large-Scale Initialization

Even in experiments focusing on small-scale phenomena, it may be important to

represent large-scale features and their evolution with time. For this reason, the ability

to initialize the model and update its outer boundary conditions with large-scale gridded

data has been added to the model. We describe the initialization procedure, mentioning

some of the specific details of Rapid Update Cycle (RUC) large-scale analysis and

forecast data because the default parameters in the code were written with RUC data

in mind. (RUC is a version of the NOAA Forecast Systems Laboratory's Mesoscale and

Analysis Prediction System (MAPS, Benjamin et al., 1991).) The model can be run

with any large-scale gridded data, although the user may have to tailor the data reading

and interpolation routines to accept a different format. In §9.1.3.1, we describe how the

data is applied and in §9.1.3.2, what the user must do to use large-scale initialization.

9.1.3.1 Data Projection and Boundary Condition Specification

The RUC produces three-dimensional analyses and short-range forecasts (out to 12
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hours) over the continental United States, currently on a 60 km horizontal grid every

3 hours. The analysis combines observations from rawinsonde, aircraft, profiler, and

surface observations with a background model field. RUC uses a hybrid isentropic-sigma

vertical coordinate, in which most of the atmospheric data is calculated on isentropic

coordinates except for a layer near the surface (1-2 km) where terrain-following

coordinates are used. The terrain field used for RUC is an envelope topography field

taken from a 5 minute topography dataset. The 6 RUC three-dimensional model

variables (pressure, Montgomery stream function, virtual potential temperature,

condensation pressure (which is equivalent to the lifting condensation level), and the

horizontal grid-relative wind components) are converted to more familiar variables

(temperature, heights, relative humidity, horizontal (u and v) grid-relative wind

components) and vertical coordinates (isobaric levels between 1000 and 100 mb with

.25 mb resolution). They are then delivered in a standardized GRIdded Binary (GRIB)

format.

Users can apply large-scale data by initializing and updating their simulations

either in research or forecast mode with RUC analyses or forecasts, respectively. After

selecting one or a sequence of RUC files and extracting them from the GRIB format, the

users would submit a model run to interpolate RUC data to this model's grid and save

boundary conditions to be used at later times in the simulation.

In this run, the model extrapolates data to the RUC topography surface, vertically

interpolates the RUC data to our vertical surfaces over RUC topography, and

horizontally interpolates the data to our model grid. Then, having RUC data on our

vertical and horizontal grid system over the RUC envelope topography, interpolates the

data vertically to our model surfaces over our model topography. Some extrapolation

of the RUC data upwards and downwards is often necessary, because our topography

is generally lower than the RUC envelope topography, and the RUC data usually does

not extend above 100 mb, creating holes in the data that must be filled. Upper levels

of the model are then put in geostrophic balance. A mass flux adjustment is applied,

which ensures that the net mass flux into the domain is zero, and then, as mentioned

in the other initialization types, POTADJ is called to ensure that mass continuity is
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satisfied. This data is written as history files, one at each time for which a RUC data

file was supplied, any of which can be used to begin a simulation.

This initial run also creates BC6DATA, a file containing the boundary condition

data used to update the boundaries of the outer domain throughout the simulation. The

data, which exists at a frequency specified by the large-scale data files, is interpolated in

time to provide a constantly evolving force that nudges the boundaries of the outermost

model towards the state of the large-scale data.

9.1.3.2 User-specified Parameters and Job Control Language

To apply the large-scale initialization and perform the initial run described in the

previous section to establish the initial conditions and boundary condition data, set the

variable in the job control language, g5 = 1, where:

g5 = 1 to create the large-scale initialization and boundary conditions files

g5 = 2 the initialization and boundary conditions files already exist

g5 = 3 large-scale data not used (also set IDREAL=0)

Some parameters and code also need to be set appropriately in CMD1:

IDREAL = 1 specifies that large-scale data will be used.

In BLOCK DATA:

NTDATA is the number of large-scale data files that are to be used.

The history filenames JTAPE (input) and ITAPE (output) should be set to

distinguish these files representing interpolated large-scale data from history files that

will be created during the simulation. After this run creating the history files containing

interpolated large-scale data, set

g5 = 2,

rename ITAPE (output filename), and begin using NIOSTR = 1 to run the model

using this data. If the user is ingesting data that is not at 3 hourly intervals, they

should modify two lines of code (one in AINIT and one in RDDST), which are written

assuming that is the case.
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As stated earlier, the envelope topography used by RUC is not likely to match the

topography used by this model, and there will likely be data gaps near the ground and

above the 100 mb isobar that must be filled. Variables that control the extrapolation

include:

ZEXBOT,ZEXTOP are the bottom and top of the feathering region (km) used to

project large-scale data into the stratosphere.
ZEXBRF is the Brunt-Vaisala frequency (in s' 1) in the stratospheric

extrapolation region. The default is 0.02.
ZBLBRF is the Brunt-Vaisala frequency (in s - 1) in the extrapolation region

near the surface. The default is 0.01.

These variables are set in BLOCK DATA.

9.2 Potential Flow Adjustment

The model currently applies a potential flow adjustment to satisfy mass continuity

to the accuracy to which the pressure equation is solved. The subroutine POTADJ

(potential flow adjustment) is called by AINIT for the outermost domain no matter

what the source of the environmental background state (idealized sounding, single-

sounding initialization, or large-scale initialization).

The method can be used in either two or three dimensions, and works for any

reasonable choice of topography, as it can handle isolated mountains as well as mountain

ranges where portions of the ranges cut through the outermost domain's boundary.

However, users should be aware that the model's pressure solvers must be able to handle

the topography. If the topography input has either too much high frequency noise or

is too steep in places, then this procedure can fail. The solution to this problem is to

either smooth the topography or derive a more robust pressure solver for the model.

The procedure assumes the final velocity takes the form

pv p=ro + pVq (9- 1)

where Vio is some initial background wind taken from the profilers or external analysis
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and ((= p/p) is the perturbation velocity potential. Taking the divergence of (9-1) we

obtain

V · p = VH * pvo + V * (pV) = 0 (9-2)

or

V * (pV$) = -VH * PV (9 - 3)

We transform (9-3) from its Cartesian form to the (x - y - () system after pre-

multiplying both sides of (9-3) by iJ. Recognizing f as p/p this results in

L(p) = -60puo - 6PYVo - 6 O (9 - 4)

where in (9-4) p is now the Jacobian-weighted air density. Normally we let

/p^o = j-J13-Juo0 + VJJ23 VoC (9- 5)

which is consistent with wo = 0. L(p) is identical to the pressure operator treated in §6.

In terms of the model variables this procedure means that we are setting

Spu = 9'uo - pfx(p)

. Yv = pYv - pfy(p) (9 - 6)

p¢w = pCWo - pfw(p)

where pfz, pfy and pfz are the right hand sides of (6-1) through (6-3), respectively.

pfw is derived using pfx,pfy, and pfz consistent with equation (6-4), i.e. pfw is the

pressure gradient term associated with the 5Cw prognostic equation. Note that in (6-3)

it is important that the right hand side approximates -p~(p/p).

At the inflow boundaries we put

n * V = 0 (9-7)

where n is the unit vector normal to the surface. At the outflow boundaries we allow

nO VO 0 (9-8)
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such that

J pv ds =0 (9 - 9)

The procedures used to derive the outflow Neumann conditions on s are ad hoc and

require consideration of the problem at hand. Typically one attempts to obtain values

as near zero as possible and still satisfy (9-9).
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CHAPTER 10: PHYSICAL PARAMETERIZATIONS

This chapter describes the physical parameterizations in the model. These include

the radiative cooling schemes (§10.1), the warm rain parameterization (§10.2), the ice

microphysics package (§10.3), the available supersaturation treatments (§10.4), the

closed energy forms for the anelastic equations (§10.5), the eddy diffusion closure of

subgrid-scale fluxes (§10.6), and the surface stress treatments (§10.7).

10.1 Radiative Cooling Schemes

Currently, the code contains three methods to calculate the radiative cooling terms.

The general form of the long wave radiation scheme assumes that the temperature

tendency due to the long wave radiation is determined by the difference between the

upward and downward radiative fluxes

I (8 =(r^) (F T -F 1) (10- 1)
(t - (TpCd) 'a

The various options for calculating the radiative flux divergence have been summarized

by Redelsperger and Clark (1990).

10.1.1 Most Detailed Approach

Currently, the model's most detailed procedure uses the broadband emittance form

given by Stephens (1984). The upward and downward radiative fluxes at height can be

written

F T(z) = aT4= (1- e(C,))- rT4(C) )dC' (10 - 2)
JO a(

F I (z) = T4(C') a C)d( (10 - 3)

In these expressions, e(C, C') is the integrated emissivity along the optical path C-C'.

For a homogeneous path, the classical definition of e relates the emission of a column of
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atmosphere to that of a blackbody at the same temperature and is integrated over all

the atmospheric wavelengths.

1 f 00

e(C,¢') = T 4 J AV(C, (')rB (T(C')) dv (10-4)

where AV and BV are the absorptivity and the Planck functions for wave number v. It is

generally difficult to obtain sufficiently accurate expressions of e to evaluate the vertical

derivative in Eq. 10-2 and 10-3. To overcome this problem, the upward and downward

fluxes are integrated by parts yielding

F T (C) = T<=o + j e(,) dO)dC' (10 - 5)
(o C CI0 dC,

roo daT4(~o-F (C) =- ~/ '( C ') d, d' (10-6)

where

e'(C, ')= j A,(C, ') dB 4(T(C) v (10-7)

Since the shape of dBV/DT is similar to that of B,, the quantities e and e' do not

differ greatly (Stephens, 1984). Equation (10-1) becomes

_ 9 '5 [fo~/~I\(C _ ] ____

R 8 [ d,' dC' [(C,') dT 4 (C') ]dC' (10 - 8)at n (Tpcp) , dC' dC

Using the formulation for e(C, C') proposed by Veyre et al. (1980), which includes

the effects of absorption and scattering due to the rotational bands (18-100 tm) and

vibrational-rotational band (6.3 ilm) of water vapor, the carbon dioxide band (around

15 Oxm), and cloud and ice hydrometeor effects. In this most detailed formulation,

e(C, C') is expressed as a function of path length for water vapor and carbon dioxide,

and requires computing double integrals that are obviously too expensive to use in a

three-dimensional dynamical model at every time step. A simpler and more economical

formulation will now be presented.

10.1.2 Sasamori Option
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The radiative effect at height ( may be decomposed into effects due to radiative

exchanges between the height ( and (i) space, (ii) the ground, and (iii) other layers.

Assuming that the latter effect is smaller than the others, Sasamori (1972) proposed to

neglect this term. Also assuming that the whole atmosphere has a temperature of height

C, the equation (10-8) becomes

a '

(![)„ d - ( r ) 0) el((, 0) - "] (10 - 9)at-R (Tpc ) E ( ) i (1 )

10.1.3 Sommeria Option

In his boundary layer model, Sommeria (1976), using hypotheses similar to

Sasamori but a slightly different formulation, approximated (10-8) by

( ) So a 1

t =R (Tpcp)a [(T() - T=)e0 '( O) - o'T4(C)e' ) (10 - 10)

Both of the simplified approaches fail to give a correct estimation of the radiative

flux divergence for the full troposphere. The default approach used in the model is to

-combine the detailed approach with the Sasamori approach. This combined approach

assumes that the radiative exchanges between different layers of the atmosphere cannot

be neglected but the effect of their temporal variations may be neglected. The combined

radiative term is written as

() = (-) + [()R ()J] (10-11)

where the term ( )* is calculated infrequently to keep the computational cost to a

minimum.

10.1.4 Comments on the Radiation Code

Calculation of the radiative cooling has been placed in the subroutine COND where

all necessary fields, i.e., 9, q,, and qc are available simultaneously.

At the beginning of COND, in CMD20, the parameter NGORD (=0 by default) has

been introduced. Setting NGORD=1 turns on radiation calculations and also provides
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additional space in BLANK COMMON. NGORD=1 activates initialization of the

radiation calculation between the first statement of COND and line "805 CONTINUE."

This part of code specifies SNDCST, an important constant (=0 by default) which

represents the integral of water vapor between the model top H and infinity, i.e.

SNDCST - JH p qdz [cgs]. For deep models, with the water vapor profile converging

to zero near the top, SNDCST=0 is a reasonable choice, however, for experiments

using a shallow atmosphere, SNDCST must be specified by the user based on the deep

sounding.

The variable IREDEL controls the frequency (in seconds) at which the most

detailed radiation calculations are made. The parameter NRED=1 activates the

combined detailed-Sasamori approach, while the parameters NSAS=1 and NSOM=1

activate the Sasamori and Sommeria approaches, respectively.

For the nested model case the boundary condition information is contained in the

array FO and is either written to the boundary condition data tape from each outer

domain with the call BCGEN(N,7,0) or temporally interpolated for each inner domain

with the call BCGEN(N,8,0).

10.2 Warm Rain Parameterization

In Clark (1979), the formulation of the Kessler warm rain physics uses a

combination of radius and diameter formulae. The model uses radii formulae for all

the microphysical relationships. This leads to some confusion when trying to relate

equations (2-20) through (2-32) as written in Clark (1979) to those used in the model.

The detailed documentation of the Kessler warm rain physics of the model will now be

presented.

The starting point of any Kessler-type parameterization is the assumption that the

raindrop size distribution conforms to an exponential shape. In terms of radius, we have

f() = Noer (10- 12)

where No = 1 0 XMP [m 4 ] and XMP is specified in BLOCK DATA. The relationship
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between A, No, p and qR is found as

pqR = 8rNop/A 4 . (10 - 13)

Now the air density, p, is in non-dimensional units in the model where a value of 1

represents a physical value of 10-3g/cm 3 . qR is non-dimensional, e.g., g/g. When using

pqR in either ADV30 or COND, the non-dimensional variable pqR is multiplied by 103

such that

= 10 3pqR. (10- 14)

In terms of physical units, a value of 1 for ?b represents 1 g/m 3 of rainwater. Typically ,b

will be of order unity. Keeping No in m - 4 and expressing A in /m - 1 results in

- 1 ~= [ 118/(8r)] [#m-]] (10 - 15

= C2MPb4¼

where C2MP is calculated in BINIT.

10.2.1 Raindrop Terminal Velocity

The raindrop terminal velocity formulation is taken from Atlas et al. (1973) and is

VT(r) = a1 - a 2 e- r (10 - 16)

where
al = 965 cm/s

a2 = 1030 cm/s (10 - 17)

P- 1 = 0.0833 cm

A mass weighting of vT(r) results in

VT = tl - a2/(1 + /3/) 4 . (10-18)

The w velocity component is modified using (10-18) in ADV30 such that

w* = + +(P )" [-.965 + 1.030„* = .+ ( "iV 7 -. 96* +- 1 /4 -+ 1)4 (10 - 19)\ft~~/ (I~ii+}
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where

CIMP = C2MP/833.33 = /3/A (10 - 20)

which is calculated in BINIT.

The density weighting in (10-19) approximates the altitude variability of VT and is

applied in the non-dimensional units of the model. In ADV30 there is a switch used on

'0 such that

max(.01,ib) (10- 21)

so that even at very low rainwater mixing ratios, raindrops will continue to sediment,

which can result in weird-looking residual rainwater fields (qR ' 10-10, say)

precipitating to the ground. The corresponding cutoff terminal velocity is approximately

2.5 m/s for XMP=7. One may wish to modify this cutoff value of ?b to lower values.

One reason for its existence is to ensure that exponentiation of near zeros or negative

numbers cannot occur in the code. If too small a cutoff ,b is used, VT can change sign in

(10-18), i.e. the residual rainwater field may rise.

10.2.2 Rain evaporation

The rainwater evaporation equation is given in Clark (1979) but some of the

coefficients have to be modified due to the use of radius formulae. In the model

dqR 117.pq*vqRSA2 (.78 + .433A ) - 2
dt = (1 + 1.282 10 7 pqv./T 2)

where f is identical to (2-30) in Clark (1979). A factor of 103 difference occurs between

two coefficients in (10-22) and (2-29) in Clark due to the nondimensional form of p in

(10-22). Also Ar = 2AD which accounts for 117. instead of 468 and 0.433 instead of

0.306.

10.2.3 Cloud Water Diffusional Growth in the Bulk Warm Rain Model

The saturated mixing ratio with respect to water is specified as

RvAT xp [Rv TTo)] (10-23)
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where eo = 6.11mb, T is the temperature in Kelvin, To = 273.16 Kelvin, L = 2.5 x 1010

erg/g, Rv = 4.615 x 106 erg/(g K) and p is the air density. Eqn. (10-20) is rewritten as

qv=l() exp[ (10 - 24)(1 + XI) exp RvTe(i + XI)J

where v,,(z) is the environmental saturation vapor mixing ratio and

XI=T"/Tee1"/0e, (10-25)

The double primed terms in (10-25) represent perturbations from the full balanced

environment and the terms with tildes and subscripts "e" refer to the full environmental

values. This terminology is further discussed in §11 on Profilers.

The First Law of Thermodynamics is written as

d_ L (9\
dt -I () Cd (10 - 26)

and representing 0/T = Oe/Te and 9 = 0(1 + 9*) that during the time split treatment of

condensation (10-26) becomes

d9* L We 1
At CP Te sd

(10 - 27)

L
~ (1 + e) Cd

CpTe

The coupled equations during the warm rain condensation adjustment in COND are

then

Q+ 1 = q - AtCd = qv. (10 - 28)

At£ (1 +;)tL* + l = *r + A (1 + 09) Cd (10 - 29)
CpTe

or

AtL
XI+l = XI ' + Cd. (10- 30)

cpTe
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Eq. (10-24), (10-28) and (10-30) constitute the balances determining AtCd - A. The

equation for A then becomes

A^= _+ ep [1+ J] (10-31)

where

L
OC= - l (10 - 32)

CpTe(l + XIr)

L
3 R= Te (10-33)

7 =oc 3/(1 + XIr). (10 - 34)

A slightly more tractable form is obtained by transforming to

Y -+c a (10- 35)

A = - (10 - 36)
?7- Oc y

and (10-31) results in

77Y = 77qv(77- c yY)- qvs,(rl- y)2 eY. (10 - 37)

The Newton-Raphson approach leads to

F -77Y + q(v- o Y) - qv(77- y)2eVSy F _D (+ 1qv- -Y)-q38-)y) eY (

Oy = - (1+ l C qv) + qv (^- c y)( -2oc-ocy)e (1 -38)

The first guess is Yo = 0, which results in

-1(qv -qv) aY1 = o l+ = cq rq-2cxq~. =
1+ oc qv + 77qvs - 2 oc qvs b

or

qv - q v°

Aq = ;-qv (10-39)1 + (r- 2 we o)qvbtain

By expanding ey ' to I + yl + y/2 we obtain
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Y1 = [7 2 ( qv - qv) + ( 7) --rl - 7 qv - 7 2 qv + 2 (oc 7rvb]

(+ +2 oc-- 77-c / 7+/ oc-qv + qva (7 2 2 oc ) (10-40)

+ ()qv (,2 -4 c +2 c2)+ ()2 q ( -~3 + 3 2)

and

Y2 = Y1 + 6Y1 (10 - 41)

is our first guess at the condensation rate.

10.2.4 Autoconversion of Cloudwater to Rainwater

There are two treatments available in the model with which to represent the

conversion of cloud droplets to raindrops through collisions and coalescence among

cloud droplets. These methods are the traditional approach of Kessler (1969) and the

empirically-based approach of Berry (1969). These formulae may be accessed by setting

the switch IBERRY in BLOCK DATA to 0 or 1, respectively.

In Kessler's autoconversion treatment, cloudwater is converted to rainwater at a

fixed rate (Aol) when the cloudwater mixing ratio surpasses a threshold value (Ao2).

This can be expressed as:

9 qr\ { Aol (qc - Ao2) if qc > Ao2
['ar)gt~~~~ = } ~(10 - 42)

^^ AUTOCONV [0 otherwise

The autoconversion rate Aol and the threshold cloudwater amount Ao 2 are set in

BLOCK DATA; the default settings are 10-3 s - 1 and 10- 3g/cm 3, respectively.

Berry's autoconversion formulation is based on results of extensive study of rain

development in a rising parcel of air as a result of droplet coalescence and, unlike the

Kessler treatment, requires information about the cloud droplet size distribution. For

details, see Berry (1969) and some later papers by Berry and Reinhardt (1974). The
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form of the autoconversion rate is that used by Simpson and Wiggert (1969) and is given

by:

idqr 1 -503___
( at ) = -1.67 x 10-5 2 (5 + D (10-43)

AUTOCONV P ) (10 43)

where

=- 10 pqr (10 - 44)

is the cloud water content, in g/cm3 , Nd is the number density of cloud droplets, in

cm -3 , and Dd is the relative dispersion of the cloud droplet population, i.e., the ratio

between the standard dispersion of cloud droplets and the mean droplet radius. Simpson

and Wiggert suggested that the relative dispersion varies from 0.366 in maritime clouds

with Nd = 50 cm - 3 to 0.146 in continental clouds with Nd = 2000 cm - 3. The model

calculates the relative dispersion based on the prescribed Nd and these two extreme

values using the relation:

Nd
Dd = 0.146 - 5.964 x 10-21n2000 (10 - 45)

which gives the relative dispersion of 0.33, 0.26 and 0.19 for droplet concentrations of

100, 300 and 1000 cm- 3, respectively. Dd is calculated according to (10-45) in BINIT. If

this option is selected (in BLOCK DATA, IBERRY=1), the cloud droplet concentration

Nd, denoted by DRNO in the model, must be specified in BLOCK DATA and must be

between 50 and 2000; the default is 100 cm - 3

10.3 Ice Microphysics Parameterization

The ice microphysical scheme closely follows Koenig and Murray (1976), hereafter

referred to as K-M. This formulation allows the existence of two types of ice particles.

Type A ice represents particles that initially are small, having been created either

by heterogeneous ice nucleation or as ice splinters created during riming. Type B ice

represents particles that are initially larger, having been created when a raindrop freezes

after collision with a type A ice particle. Each category of ice is represented by two

variables, number concentration and mixing ratio.
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This provides a significant advantage over previous works such as Wisner et

al. (1976) because it allows a straightforward method to examine and follow the ice

nucleation events and the subsequent development of precipitation. This additional

variable also relaxes previous spectral assumptions used to calculate characteristic sizes

and terminal fall speeds of ice particles, which are needed to apply ice particle growth

characteristics for each ice type.

Currently, we only consider heterogeneous sorption nucleation and homogeneous

nucleation for sources of Type A ice. In the future, when a more complete description

of the liquid and solid phase particles and in situ aerosol becomes available, one may be

able to consider more complex processes such as splinter formation, contact nucleation,

stochastic coalescence, and ice particle aggregation.

The model treats the following ice growth processes:

1. Nucleation of Type A ice by a prescribed sorption nucleation spectra

2. Homogeneous nucleation of Type A ice at temperatures colder than -40 0 C.

3. Nucleation of Type B ice by the collision of Type A ice with raindrops

4. Diffusion and sublimation of Types A and B ice

5. Accretional growth of Type A ice by the collection of cloud and rainwater

6. Accretional growth of Type B ice by the collection of cloud and rainwater

7. Melting of Type A and B ice to rainwater.

The physical equations used in the model will now be presented. The cgs units will

be used.

10.3.1 Heterogeneous Sorption Nucleation of Type A ice

Heterogeneous sorption nucleation is assumed to occur when the temperature is

below -10°C and the water vapor mixing ratio is equal to or above saturation with

respect to ice. The ice forming nuclei spectrum has the assumed form

ln(10) - T -
NIF ='Ao6 exp {( (273.15- T) [cm ] (10 - 46)

Ice crystals will only be nucleated if the maximum ice crystal concentration is less than

or equal to the value calculated by (10-46) at T = -20°C, The constants A 06 and A 07
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correspond to the constants with the same names in K-M, and depend on the desired

relationship between nucleation rate and temperature. While many issues about this

relationship remain unanswered in the literature, K-M offer relationships for three

scenarios. In Case I, ice crystals are generated according to classical heterogeneous

(sorption) nucleation concepts. In Case II, ice particles are produced more abundantly

at warmer temperatures than Case I, representing ice multiplication. Case III represents

the augmentation of ice crystal production by heavy artificial seeding. Case-dependent

constants such as A 0 6 , A 0 7, and the maximum ice crystal concentration, ANUMAX, are

chosen by the user in BINIT.

When T < -10°C and q, > q,,i and NIA < NIF, then,

NI + = NIA+ N -+ 6t (10-47)

It is also assumed that each nucleated ice particle has a mass of 10-11g

qI+A = qIA + 10-1 (NIF - NIA)qQIA -IA +lo- t ^St (10 - 48)

which comes from the ice saturated vapor

q+l = q_ - L N NIA)St (10 -49)

and
or+1 = 7r + L1O - l l (NIF -NIA)St (10 -50)

Cp 6t

10.3.2 Homogeneous Nucleation of Type A Ice

At temperatures below -40 0 C, cloud observations suggest that initial nucleation

is associated with very high concentration of small crystals (between 1 and 10 cm - 3,

i.e. 10 3 - 10 4 1-1), which might be considered to be in the range of cloud droplet

concentrations, and that larger crystals - once they are formed by diffusional growth -

occur typically in concentrations much smaller, typically between 10 and 100 1-1.

In the model, at temperatures below -40°C cloudwater is assumed to freeze

homogeneously. The simple parameterization of homogeneous freezing results in the
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transfer of all cloudwater into ice A category with the corresponding change of number

of crystals per gram of air based on the crystal mass of 4 x 10-9 g (the mass of a 10

tim radius droplet). However, the change cannot lead to a concentration larger than the

chosen maximum ice crystal concentration.

Also, Heymsfield (personal communication) has suggested that water saturation

may not occur below -40°C; at colder temperatures, water vapor mixing ratios should be

forced not to exceed a prescribed value between water and ice saturation. The physical

mechanism for this effect is likely the deliquescence of aerosol particles. Based on this

suggestion, a somewhat arbitrary approach is adopted in which the highest possible

water vapor mixing ratio at temperatures below -40°C is that of water saturation at -

400 C; this linearly decreases to Qi+0.1(Qw-Qi) (i.e., only 10% of the difference between

water and ice saturation at temperature of -60°C).

10.3.3 Nucleation of Type B ice

Nucleation of Type B ice occurs when a raindrop collides with a Type A ice crystal

at temperatures below 0°C. For each drop-crystal contact, one precipitating drop and

Type A particle are lost while one Type B particle is gained; the resulting particle's

average mass is equal to the sum of the two colliding particles.

As derived by K-M, the number of raindrop-Type A ice contacts during one time

step is
3StNJ/4 (pqR)3 / 4

5NI3B t ) WR- WIA NIAEi (10- 51)
4Aos/p

10.3.4 Diffusional and Riming Growth of Ice Particles

The model calculates the growth of ice particles by diffusion of water vapor and

riming, where the growth rates depend on the ice particles' mean mass and the liquid

water mixing ratios. K-M have parameterized the growth rates into three regimes based

on detailed ice particle calculations of Koenig (1972). The first regime is vapor diffusion

only. This occurs when the ice particles are very small, mi > 5 x 10-8g, or when there is

too little liquid water available, (qc + qR) < 5 x 10-2 g m- 3 . In this regime the change in
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mass during one time step is:

mi = 6t ( qv - v i s ) a(mi) (10 -52)
qvs - qvis

where a and 3 are functions of the air temperature.

The regime is also active during sublimation when qt < qvis. This differs from K-M,

whose approach is analogous to Kessler's raindrop evaporation term.

In the second regime, diffusion and riming simultaneously take place. This occurs

when 5 x 10-8 g < m < 10-4g. Letting

ln(p(qc +qR)x 03)
tanb = 1 +

7 = 6ta(5 x 10-8) (10 - 53)
K _ A tan b.

mi
6mi -7 x 10-8 )

The third region is riming only. This occurs when mi > 10-4g. Letting

C =(2 x 103)tanL b

ln((q + qR)x1/( (0- )

In [104]

imi = C(mi x 104)$

The growth computations are determined for each ice category and the total change

in mass due to diffusional growth and riming is:

Ni6mi
6qi - (10 - 55)

P

If the first regime is entered the latent heating is equal to Li v and in the second

and third regime, the latent heating is equal to LVJ,V. We also assume that the liquid

depleted by accretional growth is taken from the rain field until it is exhausted, after

which liquid is removed from the cloudwater field.

10.3.5 Melting

Melting occurs when the particles fall or are advected into a region where the

temperature is above 0°C. If the average particle mass is less than 10-14g, we assume it
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melts instantly. For larger particles the mass change during one time step due to melting

is

Smi =-AloRi(T- 273.15) (1 + All(-Rivip)1/2) (10- 56)

where Ri represents the average radius of the ice particle spectrum.

R= ( 3qip ) 1/ (10 - 57)

The melting treatment is currently based on the following assumptions:

- all melted ice is converted to rainwater

- during melting, the number of ice particles decreases but the mean ice particle size

does not change

- the heat capacity of ice particles is neglected -only latent heat due to melting is

considered.

10.3.6 Future Improvement

There are many trade-offs between better physical parameterizations and

computational speed. However, several points can be improved and hopefully will be

done in the near future. These include:

1) Calculating the thermodynamic response of ice particles due to accretional growth

to accurately treat the water vapor field. Studies have shown that when the

accretional growth rate becomes large enough, a growing ice particle may sublimate

vapor and cause the water vapor surrounding the ice particle to have a large

supersaturation.

2) A more detailed treatment of melting. The melting studies of Rasmussen and

Pruppacher (1982) and Rasmussen et al. (1982; 1984) have shown that asymmetric

melting, internal circulation, surface irregularities, and unsteady motions can all

affect ice particle melting rates.

3) The current time stepping approach in condensation assumes that the cloudwater

field always adjusts to equilibrium and that the rainwater and ice fields are treated

explicitly. This treatment requires that the time scales of the rain and ice fields'
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adjustment toward equilibrium be large compared to the model time step. There

are obviously limitations to this approach that need to be considered when treating

high ice nucleation rates and the possible aggregation of ice particles.

10.4 Formulation of the Supersaturation Equation

This section of the code was developed to avoid making the assumption noted

above that, at the end of a time step, no supersaturation with respect to water exists.

Several options exist, determined by the parameter ISUPERS (defined in BLOCK

DATA), which range from the simplest treatment, ISUPERS=3, which uses the quasi-

steady approximation, to ISUPERS=0, which uses the full treatment of an equation for

supersaturation. Some background on these approaches will now be given.

Let us start with the conservation equations for water vapor mixing ratio qv and

potential temperature 0:

dqv
d = -Cd + Er-IA- IB+ Dq (10-58a)

dO Lv Oe ( LOe (L1,A8d- = -+T(Cd-EA)+ (IA+B)+ B(RA+RB-MA-MB)+R+De (10-58b)
dt Cp Te Cp Te Cp Te

where the microphysical sinks/sources represent condensation of water vapor to form

cloudwater (Cd), evaporation of rain (Er), diffusional growth/sublimation of type A and

B ice (IA, IB), riming (RA, RB), and melting of ice to form rain (MA, MB). R stands

for all the other sources/sinks of heat (e.g., radiative effects), and Dqg, De represent

diffusion terms. In all formulas used herein, all variables with the subscript "e" are those

for the unperturbed environment (e.g., Se = B + O' using the notation of the model).

Note that ice nucleation terms have been neglected in (10-58) since they usually account

for negligible amount of mass transfer and latent heat release. The supersaturation is

defined as

S= Q _1 (10- 59)

where Q, is the saturation water vapor mixing ratio with respect to water given by

Qw = Ee.w/(p - e,), e = Rd/Rv and e,, is the saturated water vapor pressure. Taking
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the time derivative of (10-59) and using the Clausius-Clapeyron relation de,, /dT

Lvew/RvT 2 results in:

dS _I dqv (p L, dT 1 dp\
dtw d =ew dcew RT2 dt Ee.e dt

dT T dO Rd dp
Because - = - + - d, the second term on right-hand side of (10-60)

d t 'dt Cp pdt
may be written using time derivatives of 0 and p. The textbook derivation of the

supersaturation equation proceeds with the assumption that dp/dt = dpe/dt

w dpe/dz = -wpeg which is only approximately satisfied inside convective clouds.

We will follow the same path and approximate dp/dt by dpe/dt. It should be stressed,

however, that in the final formula for dS/dt this term will be approximated based on

advected and diffused values of thermodynamical variables, and not on the change of

the environmental pressure alone. This approximation is used here only for the sake of

presentation. Since Qw x eesw/pe, 0 ~ 0e, and T Te, (10-60) may approximated as

dS 1 dqv qv Lv dO qgv9 L Rd

dt Qw dt Qw RvTeOe dt RdTeQw kRvTe cp

Inserting (10-58) into (10-61) gives

dS 1 qL1 qvL 1 qvLvLq
dt = -Q 1 + R T Cd + Q ( 1 + RvpT2) Er~ Q ( +R T2 ) (IA + IB)

qv qvLL f qv L R
_-Q R T (RA + R - MA -MBs) -Q RQw Rvcp2T w QRvTe~e

qvg (Lv Rd 1 qv L
+RdeQW (RvTe C ) W+ D - De (10-62)

dTew vep Q~w Qw RvTe

Eqn. (10-62) states that the rate of change of the supersaturation S results

from the balance between terms associated with condensation, rain evaporation, and

diffusional growth of ice (which are proportional to S), and terms associated with

temperature change due to riming and melting of ice, diabatic heat sources included

through R, cooling associated with the rising motion, and diffusion terms. Each of these

terms is briefly discussed below. The formulas are based on the particular microphysical

parameterization applied in the model, namely, Kessler and K-M. Extension to any
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other parameterization of microphysical processes is straightforward. Note that (10-

62) may be interpreted in both a Eulerian and a Lagrangian sense, with either total

derivative in a given location (d/dt = a/at + u * V) in the former case, or time derivative

along fluid trajectory in the latter case. The Lagrangian representation will be used

herein.

10.4.1 Condensation term

The condensation rate Cd is given by

9cdqV 1 dm 47r dr
( - =d dq-d )- = C =- -NdPwr 2 (10 - 63)
dt cond P dt P dt

where Nd, m, and r are number density of clouds droplets, cloud droplet mass, and

cloud droplet radius, respectively, and p, = 103 kg m - 3 is the water density. The

droplet growth equation may be written in the form (Pruppacher and Klett 1978, eq.

13.28):

dr ( . Te 2.2 x 102 -1r d = A 22 - -+ S (10-64)dt esw Te
where A = 10-10 m 2 s - l, and droplet radius is

/ 3pgc \1

r = ( -3')(10 - 65)47rNdpw/

The condensation rate Cd may be written as

C 7.79 10-4 .Te 2.2 x 12
Cd = 2.2 -+ NT (pq) S (10 - 66)p ea, Te J

where Nd (DRNO in BLOCK DATA) has units of cm- 3 , and is, for example, 100 or 1000

for maritime and continental conditions, respectively, p has units of kg m- 3 (i.e., as it

appears in COND. Thus, the whole condensation term may be written as

(w ( -Rc+T2 )Cd = -S (10-67)

where the time scale for cloud droplets Td is given by:

1 _ 1 /7Q i0-i 4qj( 2 +. 12 X 1 014 v 2.2 x 1 2

d PQ l7.7 x 10 1 .05 x 10e 2x 10 N (pqc)

(10 - 68)
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10.4.2 Rainwater evaporation

In the Kessler-type approach, rain evaporation is given by the formula

-(r = Er = -G(qr) min(O., S) (10 - 69)
/ evap

where G(qr) is a function which depends on particular formulas for rain terminal

velocity, ventilation coefficient, and parameters of the droplet distribution function. The

rain evaporation term may be written as

Q 1 + R T Er (10 - 70)11 RvC )E min(0., S)2(0-0

where the time scale for raindrops rr is given by:

1 + 1.35 x 7 G(qr) (10-71)

10.4.3 Diffusional growth of ice crystals

Diffusional growth of ice crystals (type A and B in the K-M approach) is given by

(dq^ ) = IA NIA NIA q- a (mlA . (10- 72)
dt didt dt Q - Qi

A similar expression can be written for ice B particles. In (10-72), NIA and mIA =

qIA/NIA are number density of ice crystals (in units of the mixing ratio, i.e., kg-~)

and ice particle mass, respectively, Qi is the saturation water vapor mixing ratio with

respect to ice, and a and ,8 are temperature-dependent coefficients that describe the

rate of growth of ice particles in a water-saturated environment. These coefficients

represent a fit to results of a detailed modeling study of ice crystal growth by water

vapor deposition (Koenig, 1971). Eq. (10-72) may be written as

IA = NIA S +U (mA) (10-73)

where U = U(T) = 1 - ei/ew. The whole ice deposition term may be written as

I7D (1+ -)(IA + - + (10-74)

-Q R.cT2 (,A 10-19i
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where the time scale for ice crystals ri is given by:

-= ( 1 + 1.51 x 10 7T) U [NIA(mIA)' + NIB(mIB)'] (10 - 75)

10.4.4 Growth of ice field by riming and melting of ice

Terms associated with the release of latent heat of fusion during riming or melting

of ice may be calculated as

q-Q R 1(RA+RB-MA-MB) -1. 7 8 x 106 (RA+RB-MA-MB) (10-76)Qw RvCpT2 Te

The melting of ice (terms MA, MB) is calculated as described in K-M, whereas growth

by riming (RA, RB) is calculated as a difference between total growth and growth by

water vapor deposition (i.e., the difference between either BC or CD and the AE growth,

see Fig. 2 in K-M).

10.4.5 Other diabatic heat sources

This term is calculated as

-Q- " R R =-5.4 2 x10 S R (10-77)
Qw RvTee TeOe

10.4.6 Forcing terms due to updraft and mixing

The last three terms may be approximated using advected values of

thermodynamical variables:

v9 ( Lv Rd Lv S* -
RdTeQ C 1) W + Qw-D Q L D SX S (10-78)Rd TeQwR R--, p - w + Q q,- Qw RvTe At

where S* = q*/Qw(9*), q* and 0* are advected and diffused values of qv and o, SO is the

supersaturation field at the departure point of fluid trajectory, and At is the model time

step. Note that (10-78) will not be accurate near cloud boundaries when high spatial

resolution is used. This is associated with the influence of the truncation errors in
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temperature and water vapor mixing ratio on the supersaturation field (see Grabowski,

1989).

With the above derivations, the supersaturation equation (10-62) may be compactly

written as
dS 1 S + U * - so

S (i+ - - - + ++S 5 +F (10 - 79)
dt \Td Tr/ i TAt

where F' combines riming, melting and other diabatic heating terms. The final form of

the supersaturation equation is

dS S S* -SdS _ S + o + F (10 -80)
dt r At

1 1 1 1
where F = F- U/ri and -=-+-+-.

T Td Tr 7 i

The goal is to solve (10-80) and to find S at t = At with the initial condition

S = So at t = 0. We follow Clark (1973), who considered the same equation for

condensation alone. The idea is to assume constant all terms and coefficients on the

right-hand side of (10-80) during the model time step (i.e., between t = 0 and t = At)

and consider the constant coefficient equation (Clark, 1973):

dS S-
=_---+ F (10 - 81)

dt T

with F = F + (S* - So)/At. The solution at t = At with the initial condition S = So at

t = 0 may be written in the form

S(At) = (S S) exp + 5 g (10 - 82)

where Sq = 'rF is the quasi-equilibrium supersaturation, i.e., the solution for t > r when

dS/dt -, O. The average supersaturation over the model time step is thus:

S(At) ) dt = ( - S) ( - exp - )) + s (10 - 83)

and is used to calculate growth tendencies. Note that when there is no cloud (1/- = 0),

(10-82) or (10-83) should be replaced by S(At) = FAt.
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The whole treatment of the supersaturation equation (ISUPERS=O) requires

calculation of the supersaturation S(t = 0) before advection and mixing of the potential

temperature and water field variables is performed, and subsequent advection (without

mixing) of the supersaturation to establish departure point supersaturation SO. This will

result in some overhead that might be reduced using the following simplifications that

have to be evaluated in yet unspecified framework:

1. Minor modification: do not advect calculated supersaturation S(t = 0) and use

(10-82) (ISUPERS=1);

2. Major modification: approximate (10-80) using the quasi-equilibrium assumption

dS/dt = 0 and write (10-80) in the form:

S(At) S* - S(At)0=- +() + F (10- 84)
r At

which leads to the solution:

S(At)= (* + Ft) . (10 - 85)

(10-85) may provide better approximation for the actual supersaturation inside cloud

than typically used S*. Extensive testing is required.

10.5 Closed Energy Forms for the Anelastic Equations

Consider the momentum equations as

du 9p'
Pdu- - (10 - 86)dt Ox

dv Op'
dv = - (10 - 87)dtp' Oy

Pdat =-a' P( + Ap (10 -88)

where, instead of taking A = -g/'yp-, we let

denp
A= . (10-89)

dz10-22
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It should be noted that the form for A in (10-89) is equivalent to that used in the

Ogura and Phillips (1962) system of deep equations.

There are several reasons to use (10-89). First, one obtains a simple formula for

the closed energy form with respect to the pressure perturbation terms. Also, a priori

matching of the momentum equations within the grid nesting is possible. And, the

perturbation pressure will not be able to directly produce any vorticity, which might be

considered consistent with the use of p(z) as the air density of the system. Finally, using

(10-89) improves the accuracy of the dispersion relation for the approximated system of

equations.

The kinetic energy equation resulting from (10-86) through (10-88) is

at/2 + v * (pV2/2) =-V*(Vp') + pFw A P + pgw9* (10 - 90)

where we have employed the anelastic continuity equation

V · (pV) = 0. (10 - 91)

The conservation of 6 is written in terms of O* where 0 = 0(1 + O*) and is

dO*
p-- +pw(l+0*)S=0. (10-92)

Clearly, if we use (10-89) to formulate A, then only the last term on the right hand

side of (10-90) must be canceled by our formulation of the thermodynamic portion of

the closed energy form. We assume the following form for the thermodynamic energy as

d
gt (-o*A + B) = -pgwo* (10 - 93)

and solve for A(z) and B(z) consistent with (10-92).

The resulting equations for A and B are

dA
_AS = 1 (10 - 94)

dz

and
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dB
+ AS = 0. (10- 95)

A general solution that reduces asymptotically to the Ogura and Phillips (1962)

system of equations is

A = [j exp (- S()d) dr] exp ( S()d (10 - 96)

and

B = - S() exp ( j S(i)df) j exp [- j S()d di] d:. (10 - 97)

'A special case where S = dtnp/dz = constant is

exp(Sz) -1 (A = v -(10 - 98)S

and

(1 - exp(Sz)B=z+ (1-) (10- 99)

The closed energy form, E, for this case is

E=q 2 /2 - 9 (exp(Sz) -1) (1 - exp(Sz)) (10-100)E - q1/2 - gO* $ + (10 - 100)S S

and as S - 0 then E - q2 /2 - gp*z, which is identical to the closed energy form for

the Ogura and Phillips (1962) equations.

If one had chosen not to use (10-89) but retain the usual meaning for A then,

without any manipulation of the kinetic energy portion of the energy equations, pE

would have resulted in a source/sink term p'wS, which represents an insignificant

fraction of the wave energy flux of the system. One would have to look for terms

involving p' in the closed energy form to attempt to eliminate this type of term.
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10.6 Subgrid-scale Closure

The model parameterizes subgrid-scale mixing using the first order eddy diffusion

method, taken from Smagorinsky (1963) and Lilly (1962). This method is described

in more detail in §10.6.1, while §10.6.2 describes the implicit implementation of this

scheme.

10.6.1 Eddy Diffusion Scheme

In an analogy to molecular diffusion, the Reynolds stress terms rij in Eq. (1-1)-(1-

3) are defined as:

ij poKMDij (10- 101)

where Dij is the deformation tensor and KM is the eddy diffusion coefficient for

momentum. KM is written as:

(At)2 IDefl 1 -Pr-* Ri
KM = 0

(AI)2 l DefI

for Ri < Ric and z > A
for Ri > Ric and z >A
z<Aoo

where Ri is the ichardson number Ri is n a critical value (default value is 0.0), and the

deformation, Def is given as

(10 - 103)Def2 = Z Di j1
i 2Def2 2 CD z

Pr, the eddy Prandtl number, is set to 1, giving KM = Ke. The grid scale for

mixing , , uses the Blackadar (1962) formulation:

(Z±+ ZO)
At -(+(z + Zo)o) (10-104)

(X.+ n(z + z0)/aw)

with Ao = CSTK^h, where Ah is the horizontal grid resolution, and k = 0.4 is the

von Karman constant. CSTK is a coefficient set by default to 0.2 above Ah, and 0.1

below Ah. Users should specify a value or formula for the roughness length zo in BASE;
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the default is 0. Stochastic backscatter (Leith, 1990; Mason and Thomson, 1992) is not

considered in the current formulation.

10.6.2 Implicit Treatment of Eddy Diffusion Terms

Until recently, the diffusion terms in prognostic equations, including those for

momentum (1-25)-(1-27), potential temperature (1-28), and water variables, have

been treated explicitly in calculations, in that only known values at time levels r,

- 1 , .. , are used to advance the calculation to the next time level. In this section

we discuss an implicit method that uses advanced time values in the diffusion terms

and therefore requires simultaneous solution of equations at r + 1 time levels to

advance the calculation. Although this method is more complex than the more direct

explicit method, it has a numerical stability advantage in that the method is more

stable, allowing larger time steps. The implicitly treated diffusion terms would be

unconditionally stable except that in the momentum equations this would require that

they be treated simultaneously with the implicit pressure terms. Initially, we will treat

only the vertical component of diffusion terms implicitly.

10.6.2.1 Description of Solution

We first write the prognostic equations considering only the tendency due to vertical

diffusion terms for the momentum equations and scalar variables. (The equation for 9

is presented as an example; other scalar variables are treated similarly.) Thus, we seek

solutions to the equations:

a a
(J ) = (13) (10-

a ar
(p) = (T23) (10-

a()T (H 3) (10-

where r 1 3 , T23, and H3 are given by (1-30e), (130f), and (f a -29c), respectively,

except where they are prescribed by parameterizations (e.g. surface heat flux or z,

- 105)

- 106)

- 107)
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parameterization for surface stresses).

Equations (10-105)-(10-107) are approximated in finite difference form as:

(10 - 108)StUk = 6¢ (TiSk)

1
StVk = y 6 (23 k)

1
bt (0k) -'bC (H3k)

p

(10 - 109)

(10- 110)

We decompose r13 and r23 into terms that will be treated implicitly and explicitly,

denoted by superscripts i and e, respectively:

T3 = T + 3ri3k - 7'r3k + 'ri3k

T isk = Tsk
723 '7i 72k + 'ri1k

(10- 111)

(10- 112)

(10- 113)H3k = H3ik

(10- 114)

(10- 115)

(10 - 116)

e i---Tl3 k ( | " ) [r cos <^^ff~k

l 3ek = r13k - T13 k

=i KM [rSCv]k
723 --

23 e k = 723k - '23 k

A

~Vy 2 }

(10- 117)

(10- 118)

The boundary conditions for these equations are taken to be those that provide the

boundary fluxes and stresses given by the explicit formulation (i.e. Trsik = 0 at k = 1

and NZM):

T+3 r--1r13 1 = r 13 1 (10- 119)
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rl+1 7r-1
713 NZM -- 713 NZM (10 - 120)

T23rl = r23 (10 - 121)

23 +1NZM -23 NZM (10 - 122)

H3S+l - H 3 I (10 -123)

H3 + NZM = II3NZM (10 - 124)

This constitutes a tridiagonal system for each of u + l , v + l, and r+ l ,

10.6.2.2 Use of the Implicit Scheme

The explicit treatment of the diffusion terms is the default. This implicit method

should be used when the time step required to satisfy the Courant-Friedrich-Lewy (CFL)

stability criterion for the diffusion term is prohibitively small.

The switches IMPLKM and IMPLKH (located in BLOCK DATA) determine

whether the explicit or implicit form of the equation is used.

IMPLKM =0 means use explicit treatment for momentum diffusion terms in

STRESS. This is the default.
=1 means use the implicit scheme. This should be used when KM

stability criterion limits the model time step.

IMPLKH =0 means use explicit treatment for scalar diffusion terms in

ADV30. This is the default.
=1 means use the implicit scheme. This should be used when KH

stability criterion limits model time step.

If IMPLKH is 1, the potential temperature tendency due to explicitly-calculated

diffusion is removed in ADV30, and the tendency due to implicitly-calculated diffusion

is calculated and 0 is updated to reflect the new tendency in COND. Likewise, if

IMPLKM is 1, the u and v tendencies due to explicitly-calculated diffusion is removed

in EDDYST, and the tendency due to implicitly-calculated diffusion is calculated and

updated in STRESS.
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To test the accuracy of the implicit code and how it can increase the maximum

stable time step, validation tests were performed. For small time steps, implicit and

explicit calculations provide similar profiles of 713 , r2 3 , and H3 . At larger time steps,

the profiles diverge, until at some point, calculations using the explicit scheme usually

violate the CFL criterion and fail.

10.7 Surface Stress Treatment

The model's surface friction treatment provides a value for the surface shear stress,

To, which is used as a boundary condition for the momentum equations (1-25) to (1-

27). The parameter that controls the nature of the surface is NGOCD, which is set in

BLOCK DATA:

NGOCD = 0 turns off surface friction.

1 means surface friction is on and uses a zo formulation.

= 2 means surface friction is on and uses a constant drag coefficient

(Cd) formulation. In this case, the user must specify Cd in BLOCK

DATA.

In NGOCD = 1 or NGOCD = 2, the surface shear stress is related to the drag

coefficient Cd and the fluid velocity U through the relationship:

To = pCdU2 (10- 125)

Choosing NGOCD = 1 invokes a formulation of the surface drag based on

similarity theory, which relates the wind shear in the surface layer to the height above

the surface, the surface drag, and the fluid density. The velocity scale given by similarity

theory is the friction velocity, u,:

u = (-) . (10-126)

Dimensional analysis leads to the well-known logarithmic velocity profile law,
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I ()In(-Zo (10 - 127)

where k is the von Karman constant and zo is the roughness length, which has units of

length and characterizes the roughness of a particular surface. Values of zo could vary

from about 0.1 mm for a calm, open sea to about 2 m for mountainous areas.

The drag coefficient Cd is calculated from roughness length using:

Cd= I /fm(Ri-) . (10- 128)

The function fm represents the influence of atmospheric stability, and is specified as:

1

f m =

2a Ri Ri < 0

1+3af b Cd l+- ,-IRil

1

1+ 2a Ri-1+ . /~..+t l

(10 - 129)
Ri > 0

where a- = 5, bf = 5 , and cf = 5 .
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CHAPTER 11: PROFILERS FOR ENVIRONMENTAL VARIABLES

The anelastic non-hydrostatic system of equations is written in perturbation form

such that

9 = 9(z) + o'(z) + o"(f, t)

T = T(z) + T'(z) + T"( ,t)

p=p(z)+p'(z)+p"($, t) (11-1)

p = (z) + p'(z) + p"(), t)

qv = (z)+ ( q , t)

where the overbar plus single prime terms constitute the initial environment that is

hydrostatically balanced and horizontally uniform. The double primed terms constitute

those terms that drive the motions although the possibility of geostrophic balance

may occur for portions of these terms. To derive buoyancy as that portion of the

thermodynamic structure that deviates from the initial environmental structure, we

require profiles in the code so that effectively only p" appears in the buoyancy term.

This improves the accuracy of the horizontal pressure gradient terms in the presence

of topography. We also require an accurate estimation of temperature in COND for

calculating condensation rates. To avoid the necessity of using p" to estimate T from

p and 8, it is a good approximation to assume

T"/Te, 9 "/oe + KP"//Pe . "/9e (11 - 2)

which has an error of order T"/Te - 0"/Oe, which is typically small. On the other hand,

errors of order T'/T - '/9 can be quite large. These later large errors can occur if

one expands about the overbar terms that can neglect a large portion of the known

hydrostatically-balanced environment. Thus, to estimate these temperatures accurately,

we require profilers for

Oe = o(Z) + (z) (11 - 3)
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or for

e= 6'(z)/9(z) (11-4)

and for

Te = T(z) + T(z). (11-5)

The 9f profiler is also used in EDDYST to calculate the potential temperature

portion of buoyancy 0"/9 from the full 9 field. 90 is also used during initialization as

this is the value to which the 8* field is initially put in most regions where the definition

8 = (1+ ') (11 - 6)

is used. File group (6,1) contains 0*.

The overbar terms 9, T,p, and p are derived from the environment consistent with

constant stability, S, where

= efceS (11- 7)

As discussed in an earlier chapter, the option of putting S = 0 also exists, which allows

for the use of Ogura and Phillips' deep equations. T, p, and p are easily derived from 0,

definition of 0, equation of state, and the hydrostatic relation.

Besides the thermodynamic fields, profilers are also needed for the environmental

values of Ue and Ve for purposes of initialization and horizontal filtering.

The profilers used in the model are:

profile subroutine variable returned in code as

TEPROF(I,J) Te(z) TMP

UXPROF(I,J) Ue(z) UXPR

UYPROF(I,J) Ve(z) UYRP

QVPROF(I,J) qv , (z) QV,QVS

POTPRF(I,J) e(z) POT

POTPRE(I,J) se(z) POT

where all of those profilers with input (I,J) simply return a single column of information.
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Next, we will describe the two types of profilers currently used in the model, a

polynomial fit profiler and a three-point Lagrangian interpolator profiler.

11.1 Polynomial Fit Profilers

For profiler POTPRF, we approximate the profiles as

@(z) = a + bz + z 2 + dz3 (11 - 8)

At z = 0, "a" is chosen to equal the correct value of 0 as given by (11-7). The

remaining three coefficients are determined using a conventional least squares fit. A

vector calculation of z where

z = (J+ h (11-9)

makes it easy to totally vectorize this type of profile. It should also be clear that if i is

a smooth function of height (as is the case, since it corresponds to a constant stability

environment), and only weakly varying with height that (11-8) can be made quite

accurate. Any errors in representing 6 (11-7) with respect to (11-8) are accounted for

in the 8* profiler, so that total 0 remains unchanged.

The environmental density has been treated somewhat differently since vertical grid

stretching has been in place. In subroutine RHOFIND, an exponential function is used

to calculate Pe for the outermost domain. The logarithmic nature of density forced us to

consider an exponential form for p. We approximate p as

p(z) = po exp(bz + cz2 + dz3) (11 - 10)

From this profile, density for inner domains is spawned to ensure consistency between

domains and then stored as a three-dimensional array in data file group (4,1). The

alternatives considered so far were at least as expensive and usually less reliable.

11.2 Lagrangian Three-point Fit Profilers

TEPROF, UXPROF, UYPROF, QVPROF, and POTPRE all use a Lagrangian

three-point quadratic fit which simply projects a profile in z onto the local c column.
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This requires calculating the closest k index matching the particular kk index where

z (k- 2.5) x DZ (11-11)

from the base profiler and

z = (ZOMDL + (kk - 1.5) x GAC + ZS (11 - 12)

for the particular column. With topography, k = k(kk), which makes it rather difficult

to vectorize certain portions of these profilers. Currently each of these profilers returns a

column at a time, resulting in one unvectorized DO loop out of three loops.

Another problem with these local fit profilers is that, for multiple domains, the

base profiler extent must far exceed an inner model "top" when strong topography

exists. The coordinate transformation can extend an inner model's vertical extent well

above the typical limit that would exist for the case with no topography. The individual

domain'base profilers assume no topography and, as a result, their vertical extent is

limited. To solve this problem, we have imposed an option in these local fit profilers

so that if no topography is being used, we use the original base profilers (found in

/BASE1/) for the domain being considered. If topography is being used, a single set of

base profiles that extend from z = 0 to H (found in /BASEG/) is generated in BASE.

The maximum resolution to be used for these full vertical extent base profilers is DZG

= DZMIN, which is specified in BLOCK DATA. If it happens that the specification of

DZMIN > DZSET(1) occurs, then DZG = DZSET(1) is made. To be consistent with

the resolution of DZG the parameter MZG must be appropriately set. For example if

DZG = DZSET(1)/n, then MZG = n*NZSET(1) + 2.

Other types of profilers have been attempted with little success. We tried to put

k = kk and perform a Taylor series expansion to get to the correct height, however,

this was too inaccurate for fields having strong derivatives, such as -q, and Te. Another

method attempted was to produce full extent Pade approximate profiles but occasionally

a particular profile would blow the fit routine. This procedure should probably be

reinvestigated by someone who better understands the Pade approximate.
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CHAPTER 12: SPECIAL ANALYSIS PROGRAMS

This chapter describes some additional analysis routines that are used for special

purposes or to supplement the standard NCAR Graphics-based graphics output. The

eddy kinetic energy analysis (§12.1) analyzes the sources of kinetic energy. The random

symmetry test (§12.2) is used during model development to find indexing errors in the

code. Finally, §12.3 describes how byte data files can be created to be used with other

graphics software packages.

12.1 Eddy Kinetic Energy Analysis

The program ANALYSIS has the switch ITURB, which if set equal to 1, causes the

model to execute the subroutine TURB. This routine analyzes sources of kinetic energy.

We let all field variables be defined as

(12- 1)

where < > represents the chosen horizontal averaging operator. Some assumptions are

< po >= p < ( > (12-2)

and

< Sr > >= Er < 4> (12 - 3)

where 77 is any of the x - y or z-directions. These two assumptions usually define the

choice of < > applicable for an experiment. Also assumed is that f is a constant and

cos=l1.

The various options are:

KAVG = 0

KAVG = 1

NXM

means < >jk= NXMM
i--2

NYM

means < >ik= NYMM jk
j=2

12-1

(12 - 4)

(12- 5)

0 =< 0 > +0'



KAVG = 2 means < q >k= XMM x NYMM) 12 6)
(NXMM x NYMM) Z S qijk (12-6)i j

KAVG > 2 means < < >= 0 (12-7)

KAVG=O option could be used for east-west oriented grids or for flow that is

cyclic in the x-direction. Similarly, KAVG=1 could be for cases where the plane of the

main flow is normal to the north-south direction; KAVG=2 for cases where there is no

preferred direction; and KAVG>2 to force the entire field to be defined as the eddy.

The eddy kinetic energy equation that results from the model equations is

62tke = S2t (Zu2 + Fv2 + w 12¢ /2

= -6z [p (<u>+u') (u' u'-at2/2) + >rv ( < u >2 - < u > u' tz

-,y pv(< , >+v')z ( - u - ±/2) + .

-8 TC (< > +') (u'u -u' 2 /2) +...

+ similar advection terms for the y - and z- direction components of

ke + advection of subgrid scale stresses

+ -pu' Z6S <u> -v' uS' < u > - 6 < u >

-p xuv ,z < v > -_ v'vt y < v > - v < v >

- C - - .cw _ -PiwC<- Tu'¢WI6 < w > - yv'¢WIy < w > SC'¢6¢ < w >

(shear production terms)

+ gP7 +f (u' - u'

(convective source) .
(Coriolis error)
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- [E(vi7u'') + y( VPj',) + 6av wp)]

(divergence of pressure velocity terms)

+ p' [bV u' + y7, v' + + w ' + w(F (F)
L_________________J \ P ' P

(pressure work source)

¢w' w" --- -' y736p ' ¢

+ ( 'p' ' -w' p' u'VJ16 - v' /J236cp,-

(pressure truncation error source)

- i ( /J U + sCVJ13uc)

- 22 (sy +v' I + sVCJJ 237 ' v )

- .(/v, u' + SIJJ2 3.U + ~8v + J 1 3

- 2 3 (6cV' + SyV-w') - 6 \/J ( 3J. W')

-3Ti (Su' + bYw'I) -1 '3S (yJ13w') (12 - 8)

(dissipation terms)

The ke, shear production, convective source, pressure work source, and dissipation

fields are all calculated in TURB. Plots of the <> of these fields are produced.

12.2 Random Symmetry Test

The purpose of the random symmetry test is to find coding errors associated with

both improper array indexing within the model's physical code and data flow. The
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test consists of initializing the model in some manner, running the three-dimensional

model a determined number of time steps, and then saving the fields to be tested. The

model is then rotated 90 degrees, appropriately re-initialized, and run again for the same

number of time steps. This time the output fields are rotated back 90 degrees to be

consistent with the first set. A test then analyzes the differences of the fields in question.

If there are any differences due to boundary conditions, data I/O flow, or improper array

indexing, then the test will fail and a pattern of the errors will be printed. Roundoff

zeros are produced when the code passes this test. Originally, the input arrays during

initialization were initialized with random variables, which coined the name 'Random

Symmetry Test.' Currently, the initialization's random portion has been replaced by

highly variable analytical functions.

The model is initialized in subroutine AINIT and subsequently run a determined

.number of time steps before storing and comparing the chosen test fields. The

topography should always be turned on during these tests but need not be symmetrical

if it is properly rotated along with the initial conditions during the re-initialization in

the second part of the test. Currently the model is initialized with uniform flow plus

a variable analytic flow component across a two-dimensional ridge, where the uniform

portion is derived from the model's initialization routine. This results in strongly forced

plus random-like solutions that are ideal for the test. The thermodynamic fields are

initialized using mean environmental values plus a variable component and all model

forcing parameters, such as Coriolis, surface heating, and moisture, are usually active.

One needs to remember to appropriately change the sign of the horizontal component of

the Coriolis terms during the rotation.

Here are some of the test parameters that are used by the random symmetry test:

MDLTST - defines model to be tested. This can be one of 1,2,...NMDLS.

ITEST - defines fields to be tested

= 1 FY, FX, Fn (Involves all subroutines up to and including STRESS)

=2 U, V, 2 (Involves everything up to and including VUDATE)

=3 0, Buoy (Includes prior routines + KTYPE = 1 advection)

= 5 Qv, Qc, Qr (Includes prior routines + KTYPE = 1,2,3,
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and 4, advection + COND

NPLUS - number of time steps to be run before testing

NNN - internal model time step counter. To run model without an

Euler backward start-up, use NNN > 3. Otherwise, NNN

is set equal to 1

JKL = 1 or 2 depending upon whether this is the first or second pass

through the model test

Note that the model domain for each model need not be square with equal size

horizontal grid spacing nor centered for it to be rotated. As long as the model geometry

and initial conditions are properly rotated and the model horizontal dimensions are

appropriately interchanged, the symmetry test may be applied. In fact one should have

as much variability in parameter and variable setting as possible to find errors such as

DX being used where in fact it should have been DZ.

Here is a partial list of tests that must be performed for any model version. The

two domain case (NMDLS=2) will be emphasized, although it should be remembered

that similar tests apply to NMDLS=1,3,....

1. Run ITEST = 1, 2, 3, and 5 with the outer model either cyclic or noncyclic and

with IDRY = 1, (NNN)o = 3, NPLUS = 2, and the inner model (Model 2) having

no common boundaries with the outer model.

2. Perform same test as 1 except with the inner model expanded to have the same

lateral boundaries as the outer model.

3. Perform same test as 1 with IDRY = 0.

4. Perform same test as 1 with (NNN)o = 1

5. Perform same test as 1 with mixed cyclic and non-cyclic conditions, i.e. cyclic in

mean flow direction and non-cyclic in cross stream direction.

6. Perform same test as 1 with inner model's lower and upper surfaces having different

x values with respect to outer model. Cases to be considered are: surface at z = 0

and top below T = H; and surface above x = 0 and top at x = H.

7. In all tests the fields chosen for testing should come from model = 1 for one set of

tests and from model = 2 for a second set of tests.
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RANSYM2 is the subroutine that actually compares fields and is part of the model

code for versions G2TC29 and beyond. A complicated input deck is required to run this

test because special branches and DO loops must be added to cycle through various

parts of the code. The typical model set-up for these tests will now be described.

The following describes the variable settings for the first (JKL = 1) set of time

steps. The topography is defined as an east-west ridge where

h =ho/(1 + (y'/a)2 ) (12-23)

where a = 3 km and y' is the distance from the outer model's center.

The mean flow for the outer model is defined as

u~ = UR (12- 24)

pYv = p"V(y, z) + pYvR (12 - 25)

P = - (y, ) + PZWR (12 - 26)

where V and Q are based upon an environmental profile of V = VO. The variable

portions of (URR, v,wR) are derived from the cross product of a vector %I such that

pV =V x I (12- 27)

The vector I is derived using spectral terms such that w = 0 at ~ = 0, H. This

variable portion of the initialization automatically satisfies cyclicity and can be used for

tests with or without cyclic boundary conditions. The reason for adding a variable term

to the velocity components is to activate hopefully all conceivable branches in the code

during any series of tests.

The thermodynamic fields are initialized in a similar fashion where

O = OoeSZ(1 + cawR) (12 - 28)

qv = q(z)(1 + aqWR) (12 - 29)

qc=0 (12- 30)

qR = O (12 - 31)
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The coefficients as and cq are chosen so that extreme humidities are not forced

upon the condensation routine. It is also necessary to ensure that all thermodynamic

variables remain positive definite. Fields are initialized for inner models using the

existing spawning routines, which are in no way modified for these tests.

For the JKL=2 loop or second set of time steps, we perform a 90° clockwise

rotation where the topography becomes a north-south ridge such that

h = ho/ (1 + (x'/a)2 ) (12-32)

and the mean flow specification becomes

p u pXU(x, z) + p;u* (12 - 33)

PV = (PVR (12- 34)

Zw = Pz(xz, z) + PZWR (12 - 35)

where U = Vo and the thermodynamic specification becomes

8 = Oesz(1 + aeO) (12 - 36)

v = qv(z)(1 + aQW) (12 - 37)

qc = 0 (12 - 38)

qR = 0. (12- 39)

'*' is determined by rotating the initially determined variable velocity field 900

clockwise.

The following table outlines the geometry used for the two model version of the

symmetry test. For the first series of time steps (JKL=1) we set

for Model=l, JKL=1

NX = 22 DX = 1km XOMDL = 0.0 IXCYS = 0

NY = 12 DY = 2km YOMDL = 0.0 IYCYS = 1

NZ. =20 DZ = 1/2km ZOMDL = 0.0

for Model=2, JKL=1
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NX =20 DX = 1/3km

NY= 22 DY = km

NZ =18 DZ = 1/8km

and for the second series of time steps

clockwise 90° we set

for Model=l, JKL=2

NX =12 DX = 2km

NY =22 DY = lkm

NZ = 20 DZ = 1/2km

XOMDL = 7.0 IXCYS = 0

YOMDL = 0.0 IYCYS = 1

ZOMDL = 0.0

where the initial fields have been rotated

XOMDL = 0.0

YOMDL = 0.0

ZOMDL = 0.0

IXCYS = 1

IYCYS = 0

for Model=2, JKL=2

NX = 22 DX = lkm XOMDL =0.0 IXCYS = 1

NY =20 DY = 1/3km YOMDL = 7.0 IYCYS =0

NZ =18 DZ = 1/8km ZOMDL = 0.0

Some parameter settings are MX = 22, MY = 23, and MZ = 20. Note that MX, MY

and MZ are all different and that both branches of RDD3 and WRD3 will be activated.

Furthermore, MY is set to an odd integer, which tests for possible uses of MY instead of

NY in the data flow. NY must always be an even integer for any particular domain.

This test (called Rantest 1) runs with all grid increments different within any single

domain. The number of grid points differ in each direction and grid ratios of 2:1, 3:1,

and 4:1 are all tested at once. One boundary is common with the outer domain and one

is interior. Two more configurations are necessary to cover other possible errors. These

are

Rantest 2 runs with IYCYS=0 for JKL=1

IXCYS=0 for JKL=2

otherwise identical to #1.

Rantest 3 is identical to Rantest 1 except that ZOMDL(2)=8km.

These three tests cover enough of the error possibilities and constitute our basic

two-model tests. A further test necessary with respect to data flow is to run a single

model version of Rantest 1 using different disk configurations. For the single model
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(NMDLS=1) where for the ISDLCM(I) and 1=1,2,... 14 we set ISDLCM equal to the

various values for the configuration G2TC29. These experiments are named Ransngl

numbers 1, 2, and 3 where

1= 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

Ransngl

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

2 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0

3 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

and for Ransngl 2 or 3 we run with LSEG1=2 once, LSEG1=5 once, and once with

LSEG1=6.

Further tests with Rantest 1 are to run 2 and 3 time steps starting with NNN=1

and with NNN=4. Another test is to run Rantest 1 with IDRY = 0 to test the

branching logic used in the code associated with the dry model. Also, one can run with

IDRY=1 but with

NPKXY = NPKXZ = NPKYZ = 1

NPKXY = NPKXZ = NPKYZ = 2

NPKXY = NPKXZ = NPKYZ = 3

NPKXY = NPKXZ = NPKYZ = 4

which tests the word packing code associated with packing the boundary condition

information. The NPFLT(I) variables should also be set to similar values as the

NPKXY, NPKXZ, and NPKYZ terms to test word packing logic within the fields.

The initial field should also be specified to allow eddy mixing to ensure that the

tests cover all options in the subroutines EDDYST and STRESS.

Once the model has passed this series of tests, one can be reasonably confident that

most if not all of the indexing and data flow errors have been eliminated. Whenever

new code is added to the model, it is run through these tests. This has been found to

be an efficient method of debugging the model and in fact absolutely necessary due to its

complicated data flow.
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The error characteristics of these tests frequently identify the particular subroutine

responsible, as well as indicate one particular part of the domain. For example, after

running only VELNL through the test with a single model and NPLUS=1 we might

observe an L-shape of non-zeros at the boundaries. Knowing the direction of rotation

between the tests allows us to recognize the single boundary responsible for this error

pattern.

We now describe the specifications of the variable velocity components for our

symmetry tests. We define our il vector as

= Ai + Bj + Ck (12- 40)

where i,j, and k are unit vectors in the x, y, and T directions, respectively. We define

A in== A -ayAz snA sinA4ysin (12 - 41)
4 sin(4 4Ay/2) sin(p7rAz/H) y sn H2-

B = sin(^ z2) sin(pr/ os As sin P ' (12 - 42)
4sin(A2Ax/2) sin(p7rAz/H)

C sin = 3 Cos A A \Cos -- (12 - 43)
4 sin(A3 Ax/2) sin(A6 Ay/2)sin co cos (12-43)

for the JKL=1 loop. Now using (12-27) this results in

CAX bAx
PUR = 2sin(As A/2) sin A3x sin Ay- 2sin(A2Ax/2) os 2 .cos)

cos p ) (12 - 44)

PVvR (2 sin ia 2 sin(A6 Ay/2) sin l s A4Y)

cos (VI) (12 - 45)

_ ( -bAz . aAz .P WR = si( ) S A COS A - sin(P ) s m Al c os A4
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s(in (12 - 46)

which exactly satisfy the finite resolution continuity equation for any choice of a, b, c, Ai,

and p. In order to assure the possible use of cyclicity in the horizontal we let

i = (27rmi/L4) for i= 1,2,3 (12 - 47)

and

Ai = (27rmi/Ly) for i=4,5, 6, (12 - 48)

for integer values of mi. The following variables are chosen for our basic test.

ml = 2 m4 =2 p-6

m2 = 4 m5 = 5

m 3 = 10 m 6 = 10 (12-49)

a = (4Vo sin(A4Ay)/2)Ay/po

b = csin(A2 Ax/2)/sin(A3A2/2)

c =(4V0 sin(A6Ay/2)/Ay)/po

which results in the fluctuating part having double the amplitude of the mean

component. Thus, every boundary should have both inflow and outflow conditions.

For the JKL=2 loop of any particular test we rotate UR, VR, and WR such that

*(XU* (, Y, T) = ;YVR(y, , Z)

P'YVR(x, y,) = -PuR(y, x, ) (12 - 50)

-zW(Z, y, ) -= pWR(y, a, )

12.3 Byte Data File Creation and Analysis

To supplement the basic NCAR Graphics-based analysis plots produced by Program

ANALYS, additional subroutines have been created to write out the three-dimensional

volume of several data fields so that they can be analyzed with other graphics software.

The user may choose whether these data files should be created and, if so, whether

they will contain 1-byte or 2-byte data. This section describes how such data files are
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created, what variables must be set, what files are created, and what they contain. We

also mention some software packages that can be used to examine such data.

Most of the subroutines are contained in deck CONVRT. By default, the subroutine

CONVRT (for 1-byte data) or CONVRT2 (for 2-byte data) is called from ANALYS. If

virtual nesting is off, CONVRT or CONVRT2 is called for all domains. If virtual nesting

is on, then CONVRT or CONVRT2 is called for MODELAN, the nesting level specified

in ANALYS. The code can easily be modified to call routines from MAIN during the

generator run if byte files are needed more frequently than history files are to be written.

The switch ICONV, set in ANALYS, controls whether byte data files will be created,

and if so, whether the files will contain 1-byte (ICONV=1) or 2-byte (ICONV=2)

data. Several additional files written in the C programming language are required to use

CONVRT; users should contact a model support person to obtain a copy appropriate for

their platform.

CONVRT (or CONVRT2, if 2-byte data has been specified) creates a data file at

each analyzed time, plus several accessory files. The byte data file itself is given a name

of the form:

ITAPEAMO1SGI.xxx

where 'ITAPEA' is the file name specified by ITAPE, M01 states that we are creating

files for domain 1, SGI identifies this file as the byte data file (originally created for a

display package on a local Silicon Graphics machine), and '.xxx' will be a three-digit

integer that identifies the sequence of the SGI files. Each SGI byte data file contains a

header, the length of which is 104 bytes plus 24 bytes for each data field (the user will

specify the total number of fields that are to be stored as NFLD). After the header,

the SGI file contains NFLD three-dimensional 1- or 2-byte arrays of data. Each array

of scaled data contains all interior model data points on the terrain-following data

coordinates from levels 1 to NZ-2 for vertical velocity, and 2 to NZ-1 for all other

velocity components and scalar fields. The horizontal velocity components U and V

are averaged horizontally to the grid center (i.e. colocated with the scalar variables),

while vertical velocity w is left at its vertically-shifted grid location (Chapter 1). So, the

lowest level of data for all variables is one half a vertical grid spacing above the model's
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lower surface, except for vertical velocity, which is written at the surface itself. Users can

cartesianize the data to a rectangular grid either in CONVRT with some modifications

or in their own analysis routines.

The accessory files given this ITAPE would be:

ITAPEAMOlSGI.terrain, ITAPEAMOlSGI.desc, and ITAPEAMOlSGI.step

where ITAPEAMOl1SGI.terrain (an ASCII -file) contains a header line containing this

domain's number of x-, y-, and C- points for which data is written in the SGI file,

and the grid spacing in the x-, y-, and C- direction (this sixth number is currently

meaningless). Following the header line is an NX - 2 by NY - 2 array of topography

elevation data (in 100's of meters). The file ITAPEAMO1SGI.desc (an ASCII file)

contains the name of each field for which data is written in the SGI file, the units in

which it is stored, and the maximum and minimum values to be stored (FLDMAX

and FLDMIN). ITAPEAM01SGI.step contains the number of the final file and time (in

seconds).

The parameters that the user must adjust are:

ICONV - (in ANALYS or MAIN) controls whether byte data files will be

created for later analysis with other software packages. (The default

is 0, i.e. no such files will be created.)
=1 means 1-byte data files will be created for the files specified by

IFILMN, IFILMX, and IFILFR.
=2 means 2-byte data will be created for the files specified by IFILMN,

IFILMX, and IFILFR.

NFLD - the number of fields that will be written in each SGI file.

FLDNAME(NFLD) - array containing an 8 character name for each field.

UNITS(NFLD) - array containing an 8 character name for each field's units.

FLDMAX(NFLD) - the maximum value of this field to be stored.

FLDMIN(NFLD) - the maximum value of this field to be stored.

FLDMAX and FLDMIN are used to scale the data stored in the SGI file (and to
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rescale it to physical values during analysis) to values between 0 and 255 for 1-byte

data and between -32767 and 32767 for 2-byte data. The user should consider these

values as well as their difference carefully, particularly when using 1-byte data. They

should encompass whatever range of values occurred for each field, since any data

points beyond this range will be set to the maximum or minimum value. However,

if 1-byte data is being used, the precision on the byte data is defined by (FLDMAX-

FLDMIN)/255; for example a range of +/- 50 m s -~ give an effective resolution of

only 0.39 m s- 1, therefore the range must not be excessive. If this precision becomes

an issue to the user, or if quantities requiring derivatives (such as vorticity, shear, or

deformation) are to be analyzed, the user would best choose 2-byte data, although twice

as much storage space will be required.

The byte data files are examined using other software packages. We currently work

with IDL (Interactive Data Language), a commercial graphics and analysis software

package, to analyze model simulations and produce animations, videos, and publication-

quality figures in either Sun Raster File format, postscript or several other formats.

Another three-dimensional animation package has been developed at NCAR and has

proven useful during field experiments. Other commercial software packages such as PV

Wave or Explorer could be used as well.
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CHAPTER 13: WORKSTATION APPLICATION OF MODEL

First, we emphasize that there is not a distinct 'workstation version' of the

model; both CRAY and workstations begin with the same code. Machine-specific

instructions (for both CRAY or workstation) are all in there, and are brought out with

preprocessors. Afterwards, the primary but superficial difference that the user would

notice is that he or she maintains the code in many subroutine files and compiles the

code with different instructions.

This chapter describes how the model can be ported to and run on Unix

workstations. These instructions are general and may need to be modified slightly for

specific platforms. To our knowledge, the model has been run on DECstations, Dec

Alphas, Sun Sparcstations, IBM Risc6000s, and in both single- and multi-processor

mode on SGI workstations.

Running the code on a workstation is sometimes desirable, such as during field

programs or when CRAY time is not available, but we do not have the resources to

provide support to users who do so.

13.1 Additions to the code to make it portable

CRAY- or workstation-specific code is set apart throughout the model by

statements that are recognized by preprocessors:

#if defined CRAY

#else

#endif

Examples of such code are lines that are meaningful only on a CRAY, such as 'BUFFER

IN', 'BUFFER OUT', 'SKIPFILE', MSREAD or MSWRITE (which send a file to or

retrieve a file from the Mass Storage System).

Other sections of code that are set apart with "#if defined CRAY" are functions

that duplicate CRAY routines; these routines are retained when porting to a
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workstation. One example is the CRAY vectorization function CVMGM:

FUNCTION CVMGM(A,B,C)

which returns A if C < 0, and B otherwise.

13.2 Differences between running on a workstation and a CRAY

When running the model on a workstation, three differences from the CRAY must

be kept in mind. These involve hardware attached to the CRAY, CRAY file structure,

and CRAY word size.

When porting the model to a workstation, memory and disk space often become

issues. Because the SSD is not available, the program must be contained in memory.

This requires appropriate setting of parameters such as ISDLCM and NDLCM, and

IFLCMN (=O, since routine CMNSVR must be told to use memory, not SSD). The user

must also be prepared with plenty of disk space, as the Mass Storage System will not be

directly available, and space will be needed to accommodate the source code, executable,

and history files that are created during the run.

The structure of the history file (that is, a file with data from a specific

model domain stored from a previous time step, from which the model can

restart) is also different from what one usually uses on a CRAY. In a history file,

one would usually store all necessary information from a particular NIO (each

NIOFRS(NMDL)*DTSET(NMDL) seconds; see Chapter 3), the CRAY would add an

End-of-File mark, and then append the next history file when it became available. If the

virtual nesting option were active, a file containing a sequence of history files would be

created for each subdomain of each layer. On the workstation, End-of-File marks are

handled differently, and it has became standard to create a separate history file at each

NIO for each subdomain of each layer. Needless to say, one can create many files in this

way. The name of the history files are patterned like EXPTAAm03nio009, where the

experiment name given in JTAPE is EXPTAA, this file is for domain 3, and it is written

for NIO=9.

Another issue is that the CRAY stores data in 64 bit words, whereas most
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workstations currently store 32 bit words. One result is that single precision calculations

on the CRAY are effectively what one would get doing double precision calculations on a

32-bit workstation. For this reason, word packing should not be used on workstations.

A specific example of where 32 bit word precision may cause problems is in PRESS,

the deck where pressure is solved. The variable PEPSIL, which defines the acceptable

convergence criteria for the pressure solution, is set in PRESS to l.e-22 for the CRAY,

and will be set to l.e-8 (using the preprocessor directives discussed earlier) otherwise.

Users might want to double check that this is so, because if PEPSIL=l.e-22 were the

convergence criteria on the workstation, the user would be waiting indefinitely for the

solution to converge to this unattainable goal. The value PEPSIL=l.e-8 is usually

adequate on workstations.

Users must also create a topography database on workstations, as one cannot

directly read the CRAY-format topography databases used in TOPUSA or

TOPWORLD. Generally, users either contact NCAR Scientific Computing Division staff

to retrieve the databases in ASCII format or have a specialized topography database for

the application at hand.

13.3 General procedure for assembling a workstation version

Users usually begin with the original source code listing, and through a series

of steps, end with a directory filled with individual FORTRAN subroutines. This

document lists the general instructions for doing this on a Unix workstation, although

the compiler, preprocessor, and makefile options may vary somewhat between vendor

platforms. Please contact one of the model support staff for more detailed instructions

on how this procedure is currently being done.

133..1 Splitting the code into subroutines

Users begin with a copy of the source code. The preprocessor 'cpp' is then applied

to the code. On the workstation, this retains the code in the '#else' alternative of the

'#if CRAY ... ' statements mentioned earlier. Next, C-shell scripts are used to replace
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the 'CALL CMD' statements with workstation-friendly 'include (cmd)' statements.

The code is then split (using Unix commands such as fsplit) into common decks and

subroutines. When modifying subroutines (either at this point, or while debugging

or modifying parameters), work with unexpanded copies (i.e. before the 'include'

statements have been activated), so that when the common decks and their parameter

statements are expanded, updated parameters are propagated to all subroutines in which

they are used. The routines are expanded with another C-shell script, and are ready to

be compiled.

13.3.2 Compiling and running

The subroutines are compiled using the Unix 'make' utility. A detailed discussion of

make is beyond the scope of this document, but a few notes must be made.

The analysis routines rely heavily on NCAR Graphics, a graphics package that can

be obtained from the Scientific Computing Division of NCAR. NCAR Graphics is not

required for the generator part of a modeling experiment, and model output can be

displayed using other packages.

The user should examine the makefile (the file to which the make utility looks for

instructions on how to build the executable code) and choose appropriate compiler

options. One thing that varies from platform to platform is the level of inline

optimization (set by a compiler flag) that the code will tolerate. The user can likely

obtain more information from online documentation for the FORTRAN compiler on

what exactly the compiler is doing, but it is enough to say that on some platforms, 04

(highest optimization) will work, and on others 02 (moderate optimization) must be

accepted, although the code will run slower if this is the case.

To compile, the user would examine the makefile. The first subroutine in the list of

sources or object files will be either 'main', if this is to be a generator run, or 'analys',

if this is to be an analysis run. Typing 'make' should compile the code, producing an

executable file, which can then be executed.
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Table 1. Level 2 data structure for the generator code. (Memory contained case.) "0"

means no field assigned to this location. p = NY/2. "*" means this is a reblocked region.

Subroutines where fields are assigned are noted in contents section.

CONTENTS

(W' M,0,0 ) EDYST ( ,pK 00)

(uVW)(r- 1

(U,v,w)-

(p,0,0)

(qv qc, qR) (IDRY=O) (0, 0,0)

(0*',B,*r-1 )

(qA, NIA, qI,B) (ICE=0) (0, 0, 0)

(NIB, 0, 0) (ICE=0) (0, 0, 0)

(90,0,0)

(p,p
1-, 0)

VELNL (ADVY,ADVX,ADVZ) STRESS (FY,FX,Fw)

EDDYST (Dll,D22,D3 3 ) hlmhltz (p*, 0,0)VUDATE (ij , )

EDDYST(D 1 2 ,D 2 3 ,D 1 3 )hlmhltz (P**, )

hlmhlt (rp, , 0)

(0,p0,0)

(puu, pvv, pww)

INDEX

LOCATIONS

(1,2,.. .p)

(p+l,...2p)

(2p+l,.. .3p)

(3p+l,. .. 4p)

(4p+l,...5p)

(5p+l,...6p)

(6p+l,.. .7p)

(7p+l,.. .8p)

(8p+l,.. .9p)

(9p+l,...lOp)

(lOp+1,...llp)

(llp+l,...12p)

(12p+l,...13p)

(13p+l,.. .14p)

(14+1,...15p)

(15p+l,... 16p)

FILE

GROUP

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13*

14*

15

16

I _ ; __

I_



Table 2. Level 2 data structure for the analysis code. Identical logical file structure as
for the generator.

CONTENTS

(B,0,0)

(U,v,w)

(p,0, 0 )

(qv,qc,RH)

(9, b,0)

(qIA, NIA, qIB)

(NIB, 0, 0)

(0,0,0)

(p,0, 0 )

(U', v', Cd)

(pu'w', pv'w', pw')

(pw'qv', pw'qc, qR)

(cpT + Lq, 0, 0)

(0,0,0)

(w, KM, residual)

INDEX

LOCATIONS

(1,2,.. .p)

(p+l,...2p)

(2p+l,.. .3p)

(3p+l,...4p)

(4p+l,.. .5p)

(5p+l,...6p)

(6p+1,...7p)

( 7 p+1,. .. 8p)

(8p+l,...9p)

(9p+1,. . .1p)

(lp+1,.. .llp)

(llp+1,...12p)

(12p+1,.. .13p)

(13p+1,.. .14p)

(14+1,.. .15p)

(15+1,. .. 16p)

FILE

GROUP

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16
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APPENDIX A - RELATED PUBLICATIONS

The following is a list of publications that describe some aspect of the code in

detail.

Clark, T.L., 1977: A small scale numerical model using a terrain following
coordinate transformation. J. Comput. Phys., 24, 186-215.

This paper describes the finite difference forms of the equations used in an

early version of the code that did not include moist atmospheric processes. The

approximations used for the nonlinear momentum advection, pressure gradient terms,

eddy mixing terms, and mass continuity, for the most part are still intact. Many

names of terms within the code can be compared directly with this document. For

example, ADVX, ADVY, and ADVZ are given by eqns. (3-18) to (3-20) and are used

in subroutine VELNL where these terms are constructed. Similarly for PFX, PFY,

PFZ, which are created in subroutine PRSFRC and mixing terms, which are created in

EDDYST and STRESS. Terms such as ADVZ, KFZ, and PFZ are converted to their

transformed coordinate forms in STRESS and PRSFRC.

Some aspects of this publication that no longer apply are:

* The base state has been generalized from Ogura and Phillips to include expansion

about a constant stability environment.

* The block iteration pressure solution has been modified. Currently this document

contains the only description of the currently used pressure solution options. See §6

on Pressure Solvers.

* Multiple nested domains have been added. See Clark and Farley (1984) below or §7

on Grid Nesting Procedure.

* Both warm and ice microphysics have been added. See Clark (1979) and Bruintjes

et al. (1994) below.

* The Smolarkiewicz advection scheme is used to advect all thermodynamic variables.

See Smolarkiewicz (1984) and Smolarkiewicz and Clark (1986) for details.

* Temporal refinement has been added. Each domain may now run at different time
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steps. See Clark and Hall (1991).

* The ability to move inner domains during the calculations has been included and

tested for limited use.

* Geospherical coordinates and a vertically-stretched system have been implemented

throughout the code to allow us to directly apply large-scale data.

Clark, T.L., 1979: Numerical simulations with a three-dimensional cloud
model: lateral boundary condition experiments and multi-cellular severe
storm simulations. J. Atmos. Sci., 36, 2191-2215.

This describes how the Kessler (1969) parameterization of warm rain has been

implemented in the code.

Clark, T.L. and R.D. Farley, 1984: Severe downslope windstorm calculations
in two and three spatial dimensions using anelastic interactive grid nesting: a
possible mechanism for gustiness. J. Atmos. Sci., 41, 329-350.

This paper describes some of the interactive grid nesting procedures and the

averaging and interpolation formula, which have not changed. See §7 on Grid Nesting

Procedure.

Smolarkiewicz, P.K., 1984: A fully multidimensional positive definite
advection transport algorithm with small implicit diffusion. J. Comput.
Phys., 54, 325-362. Also: Smolarkiewicz, P. K., and T. L. Clark, 1986: The
multidimensional positive-definite advection transport algorithm: Further
development and applications. J. Comp. Phys., 67, 396-438.

These papers describe the advection routine used to advect all thermodynamic

variables. The default option is IORD=2, which results in a second order in time and

space calculation.

Klaassen, G. P., and T. L. Clark, 1985: Dynamics of the cloud-environment
interface and entrainment into small cumuli: Two-dimensional simulations in
the absence of ambient shear. J. Atmos. Sci., 42,2621-2642.

This paper describes the model spawning procedure.

Clark, T. L. and W. D. Hall, 1991: Multi-domain simulations of the time
dependent Navier Stokes equation: Benchmark error analyses of nesting
procedures. J. Comp. Phys., 92, 456-481.

This paper describes some refinements to the grid nesting such as virtual nesting

and the pressure deficit correction approach. The hydrostatic code is also described in
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this paper.

Bruintjes, R. T., T. L. Clark, and W. D. Hall, 1994: Interactions between
topographic airflow and cloud/precipitation development during the passage
of a winter storm in Arizona. J. Atmos. Sci., 51, 48-67.

This paper describes how the Koenig-Murray (1976) ice microphysical scheme has
been implemented.

Clark, T. L. and W. D. Hall, 1996: On the design of smooth, conservative
vertical grids for interactive grid nesting with stretching. J. Appl. Meteor.
In press.

This paper describes how to generate vertically-stretched grids within the context of
vertical nesting that are consistent with the conservative interpolation formula used by
Clark and Farley (1984).
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APPENDIX B - NUMERICAL OPERATORS

Throughout the text numerical equations are presented as well as analytical

equations. This appendix describes identities and definitions which should allow the

various equations in the text to be derived and checked easily.

Consider the arbitrary variable 4f and the dependent variable x. The basic difference

and averaging operators are

snx = [O(x + nAx/2) - 4(x - nAx/2)] /(nAx) (B - 1)

= [O(x + nAx/2) + (x - nAx/2)] /2 (B - 2)

where n = 1,2,.... The above operators are usually used with n = 1. It should be clear

that

62xX # sxO (B - 3)

but it should also be recognized that

f r 2z. (B-4)

Some common averaging identities are:

r7d =Zj71+ -4 (r 6sZ) (B-6)

OX=z + -+A (6 ) x (A2 7)
7)_o fire " + > (Sxk). (B - 7)

Some common difference identities are

xs = 6 2~sz (B -8)

,,(,7) = +,!,7 + 6,Zx (B - 9)
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S,(' 77) = qS7r + 776,X (B - 10)

6, 6,, x(= 6( 6,7)- 06z,77. (B- 11)

Some operators used to relate variables from different resolution domains follow.

First we define
1 x

RX ,= < > x (B-12)

where q is the fine mesh variable and < S > is the equivalent coarse mesh variable.

See, for example, equations (7-4). In (7-4) the ' X and r Z have been omitted but

they are implied. Similarly in (7-7) a r XYZ is implied. Now a double bar operator

will be defined to relate gradient terms between different resolution models. This is

defined so that

6S,' =Sx< > (B - 13)

which results in
n-1n

0 = [ , n-i)+ij±~t +npi /n 2 (B - 14)
L=1,2 - £)q

where "n" in the above relation is equal to the grid ratio IRX. These operator types are

useful when "matching" systems of equations.
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APPENDIX C - VIRTUAL BOUNDARY CONDITION DATA DESCRIPTION

This section presents a brief description of the data requirements needed to ensure

that each finite difference operator is transparent along internal or virtual boundaries.

The data consist of two-dimensional arrays containing the necessary information that

must be transferred to a neighboring virtual nest. These arrays relate to momentum

terms, stress and deformation terms, scalar and advection terms, horizontal filter terms,

and pressure terms.

* Momentum terms

The tangential velocity fields along each virtual boundary and normal momentum

advection terms are saved either in AINIT, RDDST, or VUDATE and are applied

in VELNL. These 20 arrays (5 for each boundary) are stored in COMMON

BLOCKs /VTSTAG AND /VTST4G. The western virtual boundary data for the

fields of w,UY,UZ(t + i),UZ(t - 1) and p * UX * UX. are saved in arrays:

OMBX1(MZ,MY,NVDM), VMBX1(MZ,MY,NVDM), WMBX1(MZ,MY,NVDM),

WTBX1(MZ,MY,NVDM), and RUUBX1(MZ,MY,NVDM).

The corresponding eastern data are stored in arrays: OMBX2(MZ,MY,NVDM),

VMBX2(MZ,MY,NVDM), WMBX2(MZ,MY,NVDM), WTBX2(MZ,MY,NVDM), and

RUUBX2(MZ,MY,NVDM).

For the southern boundary the fields are: OMBY1(MZ,MX,NVDM),

UMBY1(MZ,MX,NVDM), WMBY1(MZ,MX,NVDM), WTBY1(MZ,MX,NVDM), and

RVVBY1(MZ,MX,NVDM).

For the northern boundary the corresponding arrays are: OMBY2(MZ,MX,NVDM),

UMBY2(MZ,MX,NVDM), WMBY2(MZ,MX,NVDM), WTBY2(MZ,MX,NVDM), and

RVVBY2(MZ,MX,NVDM).

* Stress terms

The deformation field at all virtual boundaries is saved in EDDYST and

applied in STRESS. These fields are stored in COMMON BLOCK /VTSG11 arrays:

DEFBX1(MZ,MY,NVDM), DEFBY1(MZ,MX,NVDM), DEFBX2(MZ,MY,NVDM), and
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DEFBY2(MZ,MX,NVDM).

The deformation terms D11 and D22 normal to the virtual boundaries are saved

either in AINIT, RDDST, or VUDATE and are applied in STRESS. These data

are stored in COMMON BLOCK /VTSG10 in arrays: T11BX1(MZ,MY,NVDM),

T22BY1(MZ,MX,NVDM), T11BX2(MZ,MY,NVDM), and T22BY2(MZ,MX,NVDM).

* Scalar and advection terms.

The advection calculation of the scalar variable are done in a two-step process by

calling ADV30 and ADV31. The current configuration will be to call ADV30 first for

all variables (KTYPE=1,2,3,..) over a virtual model loop for a given grid layer followed

by another loop that calls ADV31 and COND. The subroutine ADV30 requires the

tangential boundaries of the advection velocities that are calculated in VUDATE and

are stored in the COMMON BLOCK /VTSTG2 in the arrays:

OVIBX1(MZ,MY,NVDM), VVIBX1(MZ,MY,NVDM), UVIBX1(MZ,MY,NVDM),

OVIBY1(MZ,MX,NVDM), VVBY(MZ,MXNVDM), UVIBY1(MZ,MX,NVDM),

OVIBX2(MZ,MY,NVDM), VVIBX2(MZ,MY,NVDM), UVIBX2(MZ,MY,NVDM),

OVIBY2(MZ,MX,NVDM), VVIBY2(MZ,MX,NVDM), UVIBY2(MZ,MX,NVDM)

In addition, ADV30 requires the scalar values for advected fields and these arrays

are calculated in either AINIT or RDDST during the initial phase or in COND during

the run. These arrays are stored in the COMMON BLOCK /VTSTG6 in the arrays:

TMBX1(MZ,MY,NVDM,NTYPE), TMBY1(MZ,MX,NVDM,NTYPE),

TMBX2(MZ,MY,NVDM,NTYPE), TMBY2(MZ,MX,NVDM,NTYPE)

The subroutine ADV31 requires boundary data from the modified advection

velocities and updated scalar fields. The velocity data arrays are stored in COMMON

BLOCK VTSTG8 in the arrays:

COMMON/VTSTG8/OVBX1(MZ,MY,NVDM,NTYPE),

VVBX1(MZ,MY,NVDM,NTYPE), 1 UVBX1(MZ,MY,NVDM,NTYPE),

OVBY1(MZ,MX,NVDM,NTYPE), 2 VVBY1(MZ,MX,NVDM,NTYPE),

UVBY1(MZ,MX,NVDM,NTYPE), 3 OVBX2(MZ,MY,NVDM,NTYPE),

VVBX2(MZ,MY,NVDM,NTYPE), 4 UVBX2(MZ,MY,NVDM,NTYPE),

OVBY2(MZ,MX,NVDM,NTYPE), 5 VVBY2(MZ,MX,NVDM,NTYPE),
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UVBY2(MZ,MX,NVDM,NTYPE)

The scalar field data are stored in COMMON BLOCK /VTSTG7 in arrays:

AVBX1(MZ,MY,NVDM,NTYPE), AVBY1(MZ,MX,NVDM,NTYPE),

AVBX2(MZ,MY,NVDM,NTYPE), AVBY2(MZ,MX,NVDM,NTYPE)

* Horizontal filters

The horizontal Shapiro filters in the model are, in general, a sixth order operator.

This requires saving velocity data for 3 planes of data for each velocity field and virtual

boundary. The data is saved in VUDATE and in applied in FILT3MUL, which is a

special version of FILT3 designed for virtual nesting. These arrays are contained in

COMMON BLOCK /VTSG12 and are called:

FILX1(MZ,MY,3,3,NVDM), FILX2(MZ,MY,3,3,NVDM),

FILY1(MZ,MX,3,3,NVDM), FILY2(MZ,MX,3,3,NVDM)

where the fourth dimension of these arrays refer to the stored field (JFLD).
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